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of ALL Fixed Composition Resistors by almost

'Not Claims! Not Predictions! But Plain Facts!
Unbiased, authoritative, independent surreys (made
regularly since 1930) show 1RC BT RESISTORS to
be the Service Technicians' choice by a continually
increasing margin. Today, BT RESISTORS are
preferred over the total of all other brands combined!

Ask for IRC BT's

Most Service Technicians Do !

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY
425 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia 8, Pa.

Wiewol-tk, (lutzAut Salt In Canada: International Resistance Co., Ltd., Toronto, Licensee
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RIDER COOKS MAKE

COLOR TV

SOUND

...the complete COLOR TV story
INTRODUCTION TO COLOR TELEVISION

by M. Kaufman
Engineer, Color Engineering Labs

CBS - COLUMBIA
(A division of Columbia Broadcasting System)

and
H. Thomas

Senior Project Engineer
FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION LABS., INC.

(A division of I. T. & T.)

Answers technical questions on color TV which the
layman might ask the service technician. Discusses
color wavelengths and frequencies; primary colors
and what they mean. Production of color by reflec-
tion and projection. Brightness, hue and satura-
tion are defined. Gives basic features of the
N. T. S. C. system. Differences between Tri-color
Colortron, and the Chromatron are explained. Dis-
cusses circuits used in color TV receivers and
gives complete explanations as to their operation
- Setting up and adjustment procedure.
140 pages, illustrated only $2.10

HIGH FIDELITY SIMPLIFIED
by H. D. Weiler

LIFE magazine's June 15, 1953 issue reported en-
thusiastically how "High Fidelity Simplified"-the
only book quoted - explains the complete Hi-Fi
story. Radio -Television News stated: "Those plan-
ning high fidelity music systems for their homes
will save themselves time, money and -trouble by
reading this first, then making purchases.
Typical Chapters: Sound!.' Acoustics, Electronics
and Music; The Simple Loudspeaker; The High -
Fidelity Loudspeaker; Loudspeaker Enclosures; The
Basic Amplifier; The Amplifier-Part 2; The Record
Player; The Tuner; Use of the Music System; Tape
Recorders.
208 pages (51/2" x 81/2") only $2.50

GUIDE TO AUDIO REPRODUCTION
by David Fidelman

Here's an A to Z explanation of the reproduction
of sound ... from the fundamentals to all phases
of audio reproduction systems. Design, construc-
tion and assembly of these systems and their
components. Comprehensive methods for testing
individual units. Explanation of circuitry of pre-
amplifiers and amplifiers. Complete discussion of
pick-up devices (phono cartridges, tuners and
microphones),budspeakers and enclosures. Charts,
tables and graphs keep mathematics to minimum.
Engineers will value the book for design charts
and testing methods. Practical circuits for home
or custom construction enable building of systems
tailor-made to individual needs.
240 pages (51/2" x 81/2") only $3.50

for every service technician

HIGHLIGHTS OF COLOR TELEVISION
by John R. Locke, Jr.

Radio and Television Department
General Electric Company, Syracuse, New York

This book introduces color television at a level
which will be understandable to persons who are
familiar with the black and white television sys-
tem. All material is based on the recommendations
of the N. T. S. C. Since a color television receiver
must provide the necessary circuitry to reproduce
the color information, the new problem is to
understand the nature of these added circuits.
Highlights of Color Television supplies this infor-
mation.
48 pages, illustrated only $ .99

TEST EQUIPMENT

ENCYCLOPEDIA ON CATHODE-RAY
OSCILLOSCOPES AND THEIR USES

by Rider & Usland
Most complete 'scope book! Cloth cover.
992 (81/2 x 11") pp., 3000 illus. $9.00

HOW TO USE METERS by Rider
Discusses meters.VOMs, VTVMs for servicing radio,TV,
Amplifiers, Transmitters.
Over 140 (51/2 x 812" ),pp., illus. $2.40

OBTAINING AND INTERPRETING
TEST SCOPE TRACES

by Rider
Over 500 test scone actual traces. Shows how to use
scopes and what the traces mean.
Over 140 (51/2 x 81/2") pp., illus $2.40

HOW TO USE SIGNAL AND

SWEEP GENERATORS
by 1. Richard Johnson

First book with test uses . .. problems .. . solu-
tions on all types of signal and sweep generators
used in AM, FM, radio and TV servicing.
Over 120 (51/4" x 81/4") pp. only $2.10

tug UHF PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES
by Lytel

Complete discussion about theory and applications of
ultra high frequencies. Cloth cover,
390 (51/2 x 81/2") pp., illus $6.60

UHF TELEVISION ANTENNAS
AND CONVERTERS

by A. Lytel
Latest information on all types of converters, antennas,
transmission lines. Valuable for UHF installation tech-
niques. Over 128 (5% 81/4") pp. $1.80

GENERAL UNDERSTANDING MICROWAVES
by Victor J. Young

This book provides foundation for understanding
microwave radio and radar. Mathematics are con-
fined to footnotes wherever possible. Covers theory
and operation. 385 pages (51/2" x 81/2"), illus.,
cloth bound only $6.00

UNDERSTANDING VECTORS AND PHASE
by J. F. Rider and S. D. Uslan

A shorthand method to easier understanding of
radio theory. 160 pages (51/2" x 81/2"), illus.,
cloth cover only $1.89

RADIO OPERATORS LICENSE Q & A MANUAL
by Milton Kaufman

Fourth Edition, January 1953 (Elements 1 through 8).
Questions and answers to past FCC exams plus a

FOLLOW-THROUGH discussion of the answers so neces-
sary for a complete understanding of the technical
question. Cloth cover.
730 (51/2 x 81/2") pp., 243 illus. $6.60

GENERAL

RECEIVING TUBE SUBSTITUTION GUIDEBOOK
by H. A. Middleton

Answers all tube problems by listing 2,500 radio -
television tube substitutes in numerical sequence,
with accompanying wiring instructions, original
and substitute socket illustrations.
224 (81/2" x 11") pages only $3.00

FIRST SUPPLEMENT
Features 750 different radio -TV tube substitutions
not listed in first edition.
48 (81/2" x 11") pages only $ .99

SECOND SUPPLEMENT
Features picture tube substitutions - 134 TV
picture tube substitutions and over 190 AM -FM
TV substitutions and receiving tubes not covered
in First Supplement and original book.
48 (81/2" .x 11") pages only $ .99

INSIDE THE VACUUM TUBE
by John F. Rider

Covers in plain and understandable language the
fundamental theory of the vacuum tube and its
operation. Typical chapters: The Cathode Circuit;
Power Amplifiers; Dynamic Transfer Character-
istics; Electron Emission. 15 chapters in all. Illus.
424 pages (51/2" x 81/2"), cloth bound .. only $4.50

TV AND ELECTRONICS AS A CAREER
by Kamen & Darf

Here's your guide book to a profitable career in Elec-
tronics. Experts tell you what opportunities are offered,
how to prepare yourself, how to get the job you want.
326 (51/2 x 81/2") pp., 136 illus. $4.95

FM TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION
by J. F. Rider and S. D. Uslan

This 2nd edition covers FM from start to finish,
including receiver servicing.
460 (51/2" x 81/2") pages. Cloth cover.. only $4.95

BROADCAST OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK
by Harold E. Ennes

Second Edition (October, 1951) deals with the
practical considerations of radio broadcasting and
its equipment. Covers operating procedure in con-
trol rooms, the master control. remote controls,
and the transmitter, technical data for operators
440 pages (51/2" x 81/2"), 226 illus. .... only $5.40

RIDER MANUALS CUT SERV
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TV MANUALS
TV MANUALS

Vol. I Cat. No. Paw Caw Price

12

11

10

9

8

7

8

4

3

2

1

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2,000

2,200

2,350

2,136

2,888

2,352

2,320

2,320

2,296

2,032

1,896

2,000

Mar. 53 - Jul! 53
Oct. 52 - Feb. 53
Mu. 52 - Sept. 52

Oct. 51 - Feb. 52

June 51 - Sept. 51

Sept. 50 - June 51

Aug. 50 - Jan. 51

Mar. 50 - July 50

Oct. 49 - Feb, 50

Jan. 49 - Oct. 49
Jan. 48 - Jan. 49
Up to Jan. 48

24.00
24.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

19.80

RADIO MANUALS
AM -FM RADIO MANUALS

Val. Cat Ns. Paps Year Price

23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10

9
8
7
6

1023 1,152 51.53 15.00
1022 1,520 50-51 13.00
1021 1,648 49-50 21.00
1020 1,776 1949 21.00
1019 2.122 48-49 22.50
1018 2,038 1948 22.50
1017 1,648 47-48 19.80
1016 768 46-47 9.90
1015 2.000 42-46 22.50
1014 1,376 1942 19.80
1013 1,672 41-42 19.80
1012 1,648 40-41 19.80
1011 1.652 39-40 19.80
1010 1,864 38-39 19.80
1009 1.672 37-38 19.80
1008 1,650 36-37 19.80
1007 1.800 85-38 19.80
1006 1,240 84-35 1.5.00

TV TEK-FILE
RIDER TEK-FILE

Faster . . . Easier . . . More Profitable

Servicing!
Buy the TV data you need . . . when you need it!
Direct from the manufacturers comes the TV ser-
vicing data you receive in Rider's new data ser-
vice, TEK-FILE contains the same official factory -
authorized information that appears in the time-
saving, profit -making TV Rider Manuals. But here's
the difference! It's available in a compact file
folder that makes it convenient to use when mak-
ing outside service calls. When you're finished
with a TEK-FILE it's ready for instant filing in

any standard file. You buy only the TV data you
need . . . when you need it. Naturally, it's com-
plete data! It's Rider information and Rider is the
ONLY service data source featuring completeness.
25 years of Rider Manuals prove this conclusively.
The price is right! TEK-FILE is economically priced
at $1.50 per pack. The MOST of the BEST

SERVICING
RADIO TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDEBOOK

VOLUME 1
by Rider and Johnson

A practical guide to radio receiver operation,
trouble diagnosis and repair. Detailed instructions
on how to shoot trouble. Specify lists of symptoms
and the parts and sections that should be checked.
Direct approach.
160 (51/z" x 81/2") pages, illustrated only $2.40

HOW TO LOCATE and ELIMINATE

RADIO and TV INTERFERENCE
by Fred D. Rowe, Northern Calif. Electrical Bureau

Both radio and television interference are dis-
cussed. Much can be done by the service tech-
nician to assist in overcoming interference diffi-
culties when he is armed with the true funda-
mental reasons why they occur. When fundamentals
are understood the solution is not too difficult.
This book is your perfect guide.
128 pages only $1.80

AUTO RADIOS
HOW TO INSTALL AND SERVICE AUTO RADIOS

by Jack Darr
An expert gives practical, detailed instructions on
how to install and service all types of automobile
radios. Not a schematic book. Shows where to run
lead-ins, how to install antennas, eliminate noise
and gives methods for vibrator testing. Furnishes
a complete list of tools, spare parts and other,
equipment and how to set up an auto radio service
business.
128 (51/2" x 81/2") pages, illustrated only $1.80

ANTENNAS

TV AND OTHER RECEIVING ANTENNAS

(Theory and Practice)
by Arnold B. Bailey, Antenna Consultant

This book answers the questions of service tech-
nicians, engineers, students and teachers about
receiving antennas.
Data pages on approximately 50 different basic
types aid analysis and preselection of antennas.1
The advantages and disadvantages of each type,
are discussed, and suggestions are given concern-
ing antenna requirements in various reception
areas. We guarantee it will answer all your
questions.
606 pages (51/2" x 81/2"), 310 illus only $6.00

TV MASTER ANTENNA SYSTEMS
by Ira Kamen and Richard H. Dorf

A practical working manual dealing with the instal-
lation, maintenance, usage, and merchandising of
TV master antenna systems -solves all problems
from start to finish. Virtually all amplied and non -
amplified systems are discussed.
368 pages (51/2" x 81/2"), 234 illus only $5.00

SPECIALIZED RADIO SPECIALIZED SERIES - HOME AND PORTABLE RADIO MANUALS

A NEW kind of Rider Manual . . . now available! A terrific buy! 21/2 years production in each of the
11 volumes . . . June 1951 thru December 1953. Dollar for dollar it has not equal! Comparable data
from other services costs you 5 to 20 times as much! Each volume contains the following data: Schematics,
Tube Layout, Voltages, Alignment, Cabinet Picture, Dial Stringing, Trimmer Location, Parts List, Chassi

Views, Individually indexed. It is the MOST accurate service information that you can buy. . . . It i

factory authorized . . . factory prepared . . . factory applied methods! This information
protects and builds your technical reputation. With this data in your hands you know
as much about the receivers as the manufacturers who made them! You service easily
and profitably! Each volume - only $1.65 (Volume 7 only $2.40)

ICING COSTS

TV SERVICING
TV MANUFACTURERS'

RECEIVER TROUBLE CURES
Vol. 1, 115 (51/4x81/4") pages $1.80
Covers 12 brands, Admiral through Dumont
Vol. 2, 117 (51/401/4") pages $1.80
Covers 11 brands, Emerson through Jackson
Vol. 3, 119 (51/4581/4") pages $1.80
Covers 16 brands, Kaye -Halbert through Philco.
Vol. 4, Over 115 (51/4x81/4") pages $1.80
Covers 10 brands, Philharmonic through Shaw TV.
Vol. 5, Over 120 (51/4 x 81/41 pages $1.80
Covers 12 brands, Sparton through Zenith.

TV FIELD SERVICE MANUAL, VOLUME 1
by Harold Alsberg

Model of each manufacturer contains -top view
diagrams of tube locations; diagrams of rear con-
trols; front controls; tube listings and circuit
functions; key voltages; diagrams of picture tube
adjustments, AM tuner drive cord assemblies, and
TV -FM tuner drive cord assemblies; a listing of
trouble symptoms (audio -video) and directions for
trouble cures. Volume 1 covers: Admiral, Affiliated
Retailers (Artone), Aimcee, Air King, Air Marshal,
Allied Purchasing, Andrea, Arvin and Automatic.
120 pages only $2.10

SERVICING TV VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL

OUTPUT SYSTEMS
by Harry Thomas

Complete, easy -to -understand: Discusses artypes
of vertical and horizontal output circuits used in
TV receivers -recognition of trouble -how to lo--
cate faults and their repairs. No other book in
print offers equivalent coverage of the subject or
explains details as clearly.
Over 140 (51/2" x 81/2") pages, illus....only $2.40

TV TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR

GUIDEBOOK
by Robert G. Middleton

VOLUME 1
Easy -to -use book for service technicians. How to
spot TV receiver troubles and corrections. Hun-
dreds of waveforms, tube patterns and test equip-
ment setups.
204 pages only $3.90

VOLUME 2
All new material covers everything not contained
in Vol. 1. Includes servicing video I -F strip, ampli-
fier faults, and troubles in horizontal circuits.
160 pages only $3.30

HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT A TV RECEIVER
by J. R. Johnson

A step-by-step guide for new -corners to systematic
troubleshooting -rapidly and profitably.
Over 120 (51/4 x 8,/4") pp. $1.80

TV SWEEP ALIGNMENT TECHNIQUES
by Liebscher

Never before a book like this on TV sweep alignment
... exclusive information ... introducing the new Super -
mark method! Over 100 (51/4 x 81/4") pp., illus $2.10

TV INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES
by Marshall

'How -to -do -it" book on antennas, receiver adjustment,
municipal laws on installing. etc. Cloth cover.
336 (51/2 x 81/2") pp., 270 illus. - $4.50

Write for FREE 1954 Catalog!
Buy these books from your jobber, local book-
store or, if unavailable from these sources,
write to:

JOHNF/Z2HPUBLISHER, INC." ,  "/ 480 Canal Street, New York 13, N. Y

TECHNICIAN April, 1954 3
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still the most
powerful TV rotor,

enough power
to turn any array.

NOW...With Meter Cabinet

Using 4 -Wire Cable

also these models TR-2  TR-11  TR-12

Rotor

Model TR-4
the de -luxe HEAVY DUTY

ROTOR complete with mod-

ern design meter control dial

cabinet, using 4 wire cable.

$ 53.95
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TELEVISION
HOME STUDY COURSE

"Color Television is here-not around
the corner, or in the developmental labs,
but here! The big question now is ... Are
You ready for Color TV?

"You may now have a successful TV
servicing business. When color sets come
to your bench for servicing, will you be
able to handle them?

"Color Television is a vast new field,
embodying entirely new concepts . . .

principles of light and vision, radically
new circuitry."

First Home Study Course in Color TV
Now is the time to prepare. Now, for the
first time, you can train yourself for the

by RCA Institutes

opportunities in this brand-new field. The
just -announced RCA Institutes Home
Study Course is the first home study
course covering all phases of color tele-
vision. Offered only to those already ex-
perienced in radio -television servicing, it
explains the "why" of basic theory, as
well as the "how -to -do -it" of servicing
techniques.

Planned and written by RCA instruc-
tors, the entire course is based on the
practical experience of RCA engineers-
the men who have pioneered in the re-
search and development of color television
since the very first color experiments,
many years ago.

RCA Institutes conducts a resident school in New
York City offering day and evening courses in
Radio and TV Servicing, Radio Code and Radio
Operating, Radio Broadcasting, Advanced Tech-
nology. Write for free catalog on resident courses.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA

350 WEST FOURTH STREET, NEW YORK 14, N. Y

I

I
I

I

(please print)

Remember when black -and -white tele-
vision first became a reality? Overnight,
the demand for men who knew television
grew. Even now, a shortage of qualified
servicemen exists. Think, then-of the
even greater demand for servicemen who
will understand the many additional prob-
lems of color reception!

Costs so little to gain so much

RCA Institutes makes it easy for you to
prepare yoUrself now for color television.
Not only is the cost of the home study
course for qualified servicemen extremely
low, but you pay for the course on a
pay -as -you -learn basis.

Send for FREE Booklet-Mail the coupon, today. Get complete
information on the RCA INSTITUTES Home Study Course is
Color Television. Booklet gives you a general outline of the course
lesson by lesson. See how thoroughly you can learn Color TV.
Mail coupon in envelope or paste on postal card.

RCA INSTI'l l I LS, INC., Home Study Dept. T454
350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y.
Without obligation on my part, please send me copy of booklet "RCA INsmtrres
Home Study Course in COLOR TELEVISION." (No salesman will call.)

Name

Address

City 7one State

TECHNICIAN April, 1954 5



SERVICE MAN'S DREAM
  the most compact TV set ever made!

(Yet easily accessible)
CROSLEY SUPER -V IS

DRAMATICALLY

DIFFERENT INSIDE

Here's one set that is designed
with the TV service man in mind.
Removing the back of the Super -V
plainly exposes all secondary con-
trols and every tube in the set.
And as you know, 9 out of 10
service calls merely require the
change of a tube.

For any other service job, it's
as simple as opening the hood of
your car, no chassis to pull, just
slide the entire Super -V cabinet
up off the chassis. More repairs
can be made in the home. You
can get at the works immediately
and without obstruction, service
the Super -V in lots less time than
you'd spend on an ordinary set.

The Super -V is a cinch to install.
It's compact, weighs only 53
pounds. And in many places,
you'll find its built-in antenna is
all you need for perfect reception.
Service men who've seen the
Super -V call it the greatest for-
ward step ever taken in TV
chassis design.

7N.h...-.'?""""-'*'"'"".'""'""'""."""""N
o*-4*. ,*  01

A triumph of Crosley's
33 years' electronic research

CROSL
 TAKES UP TO 1/3 LESS SPACE THAN OTHER 17"

TVs-FITS WHERE OTHER SETS WON'T

 FRONT ALL SCREEN-CONTROLS ON THE SIDE

 CHOICE OF THREE FINISHES (MAHOGANY,
WALNUT, BLOND)

 FULL -YEAR WARRANTY ON PICTURE TUBE -90 DAYS
ON CHASSIS PARTS

 ROLLING OFF CROSLEY PRODUCTION LINE
IN VOLUME-PRICED FOR PROFIT AND ACTION NOW!

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE SUPER -V
CALL YOUR CROSLEY DISTRIBUTOR NOW!

You can

EY

Suggested retail prices start at

s1
(Walnut -finished)

95
coast to coast

them better on a CROSLEY

TECHNICIAN April, 1954



PEOPLE WON'T LOON fOR YOU TO GIVE YOU

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICE BUSINESS

SecaCede YOU'RE PRETTIER

6ecacede

-e- THAN YOUR COMPETITOR OR

YOU EMPLOY MORE MEN sGC) co caw
/,

(feCafade YOU HAVE FLASHIER TRUCKS

BUT..  THEY WILL LOOK FOR YOU AND GIVE YOU

MORE BUSINESS* IF YOU ARE A

EOND BONDED ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

agee YOU'LL KEEP THE BUSINESS IF YOU USE

11111EON QUALITY RADIO AND TELEVISION TUBES

A '21,

- OR

itecetaae THEY ARE RIGHT...FOR SOUND AND SIGHT!

BETTER ASK YOUR RAYTHEON TUBE DISTRIBUTOR IF YOU CAN

QUALIFY FOR THIS EXCLUSIVE SALES STIMULATOR

*In a recent survey Raytheon Bonded Electronic
Technicians indicated that the Raytheon Bonded
Program boosts their volume and profit at least
10 per cent.

MT%
41111111111111.rAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Newton, Mass., Chicago, Ill., Atlanta, Ga., Los Angeles, Ca
crxetetionee in eleetAateloS

EMMA ANO PICTURE TOTES RELIABLE SIBINNIATORE MINIATURE TIRES  SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES AND TRANSISTORS  NUCLEONIC TIDES  MICROWAVE TRIES

TECHNICIAN April, 1954 7



STAN

MUSIAL

WIN $8,000°°

$1,0009-9
CASH

1ST PRIZE

MICKEY

Westinghouse MANTLE

LEAGUE LEADERS
AND DEALERS AID CONTEST

You never saw such an easy contest! Just fill in the
names of the teams which were leading each major
league on August 1, 1953. Then you have the first leg
on the $1,000 CASH First Prize in the exciting League
Leaders and Dealer Aid Contest.

Fill in the Entry Blank on the opposite page. Have
your distributor salesman certify that you have pur-
chased 25 Westinghouse Receiving Tubes OR 1 \X'est-
inghouse Picture Tube. And mail your Entry Blank

ET -95051

YOU CAN SE SURE ... IF ITS

Westinghouse

NOW! An early entry can win one of the big prizes
for you.

After naming League Leaders on August 1, 1953,
write your answer to the cartoon situation pictured on
the Entry Blank. Winners will be judged on the basis
of correctness of team selection, and aptness, orig-
inality and effectiveness of cartoon solution.

Enter as often as you wish. The more entries you
submit, the better chance you have at the 209 Big Cash
and Merchandise Prizes. Ask your distributor sales-
man for additional entry blanks. He will be glad to
sign them when he takes your tube order.

RELIATROIM TUBES
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION, ELECTRONIC TUBE DIVISION, ELMIRA, N. Y.

8 TECHNICIAN April, 1954



N PR ZES...
209 PRIZES FOR SMART SERVICE MEN

2ND PRIZE -.$700 in YOUR Choice of Merchandise

3RD PRIZE - $400 in Merchandise YOU Select

4TH PRIZE- $300 YOU Choose the Merchandise

FIRST, SECOND, THIRD AND FOURTH PRIZE WINNERS WILL MEET MICKEY MANTLE OR STAN
MUSIAL IN THE BIG PRIZE AWARD DINNER WESTINGHOUSE HAS PLANNED FOR YOU IN NEW YORK

5 Fifth Prizes of $140 Each in Merchandise 30 Seventh Prizes of $35 Each in Merchandise
20 Sixth Prizes of $70 Each in Merchandise 50 Eighth Prizes of $20 Each in Merchandise

100 Ninth Prizes of $15 Each in Merchandise

FILL IN THIS ENTRY BLANK TODAY!

1. League Leaders on August 1st, 1953, were:

AMERICAN LEAGUE NATIONAL LEAGUE

2. Here is what I would say to the lady in the Cartoon:

A I-1,CH AN ADDITIONAI tiHEFT OF PAPER IF NECESSARY 00 WORDS MAXIMUM'

MY NAME

SHOP NAME

STREET

CITY STATE

SEND ALL ENTRIES TO:

WESTINGHOUSE TUBE CONTEST
Box 610, Grand Central Station, New York 17, New York

ALL THAT MONEY
TO REPLACE THIS

LITTLE TUBE?

RED
542,74

THIS SPACE FOR DISTRIBUTOR SALESMAN'S

CERTIFICATION

ar

I certify this Entry Blank has been qualified
by the purchase of 125 Westinghouse Receiving
Tubes) (1 Westinghouse Picture Tube)

SALESMAN'S SIGNATURE

COMPANY NAME

CITY STATE

TECHNICIAN  April, 1954 9



Abir.. SOLDERING
MADE TWICE AS EASY!

FIRST, the Soldering Aid.
Now, the NEW CBS- HYTRON

SOLDER DISPENSER
makes soldering twice as easy.
No more tangling with haywire coils
of solder. Your thumb on knurled con-
trol wheel of unique Solder Dispenser
feeds solder . . . retracts it neatly when
job is done . . . without waste. A one -
hand tool, Dispenser eliminates time
out to unroll and straighten solder.
Holds 72 inches of solder . . . a month's
supply. It's compact . .. light . . . con-
venient . . . pencil -like . . . with handy
pocket clip. Soldering becomes a
pleasure with this time -and -money
saver. Servicemen say, "Wouldn't be
without it."

SEE ... APRIL 15

THROUGH MAY 31

You can get this complete pack-
age free fr pril 15 through May 31. Your CBS -I lytron
distribu will give you a free Solder Dispenser (loaded with
20 Re s) . . . and a plastic tube of 80 additional Refills.
Eno to last 5 months.

Manufacturers of
Receiving Tubes Since 1921

RECEIVING TRANSMITTING SPECIAL-PURPOSE

HOW TO USE. Your C8S-Hytron Solder Dispenser
comes ready to use ... with 20 lengths of 0.050 -inch,
40 60 activated rosin core solder.
To start: Point Dispenser vertically downward. Shake
a length of solder into position at the same time
rotating the knurled wheel toward you to begin the
feed. Roll out an inch of solder and go ahead with the
job. Need more solder? Just rotate the wheel with
your thumb. When through, turn wheel away from you
to draw unused solder back into Dispenser.
Knurled cap of Dispenser unscrews for refilling. Your
package of 80 specially cut and sealed Refills gives
you four months' supply. Plus the month's supply already
loaded in the Dispenser.
Your new Solder Dispenser is fun to use ... a natural
companion to your Soldering Aid. And your Dispenser
saves you time and money, too. Get yours today!

WITH YOUR ORDER FOR CBS-HYTRON TUBES ...
ONLY 75 RECEIVING OR 3 PICTURE TUBES
Just order 73 CBS-Hvtron receiving tubes...or 3 CBS-Hytron
picture tubes. Your CBS-Hytron distributor will give you this
valuable. time-anci-money saver . . free. Remember, offer is
limited to April 13 through May 31. And the unique Solder
Dispenser and Refills are available only on this special offer.

ACT NOW!

piCBS- HYTRON Main Office: Danvers, Mass.

A Division of Colvetbio fit ouch costing System, Inc.

A member of the CBS family: CBS Radio  CBS Television
Columbia Records, Inc.  CBS Laboratories  CBS -Columbia  and CBS-Hytron

TV PICTURE TUBES CRYSTAL DIODES AND TRANSISTORS
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Daddy says the New

Jensen 1 -A -DAY SALES PLAN
(with that cute little Needle Caddy Kit)
has turned the Service Business upside down!

P. S. He's making lots of sugar now -
sellin' needles on every service call!



FOR THE QUALITY

INSTALLATION

antennas
A complete line of VHF and UHF antennas, designed for high gain and
top performance, is made by the antenna -wise craftsmen of AMPHENOL.
The color -tested INLINE - and its new partner the Conical are superior
VHF' antennas. The Corner Reflector, Yagi, Rhombic and re -designed
Bo -Ty arc the sturdiest, most efficient UHF antennas offered today.
For VHF, UHF or combined VHF UHF installations the AMPHENOL
Stacked -V is the first choice of distributors, dealers and the public.
Reissue U.5. 'Went 23,273

AMPHENOL accessories for the quality tv installation include Stand-off
Insulators, mast sections and hardware, the UHF/ VHF ISONET, new
UHF/VHF Lightning Arrestor with lowest measurable loss, and the
new TELE-COUPLERS for effective coupling of two to four television
sets to one antenna. The TRISONET couples high and low band VHF
antennas and UHF antenna to one TV set.

lead-in

Unique AIR -CORE Tubular Twin -Lead (U.S. Pat. No. 2,543,696) is
a truly efficient transmission line with lowest signal loss of any lead-in.
AIR -CORE is a must for UHF television. AMPHENOL Flat Twin -Lead
has been proved through years of effective transmission as a superior
VHF lead-in.

LETTERS
To the Editors

UHF Conversion Charges
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

On Page 22 of your February maga-
zine appeared an item titled "High UHF
Conversion Fees." We are in a newly -
developed UHF area and everyone is,
as you say, grumbling. If you listen
closely, you can tell that the tune has
not changed a bit. They all still want
something for nothing. Please tell us,
someone, how you can convert and In-
stall an antenna for less than $75.00,
when the converter alone lists at $55.00,
$60.00 and even $75.00.

FLOYD A. YOUNG
Member, Board of Directors
Texas Electronic Technicians Assn.
Houston, Texas

Liked Color Article
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

Peter Orne and Sol Heller are to be
congratulated on doing such a good job
in explaining color interleaving (p. 26,
Jan. '54 T ECHN ICIAN ) . This is the
first time I saw any mention made in
any magazine that the field frequency
for color was NOT 60, and the hori-
zontal frequency NOT 15750, even
though some figuring with the color
carrier as a basis would have shown
this to be the case. It's the sort of
thing that wouldn't ordinarily occur to
the average serviceman, being strictly
a technical problem.

MAURY GOLDBERG
St. Paul 1
Minnesota

Exaggerated Antenna Claims
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

Enjoy your publication very much
and find it invaluable. Doubtless, you
receive complaints and gripes from
servicemen all over the country. Please
add mine under "Exaggerated Antenna
Claims." I am enclosing a copy of a
letter to a manufacturer of a nation-
ally advertised antenna.

Gentlemen:
Last month we received one of your

antennas, providing all -channel cover-
age.

Your exact installation procedure was
followed, using four -conductor polymi-
calene transmission line. The antenna
was mounted on a 20 -foot mast for a
total height of 45 feet above average
terrain. 90 -inch spacing between bays
was used to give maximum gain on
Channel 3. Results were as follows:

(The writer describes antenna per-
formance on three VHF and one UHF
channels, all WELL WITHIN the range
claimed for the unit by the manufac-
turer. A satisfactory picture was re-
ceived only on the one UHF channel;
unacceptable pictures were received
from two VHF stations, while the sig-

TECHNICIAN April, 1954
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nat from a third was marred by snow
and noise.-Ed.)

In order to give your product what
we considered a fair trial, another in-
stallation was made approximately two
miles from the original site, with the
same results, except for weaker pic-
ture on Channel 3.

The customer for whom the installa-
tion was made was very unhappy with
the results obtained; (to please him
we installed) a rotormotor and con-
ventional all -channel antenna, with
satisfactory results.

We firmly believe your product has
been given a fair trial and in this area
does not meet with expected advertised
results. Upon approval from
distributors, we are returning the unit
to them for credit.

Naturally, the expense of transmis-
sion line, time and shipment charges
two ways will be recorded in our books
as experience.

JAMES T. SELF
Asheville Engineers for Television
Asheville, North Carolina

Comments from NRI Director
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

I would like to go on record with the
multitude of other readers who must
have written in to congratulate you on
the quality of your new magazine-
TECHNICIAN. It seems to me to com-
bine all the best qualities of the old and
very popular "Radio and Television
Retailing," the technical magazine and
the general interest group. More power
to you!

JOHN H. BATTISON
Director of Education

National Radio Institute
16th and U Streets, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Mash Note of the Month
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

Did you ask me how I liked TECH-
NICIAN? It most nearly approaches the
Ideal. I open my latest copy with the
same pleasure and satisfaction I ex-
perience when I have a receiver chassis
bottom side up, probe in hand, and an
obscure intermittent (at last) decides
to intermit.

JAMES D. MOORE

12519 Dace Street
Norwalk, California

Favors Shop Hints
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

There is very intense interest among
servicemen in ways of doing repair
tasks quickly as shown in your "Shop
Hints" and I would like to see you
print a little booklet containing all the
many shortcut ideas you have printed
and have at your disposal. Such a book-
let of "kinks" would find a wide sale
among the radio fraternity. Do you
think your office could get around to
putting out such a publication? I'd give
the matter serious thought.

JOSEPH AMOROSE

Amorose Radio
Route 4, Hungary Road
Richmond, Virginia

OIEKTRA
HIGH OUTPUT

THESE ASIATIC CRYSTAL
PICKUP CARTRIDGES ARE

YOUR MOST BRILLIANT PERFORMERS

Astatic 14, 15 Astatic L.12 -U Model,
and I6L-3 Types, Dual -Output, Remov-

Extra High able Condenser
Output Series Harness, Universal

Type

The most effective answers to a
host of high output requirements
are found among these examples
of advanced Astatic engineering
and precision mass production. The
performance data for each appears
below. But these cold statistics
cannot cover the warm richness of
tone, the smoothness of response
and other familiar Astatic qualities
designed and built into these units.
If you have not already done so,
start adopting them now to the
fullest possible extent in your car-
tridge replacement stocks. Higher
established quality of results is
assured with Astatic Crystal Car-
tridges. Write today for full details
of crystal cartridges replaced by
those shown, other pertinent infor-
mation.

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER FOR HIGHEST

QUALITY AT LOWEST POSSIBLE COST

Minimum Output, l's,ottoort.
Model List Price Needle 1000

vol,.,14,
Woo,

e.p.s. ,Pressure 1.0 Meg. Load

1453 -AG'

1453-0

1553 -AG'

1553-D

1653

2.811
2.41
2.811
2.41'

4.0th
3.51'
4.011
3.51
6.211'
4.01'

L -12-U 5.50 1 oz. 1.2511 or 4.0

$ 7.00

8.50

7.00

8.50

6.00

10 gr.

10 gr.

10 gr.

10 qr.

16 gr.

50.4,000

50-4,000

50-5.000

50.4,000

50-5,000

50.5,000

 "AG" in model designation stands for ALL -GROOVE needle tip of
special design and size to play 33-1/3, 95 and 78 RPM Records.

7 RCA 12-5-31-V Test 116,,rci or Equivolerd.
if Audio -tone 78-1 To, P -.---rd.

THE

AST CORPORATION
CONNEAUT, OHIO

Uillo IN CANADA CA0.I104M /0,0/00 0.4,0,0

EXPORT REPRESENTATIVE, 401 Broadway, New '
York, N. Y. Cable Address: ASIATIC, New York
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over 150,000
already installed!

CHANNEL MASTER'S fabulous

CHAMPION*
the world's most powerful

ail -channel VHF -UHF antenna

-OUT -PERFORMS AND OUT -SELLS THEM ALL!

Never before in the history of television has an antenna
received such an overwhelming reception. Channel Master's
CHAMPION - in a few short months - has rocketed to the
too 35 the nation's mcst-wanted, best-selling, best -performing
TV antenna!

CHAMPIONSHIP Performance: Only the CHAMPION
has the unique new' uTri-Pole", a triple -powered dipole system
in which the Low Band dipole also functions as three dipoles
tied together, in phcse, on the High Band.

All -aluminum. Assembles faster than a 5 -element Yogi!
The CHAMPION is another great contrbution of the
Channel Master Antenna Development Laboratories.

CHAMPIONSHIP Promotion: The CHAMPION is the antenna
America knows best!

 Publicized in leading magazines!  Outstanding dealer
Cooperative Advertising Program!  Free newspaper mats,
window streamers and TV film commercials!

thte new SUPER CHAMP
VHF -UHF antenna model no. 323-6

Actually out -performs the stacked CHAMPION
gives from 11/2 to 3 DB more Low Band gain

and 1 DB more High Band gain! $54 .17 list.

Conversion Kit:
For converting standard 2 -Bay
CHAMPIONS into Super Champs.
.ostmk

.9 CHANNEL MASTER CORP

model no. 323-7
$14.58 list.

tit ter1111 F. WORLD'S teRGEST MANUFACTURER OF TELEVIS1311 ANTENNAS

model 325

gain above atunt Malmo dipole

model 325.4

model 325-2

Merlsontal Pear
Pattern

(Ulan. Voltow)
L.,

THE STACKED CHAMPION
PROVIDES:

 11-13 DB High Bcnd gain
 álh-Ph DB Low Band gain
 All -channel UHF performance

Model No. List Price
325 Single Bay $20 83
325 2 2 -Bay $42.36
325-4 4 -Bay $88.89

Separate Stacking Harness
325-3 2 Bay H $ 2.08
3254 0 -Bay Harness

I

$ 4.17

*pat. pending-



CALDWELL-CLEMENTS, INC., 480 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Antenna Manufacturers: Clean House!

Technicians have for some time been trapped in the middle of certain industry
problems that they are not responsible for, and can do very little about.

One of these problems-and we are not going to mince words-is occasioned
by the exaggerated claims of some antenna manufacturers.

The feeling is common in the trade that something should be done about this mis-
representation. Antenna manufacturers themselves have expressed the hope that
TECHNICIAN will assist in plucking this thorn from the side of the industry.

Your editor recently heard of a case where a sales engineer admitted "doctoring
up" response curves and performance specs.

"Other companies do it, so we're forced to do likewise," the man said, according
to the report. "Why should we let liars take away our business?"

Here is one phase of the problem, then. The companies who resort to misrepresen-
tation feel that they must do so to meet the competition. Secondly, they believe it
helps them sell more antennas.

Another phase of the problem lies in the reaction of the technician -dealer. This
man buys an antenna on the basis of an ad, installs it, finds its performance in-
adequate. So then-he either returns it for a refund-if he can get one-and suffers
a loss of the time spent in installing the unit; or else he leaves the unit up (if it
isn't too bad) and risks the loss of a customer (to say nothing of the business lost
by the unfavorable publicity given to him by this dissatisfied customer). Other
courses of action open to him are equally unpleasant.

The reputable and square -shooting antenna manufacturer gets hot under the collar
because misrepresentation is unfair competition. The product of a rival company may
be far inferior to his, but if it "dresses up" its specs and response curves, how can
the serviceman reading the ads tell the true from the false?

The set owner, as we previously indicated, is also "miffed," of course, but vents
his wrath on the serviceman, knowing nothing of the real source of his trouble.

The serviceman thus becomes the goat in this case-as he has in so many others.
Manufacturers who misrepresent their products should realize that it is economi-

cally unwise to do so. Word eventually spreads regarding which company's products
are over -rated, and the company inevitably suffers.

It's time the industry itself solved this problem of misrepresentation.
Publishers cannot police the industry, especially under circumstances where there

is a wide difference of opinion on engineering designs, methods of testing, etc. An
antenna that is perfect in one location may perform in a considerably less satisfactory
way at some other site-a fact that helps complicate matters.

If the industry doesn't find a solution to the problem and find one quickly, the
government is very apt to step in, and put another undesired tentacle into our busi-
ness-something few of us desire.

Our word to the offending antenna makers is-put your house in order and do it
right away.

Childish behavior is definitely not good business.
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RENT -A -SET PLAN FOR COLOR: Emerson prexy,

Benjamin Abrams, doesn't believe public will shell out
for high-priced color set and steep service charges, just
to get 2 color shows a week on a small -size screen. With
larger pix tubes now on their way, Emerson would lease
its current small -picture line of color sets on a monthly
basis, rather than sell them ($200 for first month, $75 for
each additional month).

RADIO GROWTH: Six years after the start of
widespread commercial TV, radio is stronger than
ever. The average TV set owner listens to the radio
at least three hours a day-in the car, while doing
housework, at the seashore, in the dentist's office and
in bed. In 1953, more than 13 million radios were
made and distributed as compared to about 7 million
TV sets. One-third of the nation's families own 2 or
more radios. One -fifth owns between 3 and 7 sets.

REASONS WHY SERVICE DEPARTMENTS FOLD
UP: 1. Too much overhead. 2. Not enough volume.
3. Inadequate charges. 4. Inefficient or lazy employes.
5. Too high a rate of free call-backs. 6. Loss of too many
customers because of unwise practices.

YEAR OF THE COLOR TV BOOM will be 1956,
predicts Henry F. Argento, Raytheon vice-prexy.
Large -screen color sets priced at around $500 should
be available by that time. Color today is still strictly
experimental, he opines. A receiver using only four
more tubes than a b & w set, plus a single -gun color
crt, will pave the way to the predicted boom,
Argento feels.

TELEVISION GROWTH: Last year, 225 TV stations
went into operation, bringing the national total to 354.
Look for 200 more stations in 1954. In all, 230 U. S. cities
have one TV station or more; 152 of these cities offer live
network shows. More than 27 million TV receivers are
in use in this country so far, but there are still 16 mil-
lion homes without TV facilities.

SAFETY GLASS OFFERED LITTLE PROTEC-
TION when a 21 -in. crt imploded in his shop, re-
ports Richard Doyle, of Mount Kisco, N. Y. Pieces of
the tube came through the "safety" glass, scattering
as far as ten feet from the set.

What an implosion can do to safety glass. Controls on front panel
have been masked off, in order to prevent Identification of the set.

GERMANIUM DIODE production up sharply. In
1951, 5,600,000 units were made. The production for
'54 is estimated at 18,300,000.

TOO MANY SHOPS KEEP SETS awaiting repairs on
the floor. A few weeks ago, a Southern technician, run-
ning through a dark repair department, stepped into a
TV chassis, smashed 5 tubes and nearly broke his neck
as well. In addition to being dangerous, an accumula-
tion of dusty chassis on floors is not a pleasing sight for
customers, in instances where the latter are permitted
to enter repair departments.

"The man who put it up said I'd have no trouble finding it. He said
it was the one with the arms sticking out like this."

FROM HERE ON LOOK FOR: An increasing number
of shops to be air conditioned . . . A slew of portables
to come in for repairs and batteries . . . More interest
in juke -boxes, and therefore, more service on such units
. . . Money to be a bit tighter . . . Increasing work on
those new "stripped" -chassis, low-priced TV sets . . .

Also, diminishing interest in efforts to get licensing for
technicians, and an upped number of service outlets. ..

DEALERS CAN GET AS MUCH AS 50 BUCKS
for a product small enough to hide in the palm of
one's hand-and we're referring to a phono needle.
Smart owners and service managers always make
certain that their outside men take needles with
them on calls, and suggest stylus replacement to
customers. This high -profit item, the phonograph
needle, can bring in extra revenue to the wide-
awake shop operator.

A FIRM COLLECTION POLICY is a must for any
service department. Answers to the following questions
should be available to men on outside calls: 1. Is the
job C.O.D., or is it to be billed? If C.O.D. and customer
says he'll drop in at the shop and pay later, what should
the servicer do? Leave the set? Phone the office for in-
structions? 2. Is the technician to accept a check? 3. If
customer on C.O.D. basis refuses to pay, on the grounds
that the bill is too high or the work is unsatisfactory, is
the technician authorized to make an adjustment?
Should he, under such circumstances, leave the set
without being paid? Numerous other money situations
arise from time to time, and much grief can be elimi-
nated by careful briefing of outside men.

16
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ROLLING STOCK MUST ROLL. Dealers who
don't think it essential to keep trucks in good condi-
tion should think twice about this matter. We know
of a case where a truck, loaded with 7 repaired TV
sets, broke down in a storm 8 miles from the shop.
Repair cost on vehicle: $70.00, and that doesn't
count loss of the technician's time, and the grief ac-
cumulated through the beefing of 7 irate customers.
When trucks are in bad condition, and need fre-
quent repairs, it's usually cheaper to buy a new
vehicle than to put up with the old heap.

AIN'T -LOVE -GRAND DEP'T. Male customer kicked
to shop owner about what he considered to be too many
calls on the home TV set. Owner dug into the matter
and found that the daughter of the set owner and one of
his technicians were "that way" about each other, and
that the girl called, not for needed repairs to the receiver,
but to be alone with the TV servicer.

TO SAVE TIME AND MONEY, a New England
service manager insists that employees who receive
phone calls for repairs get as much information as
possible regarding nature of complaint. Armed with
all the info the customer is able to provide, the
manager is often able to figure out what the trouble
is; this helps him decide what tubes and components
should be taken along on each service call. "Impos-
sible to carry everything in the truck," the service
manager comments, "but my method helps prevent
returns to shop for parts, and is saving plenty of
time-and time is 'money."

MORE SERVICING REVENUE ON THE WAY in
record players and equipment. Phono record sales are
likely to run more than 30% ahead of last year, and
phonographs will sell to the tune of 3,800,000 units, it
is estimated-an increase of 6%.

TRENDS OF THE TIMES: Increasing number of
complaints of distributors "taking" service work
away from dealers and selling same service at cut
prices . . . Interest in Hi-Fi causing plenty of con-
sumers to be more "sound -conscious," with result
that many TV and radio set owners are spending
money to improve sound of sets . . . In spite of belt -
tightening in many areas, service charge rates on TV
sets haven't dropped to any appreciable degree . . .

TV set sales lively in spite of dire predictions of
crepe -hangers. Total volume is likely to exceed 6
million receivers, considerably higher than even the
optimists forecast just before the new year was ush-
ered in . . . Before long look for a number of tiny
radios, smaller than ever, to hit 'market.

HIGH PRICES ON SMALL -SCREEN COLOR SETS
are helping push monochrome set sales back to normal.
Price slashes on b & w models have also served to
stimulate their sale. Public seems resigned to doing
without color for a while.

TRANSISTOR RECEIVER HERE. First commercial
set for public sale is match -box size, uses small earset,
operates 500 hours on a tiny 3 -volt cell, and is priced at
$16.95. This peanut personal portable, called the
TRANSI-MITE, is made by Transi-Mite Radio Labora-
tory, Manteo, North Carolina.

Transistor set is shown beside match box to illustrate its size.

MANY A DEALER FLIPS HIS WIG when the cus-
tomer demands that the new TV set for delivery and
installation be sent to the home in the original factory
carton. Reason is that the dealer would much prefer to
test the set and make minor necessary adjustments in the
shop rather than in the home, because in the latter place
the customer feels that something's radically wrong with
a brand-new receiver which won't operate perfectly first
crack out of the box. A recent survey shows that the na-
tion's retailers in TV and appliances spend an average of
4% of gross on servicing products under guarantee.

LOUDSPEAKERS, traditional bottlenecks in
home Hi-Fi systems because of the space required
by their enclosures for good bass reproduction, may
take on a new look. Engineer Paul A. de Mars has
come up with a thin plastic panel, 20 -in. square, to
replace the speaker cone as the vibrating member of
the bass reproducer. Better bass is obtainable with
this construction, it is claimed, than with current
12 -in. cone -type designs.

CALENDAR OF COMING EVENTS

May 17-20: Electronic Parts Show, sponsored by Association of
Electronic Parts and Equipment Manufacturers; West Coast
Electronic Manufacturers Association; Radio -Electronic -Television
Manufacturers Association and National Electronic Distributors
Association and Sales Managers Club (Eastern Group), Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

June 15-17: Radio -Electronic -Television Manufacturers Association
Convention, Palmer House, Chicago, Ill.

July 12-15: National Association of Music Merchants Trade Show,
Palmer House, Chicago, Ill.

Aug. 25-27: Western Electronic Show & Convention, Pan -Pacific
Auditorium, Los Angeles (show) Ambassador Hotel, Los An-
geles (convention hq.)

Sept. 24-26: Fifth Annual TV -Radio Service Industry Convention and
Exhibitions, Morrison Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

Sept. 30 -Oct. 2: High Fidelity Show, International Sight and Sound
Exposition, Palmer House, Chicago, Ill.

Oct. 13-16: The Audio Fair, Hotel New Yorker, New York.
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Conversion of Color Information into Y, Q and I Signals;

 In preceding articles, we out-
lined the functions of the various
sections of the color TV receiver.
In this piece, we will consider in
some detail how the detected video
signal is processed and applied to
the 3 -gun color tube.

As we pointed out in previous dis-
cussions, red, blue and green in-
formation is not transmitted directly,
but is, instead, changed into Y, Q
and I signals. If direct transmission
of the three colors just mentioned
was made, each color would have

BY PETER ORNE
AND

SOL HELLER
Managing Editor, TECHNICIAN

to be transmitted for a band -width
of app. 4 mc, and too much spectrum
space would thus be needed. Chang-
ing the color signals into Y, Q and I
components permits an efficient use
of the spectrum space actually
available; Y video information oc-
cupies 4 mc, but I signals only cover
1.5 ms, and Q signals a mere 0.5 mc.

Fig. 1A-Bar pattern scanned by color TV cameras. B, C, D.-Voltage outputs of green, red
and blue cameras during scanning of bar pattern. E, F, G-Y, Q and I signals developed in
transmitter matrix from green, red and blue output signals of color TV cameras. H-Composite
color video signal after I and Q signals have been modulated onto the subcarrler and com-
bined with the Y signal. Reverse of process shown in this sketch is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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This signal conversion at the
transmitter necessitates a recon-
version job at the receiver-i.e., the
demodulated Y, Q and I signals
must be changed back into red, blue
and green color information. The
adders perform this function. How
they do so will be described in this
article.

The primary requirement the
adders must satisfy is that they
perform a pure addition to produce
the red, blue and green signals-
that is, no non -linearity must be
present in the operation of these
stages, since such a defect can cause
an undesired heterodyning between
the three color signals. Careful de-
sign of the stages where addition is
performed is therefore necessary.
Degenerative amplifiers are used, to
better guard against non-linear
operation.

An additional adder function is
isolation; each adder stage prevents
interaction between the original de-
tected signals present at its input,
and the added signals at the output.

How Adders Work

To further analyze the operation
of the adder stages, we must con-
sider the incoming signal. It will
perhaps be easiest for us if we as-
sume that a bar pattern generator
is the source of the color signals.
We can follow the bar pattern signal
from its starting point at the trans-
mitter pickup tubes, to its final
destination at the guns of the re-
ceiver crt.

The makeup of the pattern, as it
looks to the transmitter, is indicated
in section A of Fig. 1. The color
bars produce (in the transmitter
cameras) the green, red and blue
signals shown in B, C and D of
Fig. 1.

To understand the discussion that
follows, the reader should remem-
ber that the color yellow can be
made by mixing red and green.

(Readers who have worked with
paints may feel that this is erron-
eous, but it isn't. We are talking
here of mixing colored lights, or
adding colors in the truest sense of
the term. When pigments are com-
bined, on the other hand, a sub-
traction from white light occurs;
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Reconversion of Y, Q and I into Red, Green and Blue

the rules for the two processes are
different.)

The transmitter cameras analyze
the bar pattern. Since yellow is
made up of green and red, full out-
put is obtained from the green and
red camera when the yellow bar is
being scanned, as indicated by the
maximum level of green and red
signal under the yellow bar. No
output is obtained at this time from
the blue camera; note that the blue
signal has zero amplitude at the
section which falls below the yellow
bar. The other bars present can be
similarly analyzed with respect to
the signals they generate in the
transmitter cameras.

Transmitter Matrix Action

The transmitter must convert the
color signals shown in B, C and D
of Fig. 1 into Q, Y and I informa-
tion. Considering the signals pro-
duced by the yellow bar only: Some
circuit must change the full green,
full red and zero blue information
present into Y, Q and I signals. The
transmitter matrix does this. The
amounts of red, blue and green that
go into the Y, Q and I signals are
indicated in the formulas shown in
E, F and G of Fig. 1. These formu-
las are in accordance with NTSC
signal specifications. In accordance
with the formulas, the yellow bar
produces a Y signal 89% (.89) of
the maximum or 100% level; the
I signal produced is 32%; and the Q
signal is -31% (the minus sign
indicates it is negative -going).

As an illustration of how these
percentages are obtained, let's con-
sider the 89% level of Y signal that
the yellow bar produces. This per-
centage comes from adding up the
.59G .30R + .11B given by the
equation in E. Inasmuch as no blue
signal output is produced by the
yellow bar, the .11B disappears -
11% of zero is zero. The sum of
.59G + .30R equals .89-i.e., 89% of
the total amplitude of the red
and green signals. The conversion
of primary color signals into Y, Q
and I information can be worked
out in a similar way for the other
bars present.

The I and Q signals must be

+I

BURST

-I

Fig. 2-Color vector diagram showing the amplitude and phase of the colors most important
to the serviceman. Hues not shown fall between the colors of which they are compounded-
for example, orange would (if shown) lie between yellow and red. Amplitudes of the
various vectors indicate fully -saturated colors. Phase of burst is given for reference.

modulated onto the color subcarrier
in quadrature (as explained in the
Feb. '54 issue of TECHNICIAN),
to produce the higher -frequency
sideband signals needed for trans-
mission. These sidebands combine
at the transmitter, and form a re-
sultant signal which contains the
transmitted color information. The
process may be represented by the
addition of vectors. If the sidebands
produced by the Q signal is one vec-
tor, and the sidebands created by the
I signal another, the resultant (pro-
duced by adding the two, (1) will
indicate the color by its direction,
or phase angle; the amplitude of the
resultant will represent the amount
of saturation.

The vector diagram of Fig. 2
shows the phase angle of the various
colors, compared to the burst signal.

Yellow lags the burst signal by 12
degrees (signals are considered to
rotate counter -clockwise); red lags
the burst signal by 76.5 degrees, etc.

When the amplitude of the yellow
signal is .45 or 45%, as shown in
Fig. 2 (approximating 45% sub -
carrier modulation) fully saturated
yellow is being transmitted; when
the amplitude of the yellow vector
is smaller, the saturation is propor-
tionately lower.

The fractions shown beside each
color vector indicate the amplitude
(of modulation) needed to produce
a fully saturated color.

Some readers may wonder why
100% amplitude is not used for full
saturation. Such maximum modula-
tion is avoided because the Y signal
must still be added to the color in-
formation. Reducing the Q and 1
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Fig. 3-Block diagram of matrix -adder section of color receiver. The matrixes are purely resistive networks in grid circuits of the adder stages.

signals to the maximum levels
shown in Fig. 1 will prevent the
transmitter from being overloaded
when handling highly saturated
colors that contain a high brightness
component.

The I and Q axis in Fig. 2 repre-
sent the phase angle of the sub -
carrier, when I or Q signals alone
are being transmitted. This vector
diagram can be used to determine
the correct amount of I and Q signal
needed to represent any of the
colors shown.

Suppose, for instance, it was de-
sired to find out how much I and Q
signal was necessary to represent
yellow. Dotted lines would be drawn
as shown, to complete the parallelo-
gram for which the yellow vector
forms the diagonal. The Q signal
level, it is now readily apparent, is
-31%; the I signal is 32%. These
amplitudes and polarities are iden-
tical with the ones indicated for the
yellow -produced I and Q signals in
E and F of Fig. 1.

Subcarrier Amplitude

One final comment on the vector
diagram of Fig. 2. As the saturation
of a color decreases-that is, as the
color is mixed with white-the
amount of color information de-
creases. For instance, a half -satu-
rated yellow will produce a sub -
carrier amplitude in the yellow

direction of .225. This amplitude
keeps decreasing as more and more
white is added. When a pure white
is finally reached, the color sub -
carrier amplitude becomes zero.

Fig. 1H illustrates the composite
video signal (produced by the bar
pattern of 1A). This waveform rep-
resents the sum of the Y signal and
the Q and I color sideband signals.
This is how the signal looks just
before it modulates the carrier at
the transmitter; this is also how it
will look at the output of the video
detector, provided no defect is
present at any point in between
(either at the transmitter or the
receiver). The receiver must recon-
vert this composite signal into the
original colors of which it was
formed. These color signals are then
applied to the three guns of the
receiver's crt, and cause the trans-
mitted scene to be correctly re-
produced.

With regard to the recovery of
the Y signal: the composite color
signal can be, and is, used as the Y
signal. This is so because the Q and
I components that are also present
will not interfere with Y signal re-
production; the interleaving effect
(discussed in previous articles)
makes these Q and I signals in-
visible.

The color subcarrier component
of the composite video signal (a
portion of subcarrier remains in

spite of its suppression at the trans-
mitter) can cause a noticeable,
crawling pat-
tern to become visible; a trap tuned
to 3.58 me is inserted to eliminate
this subcarrier component.

The matrix (Fig. 3) applies the
Y, Q and I signals to the adders, in
the amount and polarity needed for
recovering the red, blue and green
color information.

Adders Need Y Signal

The full Y signal must be applied
to each of the three adders. This is
necessary because the color receiver
has been so adjusted that a black -
and -white picture will be repro-
duced only when equal amounts of
input are supplied to each adder
(red, blue and green). Putting it a
little differently: all the crt guns
must be activated. Since Y is the
only signal present in the case of
a black -and -white transmission, Y
information must be applied to each
gun. If it was not applied to every
gun, the resulting inactivation of one
or more guns would not permit the
formation of a black -and -white
picture.

The chrominance information
must be added to the Y signal in
such a fashion that it will cancel
this Y signal on any gun that should
not be in operation at some particu-
lar instant; in addition, the chro-
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minance signal must cause the guns
that should be active, to be so. To
explain: Suppose a yellow signal is
coming in. There is no blue in yel-
low. Therefore the blue gun must
be cut off when yellow is to be
reproduced. Since the blue gun
tends to be activated in this case
by the Y information applied to it
(89% during saturated yellow), a
signal opposite in polarity is added
to the Y signal present at the
blue gun, causing the Y information
to be completely canceled. In this
way, the blue gun is completely in-
activated, as it should be.

Analyzing Formulas

Fig. 4 shows the proportions and
polarities of Q and I signals that
must be added to the individual guns
in the color receiver's crt, to obtain
the color output desired from each.

Let's consider what the formulas
in Fig. 4 mean. Suppose we investi-
gate what happens at the three guns
in the receiver's crt when a fully-
saturated yellow bar is being scan-
ned at the transmitter. We'll begin
with the green gun.

The formula for obtaining green
(given in Fig. 4A) is as follows:

-.271I-.647Q+Y=Green
Since the amplitudes of I, Q and

Y when the yellow bar is being
scanned are 32%, -31% and 89%
respectively (as indicated in Fig.
1E, F and G), these values are sub-
stituted in the preceding equation,
causing this equation to become:

-.271(.32) -.647 ( -.31) +.89=
-9%+20%+89%----100%
Full output from the green gun

is thus obtained when the yellow
bar is being scanned.

In a similar manner it can also be
shown that there is full output from
the red gun at this time, but zero
output from the blue gun.

The multiplications in the equa-
tions just cited are achieved in the
receiver matrix circuit by use of
the proper resistance values in this
network.

Why have we discussed the wave-
forms of Figs. 1 and 4 in detail?
Just as an understanding of the
working of the different sections in
the black and white receiver helps
in servicing b & w sets, so a
thorough understanding of the way
that colors are matrixed is valuable
in color set repair. As a matter of
fact, it is often possible to pinpoint
the trouble present to the stage at
fault, by proper interpretation of the
bar pattern seen on the crt screen.

Next month: Service approach
to problems involving incorrect
coloring.

Fig. 4 -How receiver matrix operates. The detected Y, Q and I signals are combined in
the amounts shown to produce the desired green, red and blue signals. After amplifica-
tion, these signals are applied to their respective guns in the crt of the color receiver.
The process indicated is the reverse of the one illustrated in Fig. 1. A bar pattern is assumed
as the incoming signal. The colors in the pattern are shown at top for reference purposes.
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Focus Circuit Problems in TV Sets
EM and PM Units; Defects, Tests, Adjustments. Electrostatic

and Electromagnetic Focus. Yoke -Caused Defects

BY M. G. GOLDBERG

 The focus circuitry of a TV re-
ceiver doesn't cause the average TV
serviceman many headaches. When
troubles do occur, however, lack of
familiarity with symptoms and cures
may lead to much wasted time and
effort in tracking down the cause of
the difficulty. Troubles in the focus
circuit, for instance, can cause the
picture to be so dim and lacking in
definition that the technician may in

TO
RECTIFIER

OUTPUT

FOCUS
CONTROL

TUBE PLATE
LOADS

B

Fig. 1-Circuit section showing shunt focus
control and series load. (Tubes are the load.)

some cases wrongly assume that the
picture tube is at fault. Another
trouble that may produce misleading
symptoms is an unusually weak PM
focus unit. The effect on the picture
is very much the same as that
caused by a gassy crt, everything
on the screen presenting a dull gray
or muddy appearance.

The first recommended focus cir-
cuit test is to turn the focus control
from one extreme to the other, and
note whether or not a "best" point
may be found, with poorer focus
present at either side of this point.
If the results just described are ob-
tainable, it may safely be assumed
that the focus circuit is functioning
properly; note, however, that a
slight movement of the focus magnet
or coil forward or backward may in-
crease the area of good focus on the
screen.

With the EM types, it may be
found that the focus control must be
set at one extreme or the other for
best definition. If, at this optimum
setting, maximum current flows
through the coil (refer to Fig. 1) ,
the trouble may be due to shorted
coil turns, or insufficient focus coil

current due to low "B" voltage, or
low emission in one or more tubes
which draw their plate currents
though the focus coil.

If current though the focus coil
is normal, the setting of the control
will be at some point between 1 and
2 in Fig 1. Shorted turns will reduce
the inductance of the coil; more cur-
rent must be sent through the wind-
ing to compensate for such a condi-
tion, because the product of I (am-
peres) and N (turns) must be the
same as before the defect occurred.
This calls for an adjustment of the
control closer to point 2. The same
applies when the bleeder resistor
(if present) increases in value with
age, or the tube plate load currents
decrease for some reason, causing
less current to flow through the
bleeder resistor and focus coil.

The last-named condition (de-
crease in tube plate load currents)
may be due to 1-Aging of the tubes
that draw plate current though the
focus coil; 2-Increase in the value
of fixed bias resistors; 3-Drying out
of input filter capacitors, which will
reduce the "B" voltage, and conse-
quently the current supplied to the
various circuits; 4-Falling off of the
output of selenium rectifiers, due to
age.

When current focus is approached

(but not reached) with the control
up against the stop at point 1, the
control's effect on focusing will not
be improved appreciably if R-2, the
limiter resistor, is shorted out by
the serviceman, since R -2's value is
only 10 or 15 ohms; also, the control
may burn out near point 1, if such a
procedure is resorted to. Replacing
a poor audio output tube (such as a
6K6 or 6V6) may allow sufficient
additional current to flow through
L (Fig. 1) for the proper range of
adjustment to be once more ob-
tained.

Replacement of PM Unit

If moving the magnetic shunt on a
PM unit outward as far from the PM
slugs as it will go does not provide
an optimum focus setting, the assem-
bly must be replaced. (I have never
run across a case where some trou-
ble other than a defective focus unit
was responsible for such a condi-
tion).

Presence of a poor crt will usually
make it necessary for the ion mag-
net to be moved away from its nor-
mally correct setting toward the crt
base-I have two such ion magnet3
in customers' homes sitting on the
base itself, to keep their associated
crt's operating as long as possible-

Fig. 2-Pictorial sketch of focus assembly, showing location of units referred to in text.
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but regardless of the age of the crt,
the focus magnet strength doesn't
have to be adjusted very much. Just
this past week I had a case where
the crt took 10 minutes to warm up
to the point where it would provide
a reasonably good picture, after
which it performed fairly well. Be-
cause the picture was so good after
warm-up, I thought maybe the ion
trap or focus were badly out of ad-
justment, but while the ion trap gave
a slightly better picture when reset
for "hot" position than for the "cold"
one, the focus magnet adjustment
stayed very much the same for both
conditions.

Increasing Adjustment Range

Never disassemble a good PM unit
for any reason since doing so will
almost certainly weaken the unit.
On the type shown in Fig. 2, a wide
spacer S limits the maximum range
of travel of the magnetic shunt. By
removing and discarding this spacer,
further adjustment in the desired
direction may be obtained. If the ad-
justment is still insufficient, a re-
placement of the assembly is called
for. The spacer just mentioned can
be removed by taking out the "C"
washer and threading out the con-
trol shaft, after which the shaft and
the "C" washer can be replaced
without the spacer. Another type of
PM focus assembly (to which the
procedure outlined does not apply)
is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Lack of proper focus adjustment
in some Motorola receivers, espe-
cially those using smaller screens up
to 14 inches, usually turned out to
be due to a low -emission 6BQ6-GT,
even though the receiver seemed to
be putting out a fairly good picture.
Before attempting ion magnet, cen-
tering and focusing adjustments on
these receivers, it is a good practice
to try a new horizontal output tube
first.

Shortly after the Korean War
started in 1950, magnet material be-
came scarce; electrostatic focusing
was introduced in consequence in
large picture tubes. The electro-
static -focus circuits used a high -
voltage supply up to 4000 volts
which was obtained in a manner
similar to the one schematically
shown in Fig. 4. Advantage was
taken of the fact that a high -volt-
age pulse was available at the output
tube plate; this pulse was rectified
and filtered, then applied to a high -
resistance potentiometer for adjust-
ment purposes.

The electrostatic focus crt's used
two extra grids in the electron gun.
The adjustable de voltage put out by

the special hv supply was applied
to one of these grids, to provide foc-
using. Five grids in all were pres-
ent in the electrostatic -focus crt,
compared to, three grids (grid, anode
no. 1 and anode no. 2) in the EM -
focus type of tube. Later the self -
focusing crt was introduced, elimi-
nating the need for the 2nd rectifier
tube, with its associated socket,
bleeder resistor, potentiometer and
filter capacitor.

In the adjustable -focus electro-
static crt, a rare case of trouble may
occur where correct focusing cannot
be obtained even though everything
in the circuit seems to be all right.
A number of these cases have been
corrected by rotating the tube 180
degrees. Still another problem that
may arise with electrostatic tubes
which did not occur with the EM
types is this: leakage in a crt from
the additional elements may bring
about the condition where, even
with the focus control set right up
to the stop, the picture is not
brought into maximum focus.

If the voltage from cathode of the
focus hv rectifier (1V3 in Fig. 4) to
ground is normal with the control
set at point A, but drops rapidly
when the control is advanced to
point B, either the focus rectifier,
or the crt, or both, are at fault. Let's
consider why this is so.

Assume the presence of 1000 v be-
tween point B (Fig. 4) and ground.
Also assume a partial or complete
short-circuit between the focus ele-
ment in the crt and some other elec-
trode or lead.

CRT Effect on Focus

With the focus control at point A
(Fig. 4), the shunting effect of the
leak or short would be such as to
parallel the 10-meg resistor with an-
other one, anywhere from a few
ohms to several megohms in value.
Since 25 megohms is still present be-
tween this point and the 1V3 cath-
ode, the loading effect on the 1V3
is relatively slight.

As the control is moved to point
B, however, the shunting effect be-
comes severe, and may even pro-
duce an effective dead short be-
tween the 1V3 cathode and ground.
Therefore, if the 1V3 cathode -to -
ground voltage decreases when the
focus pot is moved toward B, a de-
fective crt may be present.

If the 1V3 tube is poor, reduced
voltage output will be available;
the control will have to be moved
further towards B in consequence,
to obtain sufficient voltage for cor-
rect focus. With a leak in the crt
present, the increased drain on the

Fig. 3-One type of PM focus adjustment
(another variety is illustrated in Fig. 2).
Turning iron screw "5" inward decreases the
strength of the focus unit's magnetic field.

Fig. 4-Separate hv supply (IV3 circuit) used
in electrostatically -focused crt's to pro-
vide proper voltage to focus electrode.

Fig. 5-Sketch A illustrates placement of
horizontal coils of early -type yoke around
neck of crt. A different view of the coils
is illustrated in (B). The vertical lines in
(A) indicate the (non -uniform) magnetic
field of the yoke. Corresponding points
in both sketches have the same numbers.

Fig. 6-Cosine yoke. Note uniform field.
Coils are thick at R, thin at N. Nos. 1-4
indicate points located at same positions as
correspondingly -numbered ones in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7A, B, C-Rasters produced by old-style yoke at three different focus control settings. The
horizontal lines indicate the focused portions of the raster. D-Normally-focused raster.

1V3 produced by such a setting will
cause a still greater reduction in fo-
cus voltage. Even a crt inter -elec-
trode leak as minor as 35 meg will
double the 1V3 current in the cir-
cuit of Fig. 4 (with the focus pot at
B). Thus a weak 1V3 will, when a
slight inter -element leak in the crt
is present, also produce the symp-
toms previously described (marked
reduction of focus voltage when fo-
cus pot is moved toward B).

Alignment vs. Focus

A TV technician may spend hours
doing a perfect alignment job on the
r -f and i-f circuits of a receiver, to
obtain the best detail possible; most
of his labor will go for naught, how-
ever, if the receiver design is such
as to make good focus difficult to ob-
tain, and the scanning lines are not
sharp and distinct.

The ideal scanning system pro-
duces a raster on which all lines are
distinct across the entire face of the
tube. All early -model TV receivers
used deflection yokes which did not
produce a uniform magnetic field
(see Fig. 5).

Because of the non -uniform field
of the old-style yoke-the field was
weaker at the center than at any of
the four sides, and not all of the

magnetic lines were straight-
greater deflection occurred at the
four sides than at the corners, giving
rise to a condition known as a bar-
rel -shaped raster (Fig. 8A).

An adjustment of the focus con-
trol which would be correct for the
beam when it was at position B1
would be incorrect at Al and Cl
(Fig. 5A). This was not too serious
when small screens were in use; as
tubes increased in size, however, the
area of poor focus became too large
to be ignored, and something had to
be done to correct the condition. The
remedy provided was the now uni-
versally -used cosine yoke (Fig. 6).
Note that the distribution of the
windings around the neck of the
tube was changed, with the coils
thick (more wires) at R. and thin
(fewer wires) at N.

With the earlier yokes, because
of the limited area over which true
focus was achieved, conditions such
as those shown in Figs. 7A, B, and
C were the rule. If the focus control
was adjusted with the raster in focus
at the center, it would be out of fo-
cus at the edges. As the control was
turned, starting with the center in
focus as at 7A, the area in focus
would split up into two parts, as
shown in 7B; further rotation of the
control would produce definition that

Fig. 8A-Barrel-shaped raster would have been produced by old-style yoke, due to its non -uni-
form field, if no opposing factors were present. B, C-Pincushion raster tends to be produced by
all yokes, due to longer beam travel at raster edges. D-Effects shown in (A) and (B) counteract
each other, producing normal raster. E-With effect (A) absent, pincushion raster is produced. F-
Addition of correction magnets eliminates effect (reversing polarity of magnets accentuates it).
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was good both sides of the raster,
but poor in the center (7C). The
cosine yoke eliminated this undesir-
able condition, providing scanning
lines that were sharp and clear from
one edge of the screen to the other
(7D).

While correcting one serious prob-
lem of focus, the cosine yoke intro-
duced another one. We pointed out a
little while ago that, because of the
non -uniform field of the old-style
yoke, greater deflection occurred at
the sides and top of the raster and
less at the corners, giving rise to a
condition known as a barrel -shaped
raster (Fig. 8A). Now, the beam had
a longer way to travel at the edges
(because the face plate of the tube
is not shaped like a sphere, with
equal radii to all points); this char-
acteristic of the scanning process
would, by itself, bring about what is
called "pin -cushioning" (see Figs.
8B, C).

The two effects just described
cancelled each other out fairly well
when the old style yoke was used,
and little or no correction was
needed. This was really a case of
two wrongs making a right! The re-
sult was a reasonably good, rec-
tangular raster. With the coming of
the cosine yoke, however, while the
tendency toward barrel shape be-
cause of non -uniform field was
eliminated, the pin -cushion effect
(Fig. 8E) remained to be dealt with.

Removing Pincushion Effect

This pincushion effect was not due
to the deflection system but to the
tube geometry, as previously ex-
plained; it was compensated for by
the use of two small PM correction
magnets (Fig. 8F). (Under ordin-
ary conditions of operation, these
magnets should not be disturbed.
If an adjustment is required, how-
ever-say when replacing a crt-
such adjustment should be at-
tempted only after the receiver is
thoroughly warmed up. Anyone who
has noticed the strange curves at
the raster edges when the receiver
is first turned on will appreciate the
reason for this caution.) The PM
correction magnets have a slight ef-
fect on focusing.

Before making any changes in the
focus circuit, make certain that the
deflection yoke is tight up against
the the bell of the crt, to minimize
neck shadow; and that the focus
magnet or coil (on EM types) is
centered around the neck of the
tube. On electrostatic types, adjust
the yoke and centering magnets so
that the raster is not tilted; then

(Continued on page 63)
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Of Cabinets and Chassis
Repairing Plastic Cases; Other Problems, Solutions

Plastic Cabinet Repair
Cracked or broken plastic cabi-

nets, like those used on portables
and other small receivers, are hard
to replace. We mend them for our
customers in a way that we find
very satisfactory. Apply ordinary
glue to the edges of the broken sec-
tions, then put these pieces to-
gether. After the glue has set, use
a warm soldering iron on the inside
of the plastic cabinet. The iron is run
along the cracks. This procedure,
which molds the glue and the plastic
together, will not distort the cabinet
or show on the outside. The cabinet
may then be sprayed with any color
desired.-Russell's Radio Repair,
Waterbury, Vt.

Reader Phil Smith, who is with
the Phil-Rad Electronics Co., NYC,
offers an additional suggestion on
plastic cabinet repair. If necessary
(says Phil) I melt pieces of plastic
(from any old scrap catalin or plas-
tic cabinet) into the break to
strengthen and reinforce a weak
spot. I have successfully repaired
broken plastic hinges on camera -
type portables, as well as back cov-
ers of large and small portables;
once I even inserted a scrap piece
of catalin to fill in a large hole in
the back cover of a camera port-
able. Grind, file and buff down the
section in which the joint has been
made, and the case looks almost as
good as new. Advantages not to be
overlooked in making such repairs
are that the customer does not have
to wait a long time for a factory
replacement; second, the profit mar-
gin is generally higher than it is
when the case is replaced.

Broken Screw Threads
I have serviced several small ra-

dios and TV boosters, mounted in
plastic cases, in nearly all of which
one or more mounting screws
could not be tightly inserted. The
trouble was probably due to the
screws being forced in, causing the
plastic to break away from the hole.
These mishaps can be prevented by
putting a drop of light oil in the
hole and on the screw, before in-
sertion of the screw. The latter will
now enter without danger of crack-
ing or breaking the plastic while
being inserted.

When a new case is used as a re-
placement, the holes are not
threaded. However, if self -tapping
screws are used with the oil, no
difficulty will be encountered. This
method also works very well for
starting stud screws in selenium
rectifiers.-Robert J. La Belle,
Southbridge, Mass.

"Creepers" for TV Sets

Moving heavy TV sets from the
loading dock to the service depart-
ment and back can be made an easy
task by constructing "creepers" on
which to keep each set while it is in
the shop. A piece of five-ply veneer,
about 20 x 20 inches is used for
most 21 -inch sets. Attach a good
ball -bearing caster to each corner,
and you have a little helper that
will enable one man to move sets
wherever he wants. Several of these
should be made and kept near the
unloading door; each console that

comes in to be serviced may remain
on the creeper the entire time that
it is in the shop.-Bruce C. Vaughan,
Jr., Springdale, Ark.

Cover Repair On Portables
The small plastic studs on the

rear covers of some portables,
which normally snap into the back
of the receiver, often break off
readily, allowing the cover to flop
open. The normal snap -in arrange-
ment is shown in sketch A; sketch
E shows part of the cover with the
stud broken off. The broken stud
may be replaced by heating a
round -head screw of the right size
(%2 or %2, as required) and pushing
it down the required depth into the
plastic stud base with a hot solder-
ing iron (see sketch F). This will ef-
fect a permanent repair. Having a
small wet rag handy to cool off the
metal will allow the plastic to set in
less than 10 seconds.-M. G. Gold-
berg, St. Paul, Minn.

A-Rough sketch showing relative positions of nibs and clips used at the backs of some
portables. B-How the nib looks. C-Another type of nib. D-Clip slides over nib, nor-
mally. E-Appearance of nib when its upper portion has broken off. F-Screw substitutes for
missing nib section. G-Clip fastens on screw. Drawings shown above are not drawn to scale.

NIB
(PART OFF

REAR COVER)

METAL

HINGES

SCREW

NIB BREAKS
OFF HERE

0

llrn1
s, --BROKEN NIB

SOME MFRS. USE
._A SPRING LIKE THIS

OVER NIB

ORIGINAL CLIP ON
BACK OF CASE

COVER HOLDS DUE TO
PRESSURE HERE

HEAVY PART OF
NIB REMAINS ON COVER

WHEN COVER IS CLOSED,
CLIP GRASPS NIB

PRESS HEATED SCREW
INTO NIB TO REPLACE
SECTION OF PLASTIC
THAT HAS BROKEN OFF
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UHF Service Notes
Premature 6AF4 Failure; Re -Designing Antenna Switch; Improving

Strip Performance; Microphonic UHF Tuner; Removing Snivets

Premature 6AF4 Failure
in UHF Converters

It is common knowledge that a
certain percentage of 6AF4 tube
failures are due to manufacturing
difficulties; other 6AF4 failures,
however, can be traced to a differ-
ent source of trouble.

I have found some UHF converters
continually burning out 6AF4's in
two to four month periods, while
other converters do - not burn out
any. Careful checks to locate the
source of trouble revealed this in-
teresting fact: some UHF oscillator
circuits require more power to oscil-
late than others.

For example, I have taken two
converters from the same manufac-
turer, placed a 6AF4 in one, and
checked the plate current. Next I
removed this 6AF4 and placed it in
the other converter of the same
make. A marked difference in os-
cillator plate current was noted.

Consider the power supply of
these converters (sketch A). Note
that the only resistance in series with
B+ feeding the plate of the 6AF4 is
a 500 (in some cases 1,000) ohm re-
sistor. Now it can be seen that a
power supply of this design would
have very poor regulation under
varying power line voltages. Under
high line voltage conditions, the
power supply voltage would rise
considerably. Add to this the fact
that a high plate current is present
in some of these oscillator circuits
even with the line voltage normal,

A-UHF converter power supply. B-Where
2k to 4k dropping resistor is inserted.

and we can see that the 6AF4 may
be often operated very close to its
maximum plate dissipation, thus
promoting frequent tube failure.

In most cases, we have success-
fully solved the problem by reduc-
ing the plate voltage on the 6AF4.
This may be accomplished simply by
adding a resistor of two to four
thousand ohms (exact value depends
on amount of line voltage present)
in series with the plate to B+ return
of the 6AF4. The resistor is bypassed
to ground with a .004 mfd or similar
value condenser (capacitance not
critical), as indicated in sketch B.

We have not, unfortunately, had
the opportunity to try these slightly
revamped converters in fringe areas.
Since converters whose oscillator
circuits require a certain amount of
power to oscillate will not have the
same output or stability when the
oscillator plate voltage is reduced,
the change described is not recom-
mended for such weak -signal loca-
tions.

The fact that a 6AF4 lists at $4.15
points up the value of the sugges-
tion offered.

Removing Snivets
"Snivets" are black lines or

blotches appearing on the right-hand
side of the raster in a television pic-
ture tube. While quite prevalent in
the UHF band in most receivers,
they can be ignored unless they oc-
cur on a channel where the signal is
not strong enough to override them.
In such severe cases, they can be
eliminated or moved to a different
part of the spectrum by changing the
horizontal output tube (6BQ6 or
6CD6).

Improving Strip Performance
Improvement in the performance

of UHF strips on any series of
Standard Coil tuners (F, G, Q, etc.)
may often be obtained by varying
the oscillator injection voltage. The
reason for this is that some UHF
crystals work better with higher os-
cillator injection voltages than
others.

To adjust this voltage for any
given Standard Coil UHF strip, tune

OSC. INJECTION
COUPLING LOOP

UHF
ANT. STRIP

UHF CRYSTAL MIXER

TIGHTER
COUPLING

O

O

J.

EMI

LOOSER
COUPLING

UHF antenna strip on Standard Coil tuner,
showing the location of the coupling loop.

the front end to the UHF channel
on which improvement is desired,
with the strips in place. Remove the
inserts adjacent to the UHF antenna
strip, allowing access to the UHF
crystal and coils while the set is on.
Next increase or decrease the cou-
pling on the oscillator injection cou-
pling loop, as shown. To increase the
injection voltage, tighten the cou-
pling loop; to decrease, loosen the
loop. This may be done by pushing
in or out lightly on the CK72.

Microphonic UHF Tuner
The following symptom occurred

on a Standard Coil Q series tuner.
Walking across the floor would cause
the picture to flicker, but only on

(Continued on page 58)

Mechanical vibration of plate "A" may cause
the picture to flicker on UHF reception only.
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COLOR SHORTS
THIRTY ADMIRAL FIELD AND

SERVICE engineers attended the
school's training program, which
ended recently after running for a
month. Eight days of the course
were devoted to color theory and
fundamentals; the remainder of the
month was devoted to practical work
(installation and service) on re-
ceivers. Students were chosen from
areas now able to receive network
color broadcasts. Eligibility of future
students will also depend on avail-
ability of color programs in their
localities. Text for the course was
Introduction to Color Television,
prepared by Admiral staff engineers.

DETROIT WAS THE KICK-OFF
POINT for a nationwide program of
color TV service training meetings
launched by G.E. in March. The 4 -
hour Detroit session, held at the
Edison Auditorium, was attended by
about 800 G.E. service employees
and service personnel of the com-
pany's dealers. Open invitations are
being extended to all service tech-

ANDREA RADIO CORPORA-
TION recently demonstrated a color
set to some of its distributors. Pro-
duction models, expected during sec-
ond or third quarter of this year, will
be available in limited quantities.
This openface consolette provides a
121/2 -in. pumpkin -face picture on
the 15 -in. 3 -gun tube. Price has not
yet been set.

Preview of Andrea's first color TV receiver.

COLOR-BLIND TECHNICIANS
were weeded out of the candidates
applying for admission to Admiral's
color TV training school. These
technicians, who were discovered
through tests, were not permitted to
take the course; their future service
activities will be confined to b & w
TV. Tests were administered because
more than 10 million Americans
(about 7 percent of our population)
are said to be color blind to some
degree.

HARTFORD AND BRIDGEPORT,
Conn., were the scenes of G.E. 8 -
hour training sessions. Three-day
meets were being scheduled for
Philadelphia, Cleveland, Boston and
Los Angeles. The shorter sessions
cover theory and fundamentals. In
the longer meetings, instruction in
the alignment and service of G.E.
color receivers is being offered.

MASTER ANTENNA SYSTEMS
suitable for use with color receivers
are now a reality. It has been known
for some time that existing distribu-
tion systems used with b & w sets
may not be sufficiently linear, or
have enough shielding against inter-
ference, to feed a good signal to
color sets. The large collection of
color receivers displayed at the re-
cent Sixth Annual Music & TV Fes-
tival at Macy's in New York were
fed from a master system built by
Jerrold. Macy executives were
pleased with the operation of the
set-up.

DU MONT'S FIRST TRAINING
EFFORTS in color have taken the
form of a series of articles in that
company's monthly, Du Mont Serv-
ice News. The first installment pre-
sents a theoretical discussion of light
and color, color properties, color
vision and color reproduction. This
initial article fills most of the Serv-
ice News issue in which it appears.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on
Westinghouse color sets-production
models-is being offered in some
parts of the country. After advertis-
ing these receivers for more than a
week, Wanamaker's in New York
reports the sale of one set. Price is
$1250 for an open -face consolette
that produces a picture 121/2 inches
in diameter. Contract service, han-

Now on sale-Westinghouse color console.

died by Westinghouse, is offered at
$60 for 90 days. Charges for one year
come to $240. Not a bad fee, if you
can get it.

PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR SERV-
ICE MANAGERS are finishing a
course of color studies in Philadel-
phia. Through service clinics and
meetings, they plan to pass on this
knowledge to technician members of
the company's factory -supervised
service plan. In addition to the 2 -
week 80 -hour course just referred
to, Philco is preparing another of the
same duration, to be offered to inde-
pendent service technicians and
dealers through local distributors.
Lectures will be given for 40 hours;
the remaining 40 will be devoted to
actual shop practice.

GRADUAL TRANSITION will be
the keynote of the change from
monochrome to color, opines Wil-
liam R. Feingold, Emerson's senior
TV engineer. Feingold says that
Emerson has shifted from a 47 -tube
multiple -chassis design to a 34 -tube
single -chassis receiver. Many more
such alterations will be necessary,
Feingold believes, before color sets
can be considered to have received
a final "shakedown."

REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
for color sets are now available for
sale to the service industry in New
York City. At least one distributor -
jobber, Harvey Radio Co., now car-
ries a complete line of RCA color
TV components.
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Sell 7/totie Service to
Now's the Time to Suggest Tune -Up, T ube-Up, Check -Up Work to Boost

Spring is here and with it comes
new ambitions and new ideas.

And such new ideas and ambi-
tions are always slanted dollar -wise
for the man who is in business to
make money-not just for his
health.

Make no mistake about it, the hot
breath of opportunity is breathing
down the neck of every dealer, so
far as his service department is
concerned.

It's a simple thing to grab this
opportunity now in order to make
more money. All the technician -
dealer has to do is launch a drive
for more business by doing two
simple things:

1. Teach his technicians how to
"sell" more service on more units in
the home.

2. Teach his technicians to sell
complete jobs, and shy away from
"make -do" work which merely
"patches up" receivers, phonos or
what -have -you.

All the technician -dealer has to
do advertising -wise is to step up
the tempo of his promotion work,
whether he uses newspaper ads,
direct -mail or radio time.

Sincere and intelligent effort
along the lines indicated is bound
to pay off handsomely.

And now is the time to make such
an effort.

Presuming that you want to sell
more service-and that you'd like
to expand your business, let's take
a look at ways and means for in-
creasing service revenue.

Two Approaches Compared

The other day the writer took his
car to a service station to ask about
replacing a defective directional
light switch of rather unique de-
sign. The mechanic took one look at
the dashboard -mounted switch and
said, "Nope, I can't help you out.
We ain't got anything like that in
the place." When the writer asked
if he could repair the device, he
shrugged his shoulders and said
"nope" again. At another service
station, however, the mechanic said,
"Say, why don't you let me install
a large -handled switch on the

steering wheel post? The whole job
will run to only $15, and you'll be
tickled to death with it."

Well, to make a long story short,
we "bought" the guy's suggestion.
He made a couple of bucks and a
friend out of the deal.

Plenty of similar cases exist in
all fields of service today. A jeweler
installs a new mainspring in your
wrist watch and lets you go out
with a crummy old watch -band,
when he's got a whole case -full of
'em for sale in his store. Another
sends you out happy with a "work-
ing" watch and a snappy new band.
And we could go on and on but-

Snatching at Opportunity

Let's look into the TV-radio-
phono service situation.

Every time the technician rings
a doorbell, opportunity stands be-
side him.

And opportunity in each instance
is easy to grasp. It's as simple as
ABC, and all it means is that he
should not be satisfied with doing
a "token" servicing job on a specific
complaint, and letting it go at that.

The technician should, instead,
endeavor to "sell" more service on
other products owned by the cus-
tomer. On a TV service call, for
example, he loses nothing by find-
ing out whether there is one port-
able receiver or more in the house
that may need a new set of bat-
teries. Especially at this time of
year, before the movement to the
outdoors gets under way, customers
might appreciate being reminded
that last year's batteries aren't
likely to be much good now. In
cases like these, battery sales would
be strictly gravy.

The technician should suggest
that all necessary work be done on
the specific job, rather than use a
mere "get -it -in -operation" tech-
nique. When he gets through, for
example, the TV receiver may be
working fine, but the picture on
some channels may still look a little
pathetic if the set is getting signal
from a four-year old antenna in-
stallation. Why not suggest a new
high -gain job to replace the cus-

tomer's old, early -design or bat-
tered antenna, particularly when
this unit has gone through a rough
winter?

The foregoing practice is not a
"hungry" approach by any means,
and we say this in spite of the fact
that a few ultra -conservative tech-
nician -dealers may allege that it is.
It's good business from the service
department's viewpoint, and it pro-
vides real service to the customer.

Let's look at it this way: Suppose
the technician goes out to answer
a "no -picture" complaint. Let us
assume that he restores the picture
pronto, and then leaves. What does
the customer think if that particular
receiver has a picture, all right, but
same is not properly framed, or the
sound continues to be "off," or other
pre -service -call objectionable char-
acteristics still remain? Chances are
that the set owner will magnify
such conditions in his own mind.
He's very apt to be less tolerant of
the minor troubles he put up with
before.

Keep Customer in Mind

Don't take it for granted that he
will be happy just because the pic-
ture's back. People aren't built that
way. They'll think, well, the tech-
nician should have fixed the whole
set up. They don't know what's
going on service -wise.

How much better it would have
been in the foregoing case to sug-
gest a complete job. Give the cus-
tomer an opportunity to get the
very best in reception.

"Selling" in the home is the func-
tion of every service department. It
is the function of every technician.
Service is "sold," make no mistake
about that. It's sold just like any
other commodity, and the more
service you sell at a profit, the
more money you make.

This Spring is the right time to
launch a real campaign to increase
service revenue, as well as revenue
from the sale of products carried
by the shop.

And this campaign can pay real
dividends to those who are willing
to make a forthright effort.
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Sam, Customer This Spring!
Volume. "Complete" Jobs Bring Repeat Business, Build Following

Do it this way:
Let the service manager give

the technicians some "basic" sales
training. Don't feed the technicians
a lot of blue-sky stuff, and don't
give 'em any of the same kind of
pep talks the product sales manager
indulges in. But go at it in a realistic
manner. Tell your man that the
firm is making a drive for more
business. Give him a copy of the
checklist accompanying this article.
Urge the man to do two things:
Offer a complete job on the specific
complaint, and ask about other sets
and products in the home which
may need service after an "inspec-
tion," which he, the technician,
offers to make. Any dealer will be
surprised at the results such efforts
are bound to bring.

And here are some hints:
When suggesting work that is

additional to the basic complaint on.
say, a TV set, don't let the service-
man say "the vertical's off," or
"there's trouble in the sync circuit,"
using technical terms. Rather, let
him say that certain work needs to
be done to bring the user im-
proved reception-more specifically,
brighter picture, better sound, etc.

When suggesting a phono conver-
sion job, it's simple for any intelli-
gent technician to point out the
many advantages of being able to

play all speeds in records, and to
suggest that the customer's hand-
some but obsolete machine is worth
modernizing.

When offering to look at the vari-
ous radio sets in the home, the
technician is always able to stress
the advantage to the customer in
getting peak reception on these sets,
or in putting into use receivers now
lying around dead.

Customers Appreciate Suggestions

The thing to remember is that the
average customer appreciates such
suggestions from the technician,
whom he usually trusts. A techni-
cian in this field, or a mechanic in
some other business, always enjoys
more customer confidence than the
salesman. In the first place, the
customer considers the technician
(or mechanic) an "unbiased" expert
who hasn't anything to sell. Here
then, is a golden opportunity-an
opportunity to build more volume,
without taking unfair advantage of
the customer attitude just men-
tioned. The usual set owner is not
inclined to be skeptical of service
suggestions made by the technician
-though he might be leery of the
natty, glib salesman who approaches
him at the front door and tries to
sell him on similar service jobs.

A Massachusetts dealer has
trained men so that, in addition, to
performing top-flight work, they
sell plenty of needed extras to a
large following of satisfied custom-
ers. When defective receivers are
brought into the shop in this firm,
the service manager always makes
a follow-up call, suggesting com-
plete overhaul where necessary,
and quoting the price at the same
time. If the repair is a minor one,
on the other hand, the customer is
thanked for the work, and a deliv-
ery date is arranged. Plenty of
good -will is generated in this way.

A Chicago firm has grown tre-
mendously, not only through doing
excellent work at fair prices but by
refusing to perform any make -do
work. Everything must be perfect;
all jobs must be thorough. This
practice minimizes call-backs, and
keeps customers happy. Word-of-
mouth advertising has it that "so-
and-so charges quite a lot, but does
wonderful work." And that's not a
bad reputation for any dealer to
have.

Now is the time to go after more
work. If you have more business
volume you can expand, and that's
just what every ambitious man
wants to do.

The way to get more service
business is to go after it.

CHECK -LIST for
SERVICE CALLS in HOME

Suggest these things:

1 Roof -to -set antenna inspection

2 Test TV set or sets

3 Check of all radio receivers

4 Replacement of batteries in portables

5 Phonograph test

6 Purchase of 3 -speed phono, or "con-
version," to replace 1 -speed or 2 -
speed job

7 Test of recorders or other electronic
equipment customer owns

8 Auto -radio check-up

9 Thorough test of HI-FI gear

0

0
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Servicing Automatic Record-
Theory and Troubleshooting of Hard -to -Repair Mechanism.

BY HARRY M1LEAF*

 Probably the most difficult sec-
tion of the automatic record changer
to repair is the automatic trip mech-
anism. The basic necessities of an
automatic trip are shown in Fig. 1.

When an automatic record changer
has gone through its cycle of chang-
ing a record, the cycle drive control,
(or actuating cam, as it is also called)
is automatically detached and then
kept at bay by the automatic trip
mechanism (refer to Fig. 1). The trip
mechanism is a precision -balanced
device that automatically releases
the cycle drive control when the rec-
ord being played is completed.

The names of the individual parts
usually vary with different manufac-
turers. The names used in this article
follow the parts' functions as closely
as possible.

The basic functions of the trip's
component parts are as follows:

Trip Finger. The trip finger must
in some way follow the movement
of the pickup arm on the record; the
finger must also interpret the position
of the arm, so that it can determine
when the record play has been com-
pleted. The trip finger can be easily
located as follows:

(a) Turn off power.
(b) Mount the automatic record

changer on a service stand.
(c) Move the pickup arm slowly

across the turntable, and then back
again.

(d) Observe the underside of the
changer as this is being done.

(e) The lever device that closely
follows the movement of the pickup
arm is the trip finger.

Trip Link. The trip link is used to
transfer the movement of the trip
finger to the trip lever. In some auto-
matic changers the trip link is unnec-
essary because, due to design, the
trip finger is directly coupled to the
trip lever. In changers where the trip
finger and the trip lever are rela-
tively far apart, a trip link is used
to couple them. The trip link can be
easily located as follows:

(a) Locate and move the trip
finger.

(b) The lever device the trip finger
contacts during its movement is the
trip link.

Trip Lever. The purpose of the
trip lever is to couple the movement
of the trip link (or trip finger, as the
case may be) to the trip pawl. Due to
the leverage design of the trip lever,
the minute movement of the trip
finger and the trip link is consider-
ably amplified, as indicated in Fig. 2.
The trip lever can easily be located

Fig. 1-Drawing of basic trip device. Heavy arrows indicate directions in which parts move.
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by using a procedure similar to the
one employed for trip link identifi-
cation.

Trip Pawl. The purpose of the trip
pawl is to couple the drive gear to the
cycle drive control, and thus start
a change cycle. When the trip finger
moves sufficiently, it pushes against
the trip link, which in turn transfers
this movement to the trip lever. The
trip lever now causes the trip pawl
to rotate. The trip pawl continues to
rotate until it contacts the pawl stop;
at this point, one end of the pawl (the
end to the left of the pivot in Fig. 1)
functions as a gear tooth on the cycle
drive control, and engages the drive
gear. The drive gear, which is always
rotating (it is usually connected to
the turntable), then rotates the cycle
drive control, and a record change
cycle starts.

Pawl Stop. The purpose of the
pawl stop is to lock the trip pawl in

PIVOT

LARGE
MOVEMENT

SMALL
MOVEMENT

1

Fig. 2-Movement amplification of trip lever.

position when it couples the drive
gear. The pawl stop is, actually, just
an obstruction that prevents the trip
pawl from further rotation.

Trip Devices. There are three
basic types of trip devices. Each
works on a different principle, and is
designed to operate on all types of
records. The basic trip types are as
follows:

1. Positive -action (position) trip.
2. Oscillating (reverse -direction)

trip.
3. Velocity trip.

Positive Action Trip. This method
of tripping was the first type used on

*Harry Mileaf has had seven years
of bench experience servicing radios,
TV receivers and audio equipment. He
is presently affiliated with A -Z Radio,
N.Y.C. His background in audio and hi-
fi equipment includes work on electro-
nic musical instruments.
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Changer Trip Mechanisms
Positive -Action, Oscillating and Velocity -Type Units.
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Fig. 3-Positive-action trip. Device was earliest one used in changers. Fig. 4-Oscillating trip. Finger hits link pawl at record's half -way point.

automatic record -changers. The bas-
ic feature of this mechanism is that
the trip fmger moves with the pickup
arm to a certain position to start the
change cycle (see Fig. 3). The trip
finger is attached permanently to the
pickup arm shaft.

During the playing of the record,
the trip finger does not come in con-
tact with the trip link at all. At the
end of the record, however, as the
pickup arm runs into the run-off
grooves, the screw in the trip finger
strikes the trip link. The movement
of the trip link is transferred by the
trip lever to the trip pawl; the trip
pawl rotates to connect the drive gear
to the cycle drive control, and a
change cycle starts.

The screw in the trip finger is the
trip start adjustment. By adjusting it
inwards, the trip operates sooner.
Adjusting it outwards causes the trip
to operate later. Outlined below are
some of the trouble symptoms asso-
ciated with this type of trip, and their
causes.

Changer Does Not Change Records
1. Trip adjustment screw is im-

properly adjusted.
2. Trip finger is bent or broken,

causing the trip screw to lose contact
with the trip link.

3. Trip finger is loosely attached
to the pickup arm shaft and slips.

4. Trip link is bent or broken; or
it is too tight and resists movement.
The trip link may need lubrication or

cleaning; or the trip link rivet may be
loose, causing the trip link to slip out
of contact.

5. Spring attached to the trip link
may be too tight.

6. Trip lever operation may be
fatilty (same troubles as trip link.)

7. Trip pawl operation may be
faulty (same troubles as the trip
link).

8. Broken pawl stop.
9. Drive gear or cycle drive con-

trol has stripped teeth.

Changer Continues to Cycle
1. Trip link jammed; it may need

lubrication; it may need cleaning.
2. Spring on trip link too loose.
3. Trip lever jammed: it may need

lubrication; it may need cleaning.
4. Trip pawl jammed; it may need

lubrication; it may need cleaning.

Changer Starts Cycle too Early
1. Trip adjustment screw is im-

properly adjusted.
It is important to note that with

this type of trip mechanism, certain
records may cause the trip to trigger
prematurely. If the record used has
been made in such a way that it
modulates the grooves closer to the
center hole than is usual, the trip
will trigger prematurely, although it
will operate normally on other
records.

Oscillating Trip. This method of
tripping was devised to prevent the

position of the pickup arm from de-
termining the point at which the trip
triggers. Operation is based on the
manner in which standard records
are cut. The recorded portion of the
disc, often called the music grooves,
provides a continuous spiral which
slowly carries the tracking arm to-
ward the center hole of the record.
At the end of the music portion, the
close groove spacing broadens, caus-
ing the pickup arm to swing rapidly
toward the center hole.

The widely -spaced grooves are
known as the run-off or run -out
grooves. They terminate in a final
return groove, which is a continu-
ously circular one; the pickup arm
will track indefinitely in this groove
-if permitted-when the record is
played on a manual phonograph.

In accordance with industry stand-
ards, the final circular groove is not
centered around the record hole. It
is cut off -center; because of this fact,
the return groove is usually referred
to as the eccentric. The pickup arm
does not remain stationary when
tracking in the eccentric-it swings
back and forth instead, as may be ob-
served on a manual player. It is the
reverse motion of the pickup arm,
away from the center hole of the rec-
ord, that operates the oscillating trip
mechanism (refer to Fig. 4).

The serrated trip finger has saw
teeth at the contacting end, and is
permanently attached to the pickup
arm shaft. Approximately half -way
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Fig. 5-Sketch of RCA RP -177 oscillating trip.

across the record, the serrated trip
finger comes in contact with the link
pawl. As long as the trip finger moves
in a forward direction, the link pawl
just rotates and slips along the slop-
ing edges of the teeth on the trip
finger.

The trip link will not move appre-
ciably under these conditions. At the
end of the record however, when the
pickup arm is pulled down the run-
off grooves and then back along the
return groove, the link pawl is
caught in the notch of the teeth in
the serrated trip finger, and is unable
to rotate. The link pawl is now
pushed back, along with the trip link.
The trip link moves the trip lever,
which in turn rotates the trip pawl.
The trip pawl contacts the revolving
drive gear and couples it to the cycle
drive control, and a change cycle
starts.

The serrated trip finger is adjust-
able back and forth, and from side to
side, permitting it to be placed in the
proper position to interpret the back-
ward pressure and start a change
cycle.

The Belmont C-9 employs an oscil-
lating trip mechanism. The RCA
RP -177 uses a similar unit, except
that the serrated section is attached
to the trip link, and the link pawl
(RCA calls it the trip pawl) is
mounted on the trip finger (see Fig.
5). The operation of this trip is exact-
ly the same as that of the Belmont's.

Outlined below are some of the
troubles associated with the oscil-
lating trip, and their causes.

Changer Does Not Change Records
1. Trip adjustment screw is im-

properly adjusted.
2. Trip finger is bent or broken,

causing the link pawl to lose contact
with the serrated edge.

3. Trip finger is attached to the
pickup arm shaft too loosely, and
slips.

4. Link pawl is chipped or broken.
5. Saw teeth are stripped.
6. Trip link is bent or broken or

resists movement. It may need lubri-
cation or cleaning. The rivet may be
loose, causing the trip link to slip out
of contact.

7. Spring attached to trip link
may be too tight.

8. Trip lever and trip pawl can
have the same troubles as the trip
link.

9. Pawl stop may be broken.
10. Drive gear or cycle drive con-

trol has stripped teeth.

Changer Continues to Cycle
1. Trip link is jammed; it may need

lubrication or cleaning.
2. Spring on trip link is too loose.
3. Trip lever is jammed; it may

need lubrication or cleaning.
4. Trip pawl is jammed; it may

need lubrication or cleaning.

Changer Starts Cycle too Early
1. Trip adjustment screw is im-

properly adjusted.
2. Link pawl is jammed; it may

need lubrication or cleaning.
3. Hole in record is too large; rec-

ord wobbles.
It is important to note that in the

oscillating trip there is a little pres-
sure applied to the trip finger. This
pressure is also applied to the pickup
arm. If the pressure is too great, it
may pull the pickup arm back a
groove at various intervals. An im-
properly adjusted trip finger can
cause this. A worn pickup needle can
also cause it. The automatic changer
is so designed that the pickup arm
weighs just enough to counteract
this trip pressure. If the pickup car-
tridge is replaced with a cartridge
that is too light, the trip pressure will
cause the pickup arm to pull back,.

Velocity Trip. The velocity trip
was the last trip mechanism to be
introduced. Its development was the
result of a search for a trip device
that would be sensitive and rapid,
and yet would not apply much pres-.
sure to the pickup arm. The deter-
mining factor in the velocity trip's
operation is the speed at which the
pickup arm moves across the record.
The pickup arm must move more
than 1/4 in. in one full revolution of
the turntable to operate the trip. The
pickup arm moves more slowly than
this while the record is playing, but
moves faster at the run-off grooves.

(Since trip action begins almost
as soon as the stylus leaves the re-
corded grooves, the velocity trip pro-
vides the shortest change cycle.
There is no waiting period during
which the pickup arm must reach a
fixed position, or during which it
must traverse the run-off grooves
and begin to oscillate in the eccen-
tric. This reduces the period of si-
lence between the end of sound on
one record and the beginning of
sound on the next.-Ed.)

The velocity trip mechanism is set
up in a manner similar to the one

shown in Fig. 1. The only point of
difference is that the trip finger is
not permanently attached to the
pickup arm shaft. It is, instead,
loosely attached by a friction clutch
arrangement. A friction clutch unit
similar to the one used in Webcor
changers is illustrated in Fig. 6.

The movement of the trip finger in
changers of this general type closely
follows the movement of the pickup
arm until the trip finger contacts
the trip link. While the pickup arm is
on the modulated grooves of the rec-
ord, it moves slowly, and very little
pressure is supplied to the trip fin-
ger. The trip link holds the trip fin-
ger back, causing it to slip in the
friction clutch assembly. When the
pickup arm rides in the run-off
grooves, however, the arm moves
much faster, providing enough pres-
sure to the trip finger for it to move
the trip link. The trip link then
moves the trip lever, which rotates

TRIP FINGER

FELT
WASHERS

PICKUP ARM
SHAFT

CLUTCH PRESSURE
ADJUSTMENT SCREWS

CLUTCH
PRESSURE
PLATES

Fig. 6-Friction clutch, in velocity -trip unit.

the trip pawl. The trip pawl contacts
the drive gear and couples it to the
cycle drive control, thus starting a
change cycle.

As we can readily see, the clutch
pressure is the most determining fac-
tor in the proper operation of the
velocity trip. If the clutch plates are
moved closer together, the pressure
increases. If the plates are separated,
the pressure decreases.

Webcor and VM automatic chan-
gers made in recent years employ
the velocity -type trip.

Outlined below are some of the
troubles associated with the velocity
trip, and their causes.

Changer Does not Change Records
1. Clutch adjustment is set too

loose; trip finger slips.
2. Trip finger is bent or broken and

does not contact the trip link.
3. Trip link is bent or broken, or

it is too tight and resists movement.
It may need lubrication or cleaning.
The trip link rivet may be loose,
causing the trip link to slip out of
contact.

4. Spring attached to the trip link
may be too tight.

5. The trip lever and the trip pawl
(Continued on page 58)
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New TV Antennas
Indoor and Outdoor Type; VHF and UHF Assemblies

JFD ANTENNAS, MAST TUBE
The 6-p, 'sit ,on sett., t..- 61 .'L'h in

the base 01 the Tune Nla tx, in-
door UHF -VHF antenna, model
TA145, matches the UHF phasing
element for optimum reception on
different channels. A rabbit -ear ar-
rangement is used for VHF. List
price, $7.95.

JFD all -channel conical-yagi com-
binations for fringe use are now
available in 3 price ranges. List
price ranges for single -stack models:

Superjet, model JET213, $18.70;
Pip -Jet, model JET513, $12.65; Big
Gun, model P213, $11.75.

Also available: Sky-Lok tele-
scopic mast tubing, in units varying
from 2 sections (20 ft.) to 5 sections
(50 ft.). Tubing is of 16 -gauge steel,
hot -dipped in molten zinc. JFD Mfg.
Co., Inc., 6101 16th Ave., Brooklyn,
N.Y.-TECHNICIAN

RMS INDOOR ANTENNA
Model K-38 is a UHF -VHF indoor

antenna with a 6 -position selector
switch to permit choice of antenna
elements. This feature allows opti-
mum tuning from Channels 2

through 83. Weighted base prevents
tipping. Five feet of twin lead sup-
plied. Also available as model KN-
38, with nickel -plated brass ele-
ments. RMS, 2016 Bronxdale Ave.,
New York 62, N. Y.-TECHNICIAN

Acmu UHF ANTENNA

Molded -'r+, fibre construction
and a revel "V" dipole design are
features of Acto-tenna UHF all -
channel corner reflector. The anten-
na's 2 reflector screens are pro-
duced by molding a series of
U-shaped aluminum reflectors into

a glass fibre spine. This construe
tion assures critical spacing in
a weather-proof, vibration -proof
mounting. Recommended for ghost -
ridden areas because of its high
horizontal and vertical directivity,
and minimum back and side re-
sponse characteristics. Comes com-
pletely assembled. Acme Tool &

Spec ialties Co., 224 N 1,00mis Street.
Chi, d.'() 7, Ill.-TEC 1 1 N ICIAN

Channel Alcr.:4cr ANTENNAS

Model 323-6 Super Champ is a
UHF -VHF combination, similar in
design to the VHF -only Champion

tripoles. This 2 -bay model is said to
provide up to 3 db more gain on
VHF than the original 2 -bay Cham-

pion, in additaqk te) delivering up to
12 db on UHF List price, $54.17.
Conversion kit for adapting 2 -bay
Champion to operate as Super
Champ lists at $11.81.

Also available: Globe Trotter,
model 321, which uses a conical-
yagi combination design. Intended
for all -channel VHF coverage in
fringe areas and UHF coverage in
primary areas. List prices: single -
bay, $12.64; 2 -bay, $25.97. Channel
Master Corp., Ellenville, N.Y.-
TECHNICIAN

Snyder INDOOR ANTENNA

The "4D" is a compact VHF -UHF
indoor antenna for metropolitan
areas, designed with an independ-

ently operating halo element and
center phasing disc, both affording
maximum orientation. Constructed
in the base is the Snyder 6 -position
electronic beam selector switch.
Heavy-duty base includes 5 ft. of
transmission line. Snyder Mfg. Co.,
Philadelphia 40, Pa.-TECHNICIAN

Brach ALL-PURPOSE ANTENNA
The 555 Delta V Beam antenna

eliminates the need for mixers, cou-
plers, networks and switches when
UHF and VHF signals are to be re-
ceived via a common transmission
line. Field-tested in color areas, this
antenna is said to be effective in dis-
criminating against reflections which
tend to turn color television pictures
into scotch -plaid nightmares, and in
minimizing interference List price,
$10.56; stacked version, $22.62. Brach
Mfg. Corp., 200 Central Ave., New-
ark, N.J.-TECHNICIAN
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Troubleshooting Data
Servicing Information on a Much -Used TV -Radio Component.

Selenium rectifiers are found in
home radios, portable radios, tele-
vision receivers, record players, re-
lay power supplies, business ma-
chines, electric razors, and many
other applications requiring direct
current from a 117 volt line. The
service data provided below should
prove a valuable aid in the servicing
of these units.

Testing the Selenium Rectifier

While the selenium rectifier has
been found to be a long-lived and
trouble -free component, instances
do occur when it is important to
know how to install one properly
and test it when a radio or televi-
sion set is in trouble. Faulty opera-
tion may result from the rectifier
becoming open -circuited, short-cir-
cuited, high in forward resistance, or
low in reverse resistance. If trouble
occurs, a visual inspection of the
rectifiers and other components of
the power supply may show whether
replacement is necessary. As failure
is not always accompanied by physi-
cal changes, an electrical test may
be necessary to determine whether
the rectifier is damaged.

Removal and Replacement

In soldering or unsoldering leads
to a selenium rectifier, the heated
soldering iron should not be brought
in contact with the cells making up
the rectifier. The heat may melt the
alloy on the cells or damage the
protective coating.

The rectifier should be replaced
in its original position, or in a posi-
tion which provides better cooling.
Best cooling is obtained when the
rectifier is mounted with the cells
vertical and when the passage of air
through the cells is not restricted at

the top or bottom.
When replacing a rectifier, be sure

that it is firmly fixed in place so
that it cannot turn and come in
contact with the chassis, other com-
ponents, or wiring of the set. Any
barriers provided by the set manu-
facturer for this purpose which
have become damaged should be
replaced.

The rectifier has been given a
moisture -resistant coating before
leaving the factory. Additional coat-
ings should not be applied unless it
is first determined from the manu-
facturer that the coating to be used
will not affect the rectifier.

Mercury vapor is very harmful
to selenium rectifiers and will de-
stroy the rectifying action even
though they have been coated. Any
mercury remaining due to a broken
mercury vapor tube should be care-
fully removed.

Line Resistor Considerations

A line resistor is connected in se-
ries with the rectifier in radio and
television sets. While omission of
this resistor will increase the voltage
of the B+ supply, it serves an im-
portant purpose in protecting the
rectifier and condenser from heavy
surge currents. These currents may
damage or shorten the life of the
rectifier and/or electrolytic con-
denser. In some sets the resistor
rating has been selected so that it
will burn out on overload, thus pro-
tecting more expensive components
against burnout. Replacement of a
defective line resistor should be
made with another of the same type
and rating.

A damaged rectifier may be due
to failure of the rectifier itself, or
faulty operation of the components

Fig. 1-1Belowl Set-up for testing forward current in a selenium rectifier.

Fig. 2-(Right) Set-up for testing reverse current in selenium unit.
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of the set. When a selenium rectifier
must be replaced, the current draw
of the B+ circuit should be checked
to be sure it is within the rating of
the rectifier. The cabinet and chassis
should be checked to make sure
that ventilating openings have not
been blocked off, or restricted, pre-
venting proper cooling.

Visual Inspection

Trouble may be indicated by
melting of the alloy which covers
most of one side of each cell and
which forms the cathodes of the
rectifier. Such melting may be due
to excessive heating of the rectifier
caused by current overload, or by
restricted ventilation causing the
temperature of the rectifier to rise
above the melting point of the al-
loy. The melting may be indicated
by a thickening of the alloy at the
bottom edge of the cells, or by the
presence of drops of solder -like
metal below the rectifier.

Inspection of the alloy area at the
center of the cells around the con-
tact washer may show burning or
discoloration. A burning all around
the contact washer may result in an
open circuit; the rectifier should be
replaced when such a condition is
evident. Discolored or burned spots
may be observed on the alloy away
from the contact washer. These
spots have been caused by sparking
on the cells resulting from applica-
tion of higher than rated voltage to
the rectifier. They may also occur
when voltage is first applied after
a long period of idleness. These
spots are self -healing and will not
affect the operation of the rectifier
unless an area equal to about 20
percent of a cell has been burned,
or unless sparking is persistent. In
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on Selenium Rectifiers
Defects, Tests, Color -TV Units

either case, the rectifier should be
replaced.

Troubles in Selenium Rectifiers

The troubles found in selenium
rectifiers will generally fall under
one of the following classifications:

(a) Open -circuited rectifier re-
sulting in no B+ voltage.

(b) High forward resistance in
rectifier, resulting in low B+ volt-
age.

(c) Short-circuited rectifier, re-
sulting in burned -out line resistor
or opening of circuit -protecting de-
vice.

(d) Low reverse resistance of
rectifier, resulting in low B+ volt-
age and/or- hum in loudspeaker of
set.

(e) Overheated selenium recti-
fier, resulting in melted alloy on the
rectifier cells and any of the trou-
bles listed above.

Technicians sometimes inquire
about aging effects. Under operating
conditions, and, to a lesser extent,
when idle, the selenium rectifier will
age. During the aging period the
forward and reverse resistances will
increase gradually, and, after ap-
proximately one year, stabilize. This
aging will result in approximately a
7% decrease in outut voltage.

Ohmmeter Test

An ohmmeter of the conventional
type, employing a battery and meter
for measuring resistance, may be
used for a rough check of a selenium
rectifier.

Place the leads from the ohm-
meter on the terminals of the rec-
tifier in one direction and then re-
verse them, reading the resistance
each time. Two high -resistance
readings indicate an open -circuited
rectifier. Two low -resistance read-
ings indicate a short-circuited rec-
tifier. One low and one high resist-
ance reading show that the rectifier
is functioning as a rectifier. These
indications do not, however, reveal
whether the forward resistance is
sufficiently low, or the reverse re-
sistance sufficiently high, for satis-
factory performance.

Forward Current Test
Fig. 1 shows a simple circuit

which can be made for testing the
forward resistance of a selenium
rectifier. The limits of forward cur-
rent for each type of rectifier are

shown in Table 1. These figures are
approximate, and give a good indi-
cation as to whether the rectifier is
near the end of its useful life. There
will be cases where rectifiers that
test within these limits will not give

TROUBLE SHOOTING CHART
Trouble

No B+ voltage.

Low B+ voltage.

Hunt in Loudspeaker.

Sparking or dark
spots on plates of
rectifier.

Burned -out line
resistor.

Possible Condition
Open line resistor.
Open rectifier.

High forward resis-
tance rectifier.
Leaky or low capacity
condenser.
Excessive B+ current.

Leaky or low capacitance
condenser. Low reverse
resistance rectifier.

Deformed rectifier.

Defective condenser.
Defective rectifier.
Shorted load.

Procedure
Test for AC voltage between
switch and B-. If o.k.:
Test for AC voltage between
rectifier + and B-. If o.k..
check stack for open circuit.
Test rectifier for forward re-
sistance. If o.k.: Test con-
denser for capacitance and
leakage. Test B+ circuit for
excessive tube current or
partial short-circuit due to
defective components.

Test condenser. If o.k.: test
rectifier.

If sparking occurs after set
has been inoperative for a
long time, leave it on as
rectifier will probably re-
form. If sparking continues,
test rectifier reverse resis-
tance. If reverse current is
high or sparking persists, re-
place rectifier.

Test for shorted rectifier or
condenser. Check load for ex-
cessive current or intermit-
tent shorts.

TEST LIMITS for FEDERAL & RADIO RECEPTOR SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

Federal
Unit Number

Radio Receptor
Unit Number

Forward Current Test
Min. Milliamperes

at 6.3 Volts A -C
(See Fig. 1)

Reverse Current Test
Max. Milliamperes
at E=240 Volts A -C

(See Fig. 2)
1002 8J1 20 13
1003 5M4 20 13
1004 33 19

5P1,6P21005 33 19
1006 5R1 80 23
1007 11* 6*
1008 19* 8*
1009 43* 10*

5Q1,6Q1,6Q21010 80 23
1014 19 8
1021 135 31

6S21022 65 13
1023 5QS1,6QS2 120 27
1028 5Q1,6Q1,6Q2 80 23
1090 6Q4 80 23
1101 5M1 20 13
1159 8Y1 6 4
1200 210 48
1214 12 8
1223 210 48

* Test Limits Apply to a Single Section.
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high enough B+ voltage. Judgment
must be used in marginal cases by
testing the rectifier in the set and
measuring the B+ voltage under
actual working conditions. A recti-
fier which produces B+ voltage
near the operating minimum may
cause trouble in the near future.

Reverse Current Test

Fig. 2 shows a simple circuit
which can be made for testing the
reverse current of a selenium rec-
tifier. When voltage is first applied
to a good rectifier, the reverse cur-
rent will be high; this current will
rapidly decrease while the voltage
is applied. The short-circuiting
switch is used to protect the meter
during the high current or forming
period. Allow 11/2 to 2 minutes for
forming. It would be desirable to
use a variable voltage transformer
or a potentiometer (as shown) to
increase the voltage gradually, pro-
tecting the tube in the event the
rectifier has a low reverse resist-
ance.

Selenium Rectifier Checker Selector Switch Positions

An easily -built test gadget fm
checking selenium rectifiers is il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. Data on building
and operating this unit is presented
below. Models referred to under
Operating Instructions are Sarkes
Tarzian selenium rectifier units.

Parts List

F1-Fuse-2 ampere
J -Jack, to accept rectifier lugs
51-Switch-Toggle-On-Off
52-Switch-2 wafer, non shorting
E.,-Voltmeter-0-150 Volts D.C,
C1-Capacitor---50 mfd.-150 volt
Cf-Capacitor-125 mfd.-150 Volt
C.,-Capacitor-350 mfd.-150 Volt
R1-Resistor-Adjustable-2000 ohms -

25 watt-Tapped at 2000; 1750 and
1300 ohms

122-Resistor-Adjustable-1000 ohms -
50 watt-Tapped at 850; 650 and
520 ohms.

R3-Resistor-Adjustable-500 ohms -
100 watt-Tapped at 430; 375 and
290 ohms

Fig. 3-Selenium rectifier tester. Construction details are presented in text. Switch
present is a 2 -wafer unit. Jack labeled J accepts the selenium unit to be tested.

Service data on the line of selenium rectifiers for color TV currently being manufactured by
IRC Corp. A is the length, B is the width, of each cell plate. Y is the distance the connector
terminal protrudes above the cells. MD is the distance between mounting nuts at front and
back of unit.

.14Pe

Maximum
Current
Rating

MA

Maximum
Input Volta

RMS

Minimum
Peak
Inv. V.

Minimum
Series

Resistor
Ohms

A
(Inches)

B
(Inches)

MD
Maximum

(Inches)
Y

(Inches) i
Stud
Sim

RS -600S 600 130 380 5 2 3 1-5/16 13/32 8-32

RS -6085 600 174 505 5 2 3 1-3/4 13/32 8-32

R2-6095 600 195 570 5 2 3 14/8 13/32 8-32

RS -700S 700 130 380 5 2 3 1-7/8 13/32 8.32

RS -708S 700 174 505 5 2 3 2-5/8 13/32 832

RS -709S 700 195 570 5 2 3 3 13/32 8-32

RS -750S 750 130 380 5 2 3 1-7/8 13/32 8-32

RS -758S 750 174 505 5 2 3 2-5/8 13/32 8-32

RS -759S 750 195 570 5 2 3 13/32 8-32

A -Ai Model 65-2000 ohms on Ili
B-Fli Model 73-1750 ohms on RI
C -C1 Model 100-1300 ohms on RI
D -Di Model 150- 850 ohms ell Re
E-Ei Model 200- 650 ohms on 112
F-Fi Model 250- 520 ohms ea Re
R-Ri Model 300- 430 ohms on FI3
H -H1 Model 350- 375 ohms on 113

Model 450- 290 ohms on Rs

Operating Instructions

1. With switch S1 in the off position,
plug rectifier to be tested into the
socket. Observe polarity very care-
fully.

2. Rotate Selector Switch S2 to proper
position for rectifier type being
tested.

3. Apply voltage by pushing switch Sr
to the on position.

4. Within 5 minutes from the time the
voltage is applied the readings
should be as follows:

APPROX.
MODEL DC VOLTAGE READING

65 130 volts
75 130 volts

100 125 volts
150 130 volts
200 130 volts
250 130 volts
300 125 volts
350 125 volts
450 120 volts

5. Reject all units that do not approxi-
mate these voltages

CAUTION: It is important that rectifier polarity
is closely observed.

Color TV Rectifiers

Color TV production, presently
under way on a small scale, has in-
itiated demand for larger current
capacity selenium rectifiers due to
the increased number of vacuum
tubes required. After many months
of development, International Rec-
tifier Corporation has started pro-
duction on a series of color TV
selenium rectifiers. Considerable de-
sign effort was expended in estab-
lishing the electrical and mechanical
specifications. For example, to effi-
ciently handle the increased current
rating, the units are assembled with
a bellows type spring contactor iden-
tical to the type used in quality in-
dustrial selenium rectifier stacks.
This type of contact permits lower
forward voltage drop, lower tem-
perature rise and positive large area
contact all resulting in efficient long
life operation.

In regard to size, this series of
rectifiers is assembled using 2 -in. x
3 -in. rectifier plates. This size plate
allows the electronic design engi-
neer wider latitude in chassis layout.
It was found in consideration of
various size plates that the 2 -in. x

(Continued on page 63)
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illallory Concealed Conterter
-first on the market

Mallory Cabinet Converter
-first on the market

commazionm

NOW FROM MALLORY..

the st . . . All -Channel

UHF Converter
Designed to fit

Inside ANY VHF Set

Here's another first frinn Mallory . . . The. Mallory Modil '188'
Concealed UHF Converter. It fits inside any VHF set to make it an
all -channel receiver. nil it-, a sure-fire salesbuilder for i on.

Look at these features of the Mallory '188'.
OUT OF SIGHT . . . The entire unit is mounted inside the cabinet.

Il that shims is a clear plastic selector dial and switch lever.
EASY TO INSTALL ... No alteration in the set chassis is required and
the '188' has its own power supply. Can be mounted inside the
cabinet on either side or at the top. A bracket and four screws (10
the job on wood cabinets. On plastic or metal cabinets, the converter
niav be mounted on the fiber -board rear enclosure.
PROVED PERFORMANCE . . . The '188' offers you the same proved
performance ... the same high quality reception ... as the Mallory
'88' Cabinet Converter which has given outstanding pertormance in
UHF areas across the Nation.

Give Yourself Greater Converter Sales . . .

By Giving Your Customers Their GIna
of Mallory Convertor Stele...

NO RADIATION PROBLEM!
Both Mallory Converters contain special] \ designed components to
prevent triudilesome interference from radial ion-a problem common
to low qiialit \ converters which ruin TV reception over a wide area.

CAPACITORS CONTROLS VIBRATORS SWITCHES RESISTORS

RECTIFIERS POWER SUPPLIES CONVERTERS  MERCURY BATTERIES

APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS
P. R. MALLORY & CO. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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Battery Data for Technicians
Testing, Storage; Most -Popular Types; Replacement Considerations

 By the time you read these
words, the first signs of an annual
trend will be evident. With warmer
weather and more hours of sunlight,
the nation's citizens will turn away
from their fireplaces and once more
begin to investigate the outdoors.
Lawns, beaches and parks will be
dotted by growing numbers of peo-
ple. Many of them will have portable
radios beside them. These radios
mean more sales and service for you.
Are you ready now?

Portables that have spent the
winter in the attic or storage closet
are getting dusted off. Many of them
need servicing that was neglected
over the cold months. How's your
stock of 1.4v tubes, as well as other
types used in these receivers?

A great many portables will need
new batteries.

Are you ready to cash in on this
seasonal swing? Can you give your
customer the right replacement if
he threw out last year's batteries
and doesn't know which type he
needs? Do you know which type in
the brands you carry are replace-
ments for units used in any set,
even when the batteries originally
present were made by another com-
pany and coded differently? Can you
give batteries an adequate test, con-
vincing to the customer, to see
whether they need replacement? Do
you know how to store batteries in
order to keep them at peak poten-
tial? Do you know which types to
stock, on the basis of probable de-
mand? If you want answers to any
of these questions, read on:

Identification of Types: Every bat-
tery manufacturer uses his own cod-
ing system to identify the types in
his line. Since no two adhere to the
same system, you sometimes run
into this problem: A customer walks
into your shop with a set of old "A"
and "B" packs made by company X.
You carry a full stock of replace-
ments in brands Y and Z. Between
them, you're bound to have the set
the customer needs, but how do you
ferret them out? The National Elec-
tronics Distributors Association has
gone a long way to clear up this
confusion by assigning standard code
numbers to all battery cells and
packs in current use. Many manu-

facturers are cooperating with this
organization to the extent of printing
the NEDA numbers in a prominent
place on their batteries, along with
the manufacturer's own code num-
bers.

"A" BATTERIES
(NEDA Code Numbers)

3 13
7 19

20
"B" BATTERIES

(NEDA Code Numbers)

200 203
201 204
202 211

"A -B" PACKS
(NEDA Code Numbers)

401 404

13 most popular battery types for portables.

Where manufacturers do not ad-
here to this practice, identification is
still possible. NEDA annually pre-
pares a battery interchangeability
chart, available on request, listing
NEDA numbers and corresponding
manufacturers' identification for all
types. The heart of this chart, show-
ing listings for 11 leading brands of
batteries, is reproduced on the fol-
lowing page. A twelfth brand, Bond,
while not listed, can be tied up with
the listing easily. For the most part,
Bond numbers correspond with
those used by Olin and Winchester.
In those cases where they do not,
the following rule usually applies:
Where the third digit of a 4 -digit
Olin number is 1, the 3rd of the 4
digits on the corresponding Bond
pack will be 2. For example, Olin
battery 4816 is equivalent to Bond
4826.

Sometimes your potential battery
customer has thrown away :his
worn-out batteries, and there is no
marking in the receiver itself to
help you determine the replacement
types needed. Inspecting the bat-
tery -connector plugs in the portable
is the first step in determining the
proper replacements. The socket
terminal guide on the following page

can help you in this bit of detective
work. To the right of each socket
type is a list of batteries (NEDA
code) using the terminal arrange-
ment shown.

The surest way to identify a
doubtful type is to consult a re-
ceiver listing. These lists, which are
prepared by most battery makers
and are available through jobbers
and distributors, cover hundreds of
portable receivers by brand name
and model number, and describe the
battery complement used in each. A
novel device that does this job and
also acts as an attention -getting
sales aid is the RCA Select -O -Meter.
Pictures of 72 popular portable sets
of various makes are laid out in
squares. A wire terminating in a
male contact tip is plugged by the
customer into a corresponding fe-
male outlet on the square where
his receiver is listed. This causes a
bulb to light up beside the RCA
code numbers for the appropriate
battery replacements. Of course, the
device is battery -operated! It works
from a 1.5v flashlight cell.

Popular packs: Since batteries
don't last forever, even under the
best storage conditions, knowing
which ones are likely to be most in
demand is a great help toward judg-
ing your stock requirements. The
"baker's dozen" shown elsewhere on
this page lists the 13 most popular
"A," "B" and "A -B" packs. Depend-
ing on your anticipated turnover,
you may want to order these types
only, or you may want to order
more of the 13 than of other num-
bers.

Testing: It is no secret that putting
your voltmeter leads across the
terminals of a battery, with no load,
will tell you very little about its
true condition. The best load with
which to check a battery is the re-
ceiver in which the unit will be
used, or one like it. Often the cus-
tomer doesn't bring the portable in.
He just drops his "A" and "B" cells
on the counter, asking: "Think
these'll hold out another month or
two?" If you don't happen to have
a portable handy at the time, a fast.
adequate battery check is not likely
to be made.

(Continued on page 54)
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Everything in this ad FREE
With Orders ForlvereadiPortable Radio Batteries!

FREE BATTERIES!
Bonus batteries to sell

at 100% profit!

EVEREADY

RADIO BATTERIES
For better listening... longer!

HEADQUARTERS FOR

1EVEREADY
RADIO BATTERIES

FREE MOTION -DISPLAY!
Powered by a single "EVEREADY" flashlight
battery, the moving hand catches your customer's
eye . . . gets big impulse sales! Displays your
featured portable. Has special provision for pro-
moting radio service. Measures 25" x 20" x 8".

FREE DEALER -HELPS!

Banners . . . streamers . . . replacement
guide . . . dummy batteries. All to help
you sell more "EVEREADY" batterieg!

DON'T MISS THIS OFFER!

Place your pre -season orders now for
"EVEREADY" radio batteries on the special
order blank available through distributors.
Start making extra profits on year -'round sales
of portable sets and service, and "EVEREADY"
batteries. Order today! Quantity of displays is
limited - act quickly.

The terms "Eveready", "Mini -Max", "Nine Lives" and the Cat Symbol are registered trade -marks of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation  30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
District Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto
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Battery Replacement Chart
*Most numbers for Bond batteries correspond to those for Olin hoe text). Chart adapted from NEDA listings.

NEDA
NUMBER VOLTAGE ACME BRIGHT STAR BURGESS

EV 7.3(EAVY
NATIONAL
CARBON

GENERAL OLIN 19
W1NCHE-

PfULCO RAY.0-VAC RCA USALITE

RADIO A HaTTEHIHS
STER

866 2F4 718 4817 0:598A vsoi 0 638

2 24 724 39 4919 67R4 VS068

3 1/2 360 F3 736 38 3816 0.100 P93A VS067 888

1/24 119 462 4F 742 3 4816 P94 634

5 1/2 116 660 6F 743V90044814 P-98 P962 VS007 637

6 646 F4P1 744 4 4914 P 4 F4R P6944 VS009 639

7 1/2 123 361 0-3 746 4910 P.100 P83A VS002 683

8 1/2 41-5 719 5219 P551 V5129

9 1/2 C-5 717 91 5316 P751 VS065

10 1 2 T-5 P7CDI

It 12 29 P 24A

12 1 2 465 4FL _13 P941. VS005 642

13 1 2 104 2R 90 906 D D 2LP VS036

14 1/2 112 11M 1 995 914 C C VS035 944

IS 1/2 115 59-1 Z 915°900 Al.4/4 Al.AA 7 VS034 908

16 11851 868 214L 747 4815 P205 Pb98L VS011 648

17 1/2 118 860 8F 741 4819 P891 P984 635

Is 1 2 2D 720 2516 123P VS069

19 360 0-9 726 4516 423PX VS072

20 11/2 21R 984 2416 BR S5239
21 1 1/ 65 EFL 7 5 11008 845

22 7 1
14

_2981.
VS(403

23 11 2 E
___Resn

Y2070
24 11 2 9.12 1911

4PP06F091413 A F11 - L - - '643
RADIO B BATTERIES

200 67 1/2 545 45N 30(45 487 1011 1710 P-67 4367 VS016

201 95 2X30 455767MS 6211 P-105 VS055

202 45 30-33 56-30 482 109 6210 P-45 P7830 VS013 640

203 67 1/2 K-45 457 1712 1/50132

204 90 60N N-60 490 132 1713 P-132 4390 VS090 769

204 45 30-59 5-30 738 104 6718 P7R30 V9015 620

206 45 30-55 A-90 110 8119 P-210 P430 95014 621

207 45 30-03 B-30 484 111 6218 P-306 P5303 VS012 624

205 15 U10 411 1914 510

209 22 1/2 U15 412 1915 215 VS084

210 30 U20 419 1916 520085
211 67 1/2 P45 477 144 1709 P144 946 j216

RADIO A AND B PACKS
400 9-90 86-03 9681 752 249 P60B6 F6 A8995 VS047

401 7 1/2-9-90 86-50 F846 753 277P84161416AB677-A AR994 VS019 60A05
402 7 1/2-9-90 G6M60 754 291 815 AB878 vsoie
403 6.71/2-75 T5250 755 350 619 AB775 VS050

404 7 1/2-90 15280 758 P -361-P363 VS051

405 7 1/2-9-90 T8280 756 362 619 P-363 AB601 V5059W

406 9-90 F6A8OP 757 279 620 AB909 VS058

497 11/2-63 46442 2_468 624 P4IA4FL AB944 VS053 A13669

40i 7 1/2-63 05442 263 629 P87 AB794 VS038 419676

409 11/2-90 50460 278 4824 VS043 *8665
410 1112-90 6T460 622 A B64 VS054

411 6-75 F4450
412 1 1/2-60 2TXX40 259 P-89
413 1 1/.2-90 782 61-05 170060 759 3 0518 P60011 L AB82 V80,33 AB666

414 1 1/2-90 461360 758 299 0513 P6OB6L AB85 VS021

415 7 1/2-9-90 56060 326 P326 AB982 VS119

416 11/2-9-90 752W 34300lus EF-728 0616W

417 11/2-90 69A80 279 611 1 P871A41, ARM 93037 A13667

411 6-90 F41360 AR695 V5048

419 67 112 AB984 VS041

420 6-7 1/2-91 951115 AB767
421 6-90 G11350 AR6984
422 6-75 G4B50 AB685 VS046
423 I 1/2-61 1 2 40441 P41A4G *81944 VS052

424 1 1e2-90 41280 ARan MPi2i ra'
425 1 1/2-90 729 364 P364 VS064

426 1 1/2-90 0511 VS045
427 6-67 1/2 180080 AR6145N

Socket Terminal Guide
Numbers to right of sockets are NEDA battery types. Chart adapted from Olin guide.

4
5

"A" +
BATTERIES 21

"B"

BATTERIES

+8
"A-8"
PACKS

+A

407
417

A

202

206205

207

+
+6

+7A

3

+4219 CIO

2

+6 6
16

"A-BlIPACKS
400

+ 908 -8 406
416

+ 9A
8 401

402
403
405
408

+8

+A

-A

-13

410
413
414
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HOW TO WIN
To win one of these 503 prizes all you

hove to do is complete in 25 words or less
'I like Pyramid capacitors because
You fill in this statement on a Pyramid con-
test entry blank which can be obtained from
any electronic parts jobber selling Pyramid
capacitors. You have this entry blank coun-
tersigned by your jobber or one of his sales-
men and forward it to us attached to a
Pyramid Dry Electrolytic Capacitor box top
-the top being the part which carries the
description of the item. There is no limit to
the number of entries which you may make
in this contest but each entry must be accom-
panied by a box top. Full rules for the con-
test appear on the entry blank.

It's so easy. Here is the kind of statement
that might win:

"I like Pyramid capacitors because they
always check out perfectly and don't deteri-
orate and so I know I won't have to call
back at my expense."

"I like Pyramid capacitors because the line
is so complete that I can always get what
I need and don't have to worry about an
off -brand capacitor."

IN PRIZES
PYRAMID

41. -.K.

PR I ZES!
I

$2000 ist prize
$500 - 2nd prize. $100 - 3rd prise
100 - $10 p:i"71' 400 - $5 prizes

PYRAMID FEATURES:
Only one quality-the best at no pre-
mium. All Pyramid capacitors are made

of materials commanded by rigid military
specifications.
A All Pyramid capacitors are non -hygro-
- scopic.

Highest quality insulator material used
- in all production results in low leakage
factor.

Exclusive non -contamination technique
guarantees close tolerances and no de-

terioration. Peak performances for life.
a Pyramid capacitors operate unchanged

at ambient temperature of 85° centi-
grade.

Designed by service technicians across
- the country for their requirements.

Individually packaged for protection.

-n Permanently legible, high visibility rat-
ings on each item.
100% absolute electronic inspection be-
fore shipment.
Pyramid is in its 10th year as a leading
manufacturer of high -quality capacitors.

PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY
1445 HUDSON BOULEVARD

NORTH BERGEN. N. I.



Installation Accessories
Mounts, Masts, Rotators; Boosters, Converters, Couplers

Crown ANTENNA ROTATOR
Designed with a preassembled

mast support, this antenna rotator
simplifies installation. Other fea-
tures: wide mast support base,

weather-proof design, automatic
braking to prevent coasting and
wind -milling, lifetime lubrication of
capacitor motor, and 365 -degree ro-
tation in 60 seconds. Crown Controls
Co., Inc., New Bremen, Ohio.-
TECHNICIAN

CDR ANTENNA ROTOR

Model TR-4 CDR Rotor offers the
following features: ability to handle
as much as a 150 -pound load;
weather-proof design; reinforced
die-cast housing; precision gears;
positive stop at end of rotation; re-
versible clamps that handle 7/s -in. to
2 -in. masts; heavy-duty motor that
reverses instantly; and adaptability
to mast, tower or platform mount-
ing. Unit is weather sealed and lu-
bricated for life. Cornell-Dubilier
Electric Corp., South Plainfield, N.J.
-TECHNICIAN

ITI ANTENNA COUPLERS

The IT -131A and IT -132A VHF
Autocouplers use individual r -f
transformers to feed up to eight re-
ceivers. Units have low insertion loss
and provide good receiver isolation.
The recently developed IT -135A
UHF Autocoupler uses wide -band
hybrid ring principles to feed two
UHF receivers or converters from a
single antenna. All couplers are
housed in plastic shallow surface
wiring boxes with phenolic covers.

A full line is available for VHF,
UHF and VHF/UHF applications.
Industrial Television, Inc., 369 Lex-
ington Avenue, Clifton, N.J.--
TECHNICIAN

South River ANTENNA MOUNT
This cave mounting for antenna

installations, EM -48, is made of
heavily -embossed steel to provide
strength and rigidity; it is also gal-
vanized to prevent rust. The lower
member (one-piece construction)
has a 48 -in. spread. Embossed steel
upper bracket provides clearance
from roof overhang to permit ver-
tical installation. A mounting feature
enables the installation man to use a
spintite nut driver to tighten the
mast clamp securely and easily. Also

available with 60 -in. spread to per-
mit cave mounting on gently -
pitched roofs (EM -60). South River
Metal Products Co., 377-379 Turn-
pike, South River, N.J.-TECHNI-
CIAN

Waldom BOOSTER -COUPLER
A distribution amplifier permits

the use of two TV receivers from
a single antenna and simultaneously
boosts signal strength for both. The
broad -band Duo-Tenna operates
directly from the antenna on VHF,
and can convert two receivers to
UHF from a single converter. Isola-
tion design prevents radiation inter-
ference between the two sets. List
price, $39.50. Waldom Electronics,
Inc., 911 N. Larrabee, Chicago 10,
Ill.-TECHNICIAN

PRICE CORRECTION

A New Product report on Webcor
Tape Recorder model 2030, in February
TECHNICIAN, page 47, was in error as
to the price. Suggested list price for
model 2030 is $239.50 east of the Rockies.

Cayo TELESCOPING MASTS
Teles-KO-Ping antenna masts,

available as 2- or 3 -section towers
in sizes front 15 to 35 ft., are said
to require only one man for com-
plete installation. List prices, de-
pending on size, range from $9.95 to
$24.95. Tall -KO -Kits, using the spe-
cial Tall -KO -lock feature, include
all attachments and instructions for
assembly and erection of 3 -section
telescoping masts except the tubing.
List price, $4.95. Cayo-TV Engineer-
ing, 1014% Michigan Ave., St. Joseph,
Mich.-TECHNICIAN

Granco UHF CONVERTERS
Hide -Away UHF converters,

available in 3 models, may be in-
stalled out of sight behind the TV
receiver, attached to the rear pro-
tective cover. An inconspicuous tun-
ing knob protrudes at one side of
the receiver's cabinet. A miniature
slide -rule dial can be read by look-
ing at the rear edge of the cabinet.
Converts to Channel 5 or 6; shielded
to avoid interference problems; in-
corporates UHF -VHF switch; re-
quires less than VA in. clearance
at back of TV set. One model oper-
ates from TV receiver's power sup-
ply; another model is self -powered.
Granco Prods., Inc., 32-17 20th Ave.,
L.I. City 5, N. Y.-TECHNICIAN

Javex LEAD-IN FEED-THRU
Constructed of polystyrene, the

Thru-the-Wall Tenna-Tube handles
any antenna line, including co -ax,

ladder, round or flat, and is in-
stalled in wall by drilling a 13/1 -in.
hole. Solderless in design, it comes
complete with plug and screws for
mounting, and features a miniature
wall plate. Available in choice of
colors. Javex, P.O. Box 646, Red-
lands, California.-TECHNICIAN
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Push the tube that

PROTECTS YOU TWO WAYS!

SYLVANIA
PICTURE TUBES
GUARD YOUR

REPUTATION
AND PROFITS!

Be sure to show your customers the name
SYLVANIA now etched on the lower left
face of every Sylvania Picture Tube.

These letters are small in size (imper-
ceptible when the tube is lighted), but

',they're mighty big in importance ! For,
they identify a genuine Sylvania Picture
Tube...the tube found best in exhaustive
tests conducted by an independent labo-
ratory on tubes of 9 different makes.

Naturally, this high performance rec-
ord helps maintain your reputation. It

also helps protect your profits . elimi-
nates customer complaints and costly
call-backs.

Remember, most customers regard a
picture tube as an important investment.
So, you're doing them a valuable service
when you sell them the best their money
can buy . a SYLVANIA! For new char-
acteristics booklet covering all the latest
Sylvania Picture Tubes, call your regular
Sylvania Distributor or write direct to
Dept. 4R-4204 Sylvania today!

SYLVANI
YrSylvania Electric Products Inc. 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

In Canada. Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.
University Tower Bldg., St. Catherine Street, Montreal, P O.

LIGHTING RADIO ELECTRONICS

Sylvania Television
Program telling millions!

Most of your customers have
seen and heard about Sylvan-
ia's high quality during the
big popular show "Beat the
Clock" on CBS -TV. Week aft-
er week, from coast to coast,
the facts about Sylvania qua).
ity are being demonstrated to
millions.

Get this new booklet
for your files!

TELEVISION
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Audio and Hi-Fi Products
FM -AM Tuners, Intercom, Preamplifier, Tape Units, Speaker

Altec AM -FM TUNER
The model 303C AM -FM tuner

provides increased sensitivity, op-
tional afc, inputs for phonograph and
other accessories, and controls for
use as preamplifier. Controls include
3 -position record crossover, on -off -
volume, tuning, 5 -position selector
(FM, FM with afc, AM, phono,
spare), and separate boost -and -cut
bass and treble controls. Altec-Lan-
sing Corp., 161 Sixth Ave., New
York 13, N. Y.-TECHNICIAN.

Talk -A -Phone INTERCOM

The AC -5406 master station, with
5 -substation capacity, and the AC -
5411 master station, with 10 -substa-
tion capacity, are designed to pro-
vide ample volume for paging on all
positions in the intercom system.

Both models are master selective
systems. Person using the master
can talk and listen to any one sub-
station, or all simultaneously. Only
the master unit plugs into an elec-
trical outlet. Talk -O -Phone, 1512
So. Pulaski, Chicago 23, Ill.-TECH-
NICIAN

Reeves MAGNETIC TAPE
"Lifetime" magnetic recording

tape, guaranteed not to break or
curl under normal uses, employs a
base of polyester film instead of
standard cellulose acetate. Unaf-
fected by abnormal conditions of
humidity or temperature, the tape
is not susceptible to shrinkage or
stretching, it is said. Available in
splice -free reels of 600, 1200 and
2400 ft., priced respectively at $5.25,
$9.75 and $19.80. Available on hub
only (2400 ft.) at $16.95. Reeves
Soundcraft Corp., 10 E. 52 St., New
York 22, N. Y.-TECHNICIAN

Heath HI-FI PREAMP
The re -designed separate -chassis

preamplifier and control unit, model
WA -P2, features 5 inputs, separate
turnover and roll -off switches for
record equalization (4 positions

each), 3 twin triodes, separate bass
and treble tone controls, volume
control and cathode -follower output.
Requires external power supply.
Available in kit form, $19.75. Heath
Co., Benton Harbor, Mich.-
TECHNICIAN

Revere TAPE RECORDERS

The T-900 portable recorder uses
2 speakers mounted in a perforated
case to achieve wide-angle sound
dispersion. Frequency response is 85
to 7500 cps, -±3 db; tape speed is
3-3/4 in. per sec.; wow and distor-
tion are low. Also available with

radio as model TR-1000. Hi-fi model
T-10 provides response from 60 to
15,000 cps with a tape speed of 7-1/2
in. per sec., -±-3 db. Unit features
keyboard operation and dual re-

cording -level indicators. Revere
Camera Co., 320 E. 21st St., Chicago
16, Ill.-TECHNICIAN

Floritone EXTENSION SPEAKER
Model 100 portable auxiliary

speaker comes with 15 ft. of cord
and with instructions for easy con-
nection to any radio or TV speaker.
Switch in base allows use of both
speakers at once, either speaker
separately or simultaneous cutting
out of both speakers when sound
portion of program is not desired.
Speaker angle is adjustable. List
price, $14.95. Other models, higher -
priced, provide choice of colors, flex-

ible goose -neck mounting of speaker,
and speaker -lamp combinations.
Sootin's, Inc., 321 N.W. Third Ave.,
Miami, Florida.-TECHNICIAN

Newcomb AM -FM TUNER
The Classic 200, a hi-fi tuner, is

designed for use with amplifiers hay-
ing their own complete controls. FM
features: adjustable afc, cascode
front end with 1 microvolt sensitiv-
ity for 20 db quieting, dual limiters
with Foster -Seeley discriminator,
Armstrong circuit, response from 20
to 20,000 cycles within 1 db, distor-
tion below 0.5 percent. AM features:
adjustable bandwidth and sensi-
tivity, low -noise circuit, low -distor-
tion detector, 10 kc whistle filter.
Tuning eye works on AM and FM.
Newcomb Audio Products, 6824 Lex-
ington Ave., Hollywood, Calif.-
TECHNICIAN.
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N4T/ON 1N/N7
THE FIRST
CHOICE OF

SERVICEMEN
Here's the antenna beyond all comparisons --

the antenna that gives you exactly what you want in

packaging, ease of assembly, appearance, and

above all, customer satisfaction through

outstanding performance.

The Taco Trapper is the only high -gain,

broad band antenna that retains the appearance,

mechanical balance, and low wind

resistance of the accepted medium -gain,

streamlined yagi design.

Cat. No. 1880 Taco Trapper $19.15 ea.

Cat. No. 1882 Stacking Kit 1.15 ea.

Cat. No. 1884 4 -Stack Kit 5.90 ea.

COMPLETE DETAILS FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR . .

111-AVICID

TRAPPER...

Packed two antennas
per carton ... No king-
size cartons - fits in
average auto!

Completely factory -assembled - no

loos?. parts! Opens as easily as an umbrella E e-
ments automatically lock n posticn!

EXCIUSivE -.E) design
permane hcks ele-
ments- All --50Y1 USE
CF TOOLS.

TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORPORATON  Sherburne, N. Y.
In Canada: Hackbusch Electrcnics, Ltd., Tororto 4, Ontario
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New Test Equipment
Sweep and Signal Generators, Wide -Band Scope, Continuity Tester

re/ecttretzne COLOR GENERATOR
Model 636-B, the Chromalyzer,

provides eleven bars of blue, red,
magenta, green, cyan, yellow, G -Y,
R -Y, B -Y, Q and I signals, in addi-
tion to black, white, sync and color
burst. Crystal -controlled for accu-

411/1-r. 211.4,

racy and push-button operated, this
color generator produces video or
r -f signals on any channel from 2 to
6, with both picture and sound car-
riers. Lightweight portable design.
Telechrome, Inc., 88 Merricks Rd.,
Amityville, N.Y.-TECHNICIAN
Telonic UHF MARKER OSC.

This new UHF marker oscillator
is said to tune from 400-930 mc with
an accuracy of ±.25%. The 4 -in. dial
is individually calibrated, and en-
graved to maintain accuracy. A
smooth -action, 5 -to -1 vernier facili-
tates tuning. The 50 -ohm output is
attenuated by 0, 20 and 40 db. For
use as a marker or signal source.
Price, $100.00. Telonic Industries, 444
South Rural Street, Indianapolis, In-
diana.-TECHNICIAN
Hickok GENERATORS

UHF sweep alignment generator.
model 697 provides fundamental
output on all UHF channels, to-
gether with linear sweep, for accu-
racy in alignment. Other features:
internal blanking to provide base-
line, triple shielding to minimize
leakage, continuous tuning, built-in
phasing control, variable sweep
width.

VHF sweep generator, model 695
offers fundamental output on all
VHF channels. Other features:
built-in adjustable bias voltage (0-
12 v) for alignment purposes, vari-
able heterodyned output on i-f

band (0-50 me), internal blanking
to provide reference baseline, phas-
ing control.

White dot generator, model 650 C
is a universal video generator based
on earlier model 650. Unit provides
a modulated r -f carrier for injection
at the receiver's antenna input. It
is useful in checking linearity, as
well as operation of video stages in
monochrome receivers. In addition,
white -dot pattern facilitates checks
of convergence and other factors in
color sets. Conversion assembly to
adapt earlier -model 650 for color is
available for $5.00. Hickok Electri-
cal Instrument Co., 10523 Dupont
Ave., Cleveland 8, Ohio.-TECHNI-
CIAN

Noll MARKER GENERATOR
The One -Meg marker generator

is said to develop one -megacycle
marker. over entire i-f, FM and

VHF ram.tes with a single -tube ru -
euit. Key calibration markers are
also developed for identification pur-
poses. Several methods are possible
for injecting markers into circuit
under test. Generator presently
available in kit form. Edward M.
Noll, Box 94, Hatboro, Penna.
TECHNICIAN

Precision SIGNAL GEN.
Model E -200C provides frequency

coverage from 88 kc to 60 mc on
fundamentals, up to 240 mc on har-
monics. Coverage is on 9 direct -
reading bands; instruments are in-
dividually calibrated for accuracy.

Useful as marker generator or
in signal substitution technique.
Available outputs; unmodulated r -f,
modulated r -f (400 cps), 400 cps au-
dio, or externally modulated r -f. Net
price, $78.50, with cable and booklet.
Precision Apparatus Co., 92-27 Hor-
ace Harding Blvd., Elmhurst, L.I.,
N.Y.-TECHNICIAN

Du Mont WIDE -BAND SCOPE
Type 323 precision oscilloscope

provides response to 10 mc (3 db
down) without impairment of low -
frequency signals. Sweep frequency
may be adjusted by a calibrated
control. Eleven ranges permit full-
scale deflection from 0.2 to 400 v. In-
ternal voltage standard facilitates
waveform measurements. Type
5AMP crt minimizes beam distor-
tions that normally limit accuracy of
measurements. Regulated power
supply. Technical Sales Dept., Allen
B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., 760
Bloomfield Ave., Clifton, N.J.-
TECHNICIAN

Kapner CONTINUITY CHECKER

Model 170- A continuity tester
plugs into wall outlet to operate
without batteries in bench or port-
able service. Indicator light works
over range from less than one ohm
to 5 meg. Low current prevents

damage to low -voltage tube fila-
ments. Price, $4.95. Kapner Hard-
ware, Inc., 2248 Second Avenue,
New York 29, N.Y.-TECHNICIAN
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Mr. Ed. Lombard, of Dealer's Wholesale Supply, %I Ventura, Calif. states:

"We have tested almost every

all -channel antenna, to find the

best antenna for /
our Dealers!"

but the DAVIS SUPER -VISION antenna

in the Ventura test received all these

channels: nos. 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13

from Los Angeles, 75 miles away, over

mountainous terrain ,,.nos, 6, 8 and 10

from San Diego, 160 miles iway...no.

3 from 24-rnilesdistant Santa Barbara,

despite terrific co -channel iiterference

...no.10 from Bakersfield, 90 miles away.

You Can't Buy a Better Antenna

moo .......

"We are in a fringe area;' says Mr. Lombard, "and
since our dealers cannot and will not stock many dif-
ferent brands, we have tried to supply the antenna
that will give the best all-around performance.

"With many manufacturers claiming top supe-
riority in their antennas, we were not sure which
one to choose. We therefore tested antenna after an-
tenna right on our own roof, and had our dealers try
and test antennas to see which brought in clearer,
sharper pictures and the least interference on all
channels.

"Dealers in our area have chosen Davis Super -
Vision antennas, because our test and their test have
proven outstanding results in every area.

"There are many similar antennas, but our Dealers
demand Davis from the results it gives!"

..

/
Every dealer has heard antenna
manufacturers claim top per-
formance. Davis alone backs its
claim with a money -back offer.
The Davis Super -Vision an-
tenna is factory -guaranteed to
give the maximum reception
obtainable. Try one... judge it
...and you too will standardize
on the Davis.

MEM Asi
COPYRIGHT 1954

LILLM J16al_LIM WNW

DAVIS ELECTRONICS  P. 0. BOX 1247  BURBANK  CALIFORNIA

Factories in; BURBANK, CALIF., CHICAGO, ILL., SILVER SPRING, MD.
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TV -Electronic Technician
Service Aids, Replacement Parts, Products for Sales & Service

Du Mont CRT SELECTOR

The Picture Tube Selector, a
pocket-size slide -rule device, solves
picture tube replacement problems.
The selector gives electrical values,
basing, and physical features for 36

major crt types. Over 100 other tube
type listings are indexed according
to interchangeability with the basic
types. Allen B. DuMont Labs, Inc..
Cathode -Ray Tube Division, Clifton,
N.J.-TECHNICIAN

Controlmaster TV REMOTE
The Controlmaster, designed for

use with TV sets using the Standard
Coil tuner, is said to install easily
and is small enough to hold in the
hand. Provides these features: on -
off switch, contrast control, volume
control, channel selector. Permits si-
multaneous use of existing controls
on set. Included are 25 ft. of con-
necting cable. List, $39.50. Mercury
Marine Electric Co., 2905 Jones St.,
San Francisco, Calif.-TECHNI-
CIAN.

Microtran P -C XFORMERS
Miniature transformers for use in

printed -circuit designs range in
power -handling capacity from 8
milliwatts to 2 watts. They are de-
signed with special soldering tabs
for insertion in printed -circuit ter-
minal boards. Microtran Co. Div.,
Crest Laboratories, Inc., 2117 Mott
Ave., Far Rockaway, New York.-
TECHNICIAN

Alpha SOLDER
Cen-Tri-Core rosin -filled solder

consists of a solder wire surrounded
with a coat of rosin over which, in
turn, an outer sleeve of solder is
formed. This construction is said
to eliminate the possibility of rosin
voids, thereby assuring continuity

of flux and reduction of cold joints.
Since the flux flows ahead of the
molten solder, less time and ma-
terial are said to be consumed in
soldering. Available in all alloys,
diameters and percentages. Alpha
Metals, Inc., 56 Waters St., Jersey
City 4, N. J.-TECHNICIAN

Walsco TUNER CLEANER
The Clean-O-Matic, which may

be fitted on any standard coil tuner,
cleans and protects all tuner contacts
except, of course, the ones being
used. A brass cover encircles the
tuner subchassis to prevent radia-
tion. Clean-O-Matic comes indivi-
dually boxed with a crocus cloth

and tube of lubricant for cleaning
oxidized contacts. Walsco Electron-
ics Corp., Los Angeles, Calif. --
TECHNICIAN

Superex ANTENNA COILS
The Vari-Tenna antenna coil is

said to increase sensitivity up to 25
times when used to replace antenna
coil and hank of wire on older type
broadcast receivers. The Energized
Ferri-Loopstick is intended to sup-
plement existing loop antennas
where increased sensitivity is de-
sired, as in portable receivers. List
prices: Vari-Tenna, $1.25; Energized
Ferri-Loopstick, $1.50. Superex
Electronics Corp., 23 Atherton St.,
Yonkers, N.Y.-TECHNICIAN

UTC VOLTAGE REGULATOR
Type R-49 regulating transformer

adapts electrical appliances to poor
line voltage conditions. This unit will
handle any load up to 350 watts and
is suited for TV receiver applica-
tions where high line voltage can

burn out parts, or where low line
voltage will cause poor receiver
performance. Unit comes with line
cord and plug input, provides set-
tings for 115 -volt output with input
line voltages of 85 to 125 v. United
Transformer Co., 150 Varick Street,
New York City.-TECHNICIAN

Trlmm SPEAKER SHUT-OFF

Stop -It is the name of a commer-
cial trimmer, type 639, which per-
mits the TV viewer to suppress un-
wanted sound without leaving his
armchair. Unit connects to voice
coil leads of loudspeaker. Trimm,
Inc., P.O. Box 489, Libertyville, Ill.
-TECHNICIAN

Precision SAFETY LADDERS

These all -steel step ladders may
be rolled to desired position on cast-
ers. When user steps on ladder,
casters are automatically disengaged
and the rubber -tipped legs lock in
place. Stepping off ladder re-en-
gages the casters. Useful in stock
rooms, and warehouses. The two
taller models are equipped with
hand -rails. A wire -mesh basket is
an optional feature for transporting
stock. Available in 4 models com-
prising 2, 3, 4 and six steps, priced

respectively at $26, $37, $53.50 and
$93.50. Basket is $2.50 extra. Preci-
sion Equipment Co., 3714 N. Mil-
waukee Ave., Chicago 41, Ill.
-TECHNICIAN
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FINE TYPE... Does it escape reading by

So MUCH for So Little!
A Tribute to the TV -Radio Technician

These are wonderful TV -radio program ahead for
MCI Pub. Competition between TV and radio

on the one hand, and TV and movies on the other,
has greatly improved the quality of the shows being
broadcast. Quantitatively as well. broad., have
shot up You, Ma Public, are carrels, petimP more
than one billion dollars worth of entertainment per
Poor

And the man who makes possible this continuous
flow of programming is the TV -radio technician. lie

andhe key wawa'n Nis great amusement
ifnights be much longer indeed if he sud-

denly ceasedto exist. Mr. TV -Radio TechnieNn is also
one of the lesst appreciated persons in Ne technical
and Moines. world. Let's detail Nis mminrat a bit.

Your TV -radio serviceman spends 1 y Years se-
quin, the intricate know-how necessary ler Servic-
ing the many stakes of redss end TV chassis. Even
when he hos mastered his field he mute t still spend
ma, hours per week reading technical iournah and
limbs, to keep up with the changes and development
Nat are constantly taking place. These hours of
study muss, of course, come offer a long work day.

The ssming ol color TV will put additional pressure
on the servirymea and require still furNer alter -hour

His Fees -

Lowest
in year Community

111

study. A large investment in expentive test equi
ment. tools and parts is necessary. before the tech-
nician -dealer cm open his service estabh.hment.

And wiN Nese burdensome investment of time and
money. what does Ne TV -radio techniciar earn? I...

'XI hour than technical people in four other (On.

this
fields of acttrity (see chert) rurthermore.

this overworked and underpaid serviceman M regularly
made Ne butt of sensational slanders, whipped up by
these who have not yet ferreted out the black sheep
in their own industry

This little guy doesn't have a Mud enough voice to
answer the dandera Besides, he'd be too busy to

him-selfer back, even if he hod the PO,./..
.ard. We, the editors and publishers of TECH-

NICIAN, can speak up for bini, however, and we
welcome Ne opportuniry to do so.

The American public le spending more time in front
of its radios and TV sets than it is ridass m sso-
mobiles, eating or. In fact, any other assivity

The healthy man as well as the sick one gets
enorous pleasure from his TV -radio set.

Let's salute the man who makes all Al. possible

TECHNICIAN
hem Paid issa

eery,. pv CALOWIll Ct... Int  .

What Technicians Say About
"So Much for So Little"

"We enjoy this publication immensely and hope you keep up
the good work." -Bronson, Michigan

"Although we have never expressed our approval of your
magazine, we most certainly do agree with the favorable
comments expressed by other service organizations."

-Libertyville, Illinois

"Thanks for a nice tribute to the TV and Radio Technician
in your March issue of TECHNICIAN." -Bronx, New York

" 'So Much for So Little', from the March TECHNICIAN and
CIRCUIT DIGEST is very good and I want some other folks
to see it." -Conrad, Iowa

"Articles like this should appear in magazines read by the
layman. We in the Trade realize this." -Franklin, Ohio

"I would like to express my fondest appreciation for the job
you fellows do for us TV servicemen. Keep up the good
work." -Cleveland 8, Ohio

"Keep up the good work on your TECHNICIAN. Don't clutter
it with a bunch of junk like other magazines. Yours I read
from end to end, others I lose interest due to too much junk
in them." -McKeesport, Pennsylvania

service technicians?

The answer is "No!"
Small type or big type . . . top of page or bottom . . .

front of book or back . . . it's all the same to these
men who MUST keep uptodate and are constantly
striving to improve their professional ability.

But, you be the judge.
Last month's editorial page, titled "So Much for So
Little", carried a tribute to the TV -radio technician,
presenting his case as it should be understood by fair-
minded set owners.

In fine type at the bottom of the page, we ran this
inconspicuous notice:

(Giant blow-ups of this page for )
store display, 150 cash or stamps.

Did the technicians discover it? They did. Orders
poured in. Within a few days the demand had snow-
balled into a young avalanche. Our advance printing
was exhausted and a new edition was ordered.
Still they come. Those technicians don't miss a thing.
And, in future, we'd better not try to "bury" anything
in fine type, anywhere.

BLOW-UPS STILL AVAILABLE

This attractive 2 -color blow-up, four times the size of
this page, sets the record straight on the role of the
service technician. It blasts the phoney charges made
by irresponsible individuals and publications who
talk about service "gyps" and "swindles" . . . gives,
graphically, the real story of his low rates . . . calls
attention to the skill, training and investment his job
requires ... points out his key role in the billion dollar
field of TV entertainment.
Display the blow-up prominently inside your shop
or in your window where customers can't miss it. Use
this handy coupon:

r
Reader Service Dept. TECHNICIAN
480 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

I want giant blow-ups of "So Much for So
Little!" at 15¢ each. My payment of is inclosed.

Name

No, & St.

City Zone State
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"Tough Dog" Corner
Difficult Service Jobs Described by Readers

Piecrust Trouble
Although a good deal of time and

effort was needed to find this "dog "
its cure was very simply effected
by reversing two leads on the fly-
back afc coil. I can't help thinking,
in these cases, of the customer who
knows that some very small part,
which costs only a few cents is de-
fective in his set, and ought to be
no trouble at all to find-you have,
perhaps, heard this story before?

It was noticed that the adjust-
ment of the width control caused a
slight change in the number of pie -
crust indentations on the circles of
a test pattern. On lifting a lead from
the width coil, the frequency of the
piecrust was changed considerably,

"Pie -crust" in test patterns. Symptom is also
described as a "cog -wheel." (courtesy G.E.)

and the amplitude of the indenta-
tions or waves was reduced from
about 2 in. peak to 1 in. peak or
less. Tests of the disconnected width
coil and flyback revealed no depar-
ture from normal. To check the
possibility of parasitic oscillation,
the width coil and the flyback were
reconnected with the width coil
across the other half of the afc
winding (see illustration). If a para-
site was causing the trouble, the
change in wiring should change the
frequency of oscillation, it seemed
to me. The parasite changed fre-
quency all right-it became zero in
frequency and amplitude!

The explanation is probably that
the parasitic circuit comprised the
self -capacitance of the width coil,
the inductance of the leads and the

SYNC 4-I

TO
OSC

SYNC

AFC
DECTECTOR

FLYBACK AFC
TRANSFORMER FEEDBACK

WIDTH
COIL

WIDTH
COIL

FC FEED

A-Wiring of width coil prior to change. 8-
Coil wiring after change referred to in text.

capacitance to ground of the afc
winding-ground being the core of
the flyback. This parasitic circuit
was changed by reversal of the
leads. The illustration shows the
original connection of the afc feeder
to terminal "1 " as well as its subse-
quent connection to terminal "3";
corresponding changes in width coil
connections were, of course, made.
The trouble was aggravated be-
cause the drive had been increased
to compensate for aging of various
tubes. Actually, occasional com-
plaints had been made earlier, when
the drive was originally adjusted.
The trouble appeared only now and
then at that time; when the in-
creased drive was needed a
year later, the parasite became
more persistent.-J. A. McRoberts,
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Hon Circuit Parasitic
While working on a 1954 RCA

model 24T420 (chassis KCS84C), I
came across an unusual trouble of
intermittent nature. When in the
"out" condition, the horizontal sync
would vary as the brightness con-
trol was varied; not only would it
go into "lines," but it would also,
at certain settings, go into a jagged
"arcing" condition, or what ap-
peared to be a violent hunting. All
of these symptoms could be allevi-
ated or aggravated by adjustment
of the horizontal drive, linearity, or

locking range controls. A thorough
rundown with a vtvm showed all
voltages to be normal: no abnormal
variations in voltage occurred when
the brightness control was varied.

I tested filters, bypass condensers,
etc., and checked values of other
components, but to no avail. It was
while holding a condenser across
another unit that I discovered that,
by merely touching one end of the
condenser, or even my finger, to the
screen grid pin on the 6CD6 socket,

HOFTZ
OUTPUT

6CD6

HORIZ
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER

ADDED 6811
RESISTOR

0I
MFD

8+

27K

Section of horizontal amplifier circuit in
which parasitic oscillation was present.

I could stop the trouble. This led
me to believe that parasitic oscilla-
tion might be present. I inserted a
68 -ohm 1/2-w. resistor between the
screen socket contact, and the junc-
tion of the screen resistors and by-
pass condenser, as illustrated. This
completely cured the "tough dog."
-Donald E. Tucker, Washington,
D.C.

$ For Your "Tough Dog Story"
Have you tangled with a difficult

or obscure service problem recently?
Write it up, telling us how you licked
It, and send it to "Tough Dog" Editor,
TECHNICIAN, Caldwell -Clements, Inc.,
480 Lexington Ave., New York 17,
N.Y. $10 will be paid for usable ma-
terial. Unacceptable items will be re-
turned to the contributor.
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You'll Find a

PRECISION E-200
in Every Other Service Lab in the Country!

THIS FAMOUS SIGNAL GENERATOR provides-at a practical, sensible price
- the accuracy, stability, range, functions and long-lived reliability that
are so necessary to the efficient Service -Lab.

THIS FAMOUS SIGNAL GENERATOR has consistently set unparalleled
standards of performance and value.

THIS FAMOUS SIGNAL GENERATOR, along with the other instruments in
the PRECISION line, has kept pace with the ever-increasing require-
ments of modern servicing and maintenance. AM -FM -TV.

E -200-C
The Modern Multi -band

SIGNAL -MARKING GENERATOR

for TV -FM -AM Alignment

* Frequency Coverage: 88 KC to 240 MC
(To 60 MC on fundamentals)

* Direct Reading in 9 bands on easy -reading 61/2" dial.

*1% Accuracy and exceptional stability on all bands
assured through use of the famous PRECISION
"Unit -Oscillator- construction.

* 0-100% Modulation controlled at front of panel.

* AGC-AVC Substitution voltage, continuously variable
on expanded scale from 0-50 volts D.C.

* Hand Calibrated: each instrument is individually
calibrated against 'PRECISION' standards.

-PithriSHAV

,...SERIES E -2C0-

""1101
SiO11URSI,

LIAPPARATUSN YO!Ar

NET PRICE: $78.50 complete with tubes, RG type coaxial output
cable and 96 page operating text 'Servicing by Signal Substitu-
tion'. Black ripple -finished, portable, steel case, 101/2"x 12'.( 6".

PRECISIONApparatus Company, Inc.
92 -27 HORACE HARDING BLVD., ELMHURST 6, N. Y.

Export Division: 458 Broadway, New York 13, U.S.A. Cables: M3-hanex
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King Street W., Toronto 2.3
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Battery Data for Technicians

t('01,1 nued from page 40)

Some test -equipment manufactur-
ers market battery testers for use
in cases like these. The testers us-
ually use a meter and a choice of re-
sistive loads for different types of
batteries. While the simple arrange-
ment used in these testers can easily
be duplicated in the service shop
with a voltmeter and a similar
selection of resistors, the commercial
testers do have an important value:

the customer sees an impressive,
commercial device presenting an ob-
jective judgment; he isn't just tak-
ing the technician's word on the
condition of his batteries.

You can do a pretty fair job of
duplicating the set-up in a battery
tester by calculating the required
values for a set of substitute load
resistors. One example is enough to
illustrate the pweedure. Let's sup -

first requisite
FOR HIGH FIDELITY

Dimensions Length 6W,
Width 6' . Depth 1221/32n
below mounting plate.

GENERAL INDUSTRIES
Model DSS (4 -pole) Phonomotor
Typical of General Industries' leadership in phonomotor
design and engineering is this three -speed phonomotor,
produced expressly to meet the rigid requirements of
true, high-fidelity reproduction.
Model DSS is ideally suited for use with magnetic pick-
ups. Its heavy-duty 4 -pole, 4 -coil motor holds stray field
radiation to an absolute minimum. Moving speed shift lever
to "OFF" position automatically disengages idler wheel
from motor shaft and cuts off the current to the motor.
The Model SS, 3 -speed phonomotor is well adapted to hi-fi
systems where crystal or ceramic pickups are used. Idler
wheel is disengaged from motor shaft during non -operat-
ing periods. Power by a 2 -pole, shaded -pole type motor.
General Industries also offers a complete line of single
and dual -speed models powered for either 2 or 4 -pole
motors. Write for complete information, includ-
ing specifications and quantity price quotations.

THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES CO.
DEPARTMENT MD  ELYRIA, OHIO

you want to check an "A" or
HI Tient pack rated at 9 v, to see
hether it's still usable in a portable

employing miniature tubes of the
1.4 v kind (1R5, 1T4, 1U4, etc). Ac-
cording to the tube manual, these
draw 0.05 amperes each. If the heat-
ers are in series, 0.05 amps will be
drawn under load at 9 v. A minor
skirmish with one of the Ohm's -law
formulas (R = E/I) shows that the
resistance of the filament string is
180 ohms. A resistor of this value,
then, will properly load the battery
under test.

The drain on the "B" packs can
be worked out from the number of
tubes in the set, the normal cathode
current for each (the tube manual,
again) and the nominal voltage for
the battery. Approximate figures
will be good enough for test pur-
poses. The dummy load for most
"B" cells should be between 2500
and 5000 ohms. If battery output
voltage falls to 75 percent of rated
value or less under load, you're
(ethically) safe in selling a replace-
ment, even though the battery may
be working at the time.

It is a good idea, during a load
test, to leave the meter and load
connected to the battery for a min-
ute or so. If the battery is weakening,
there often will be a slow but defi-
nite falling off in output during this
time. This can also be a good sales
argument to use on a doubtful cus-
tomer. A receiver using such a pack
is likely to operate with reduced
output for a while, and then cut
out altogether.

Storage: Since battery life, even
on the shelf, tends to be shortened
by high temperatures, these units
should be stored in a cool part of the
shop or storage room. The storage
temperature should be 70 degrees or
lower during the battery season. For
long-term storage, as from one sea-
son to the next, batteries will last
well if they are kept at a temperature
no higher than 45 degrees. While
refrigeration is advisable, it is not
always practical. Keeping the bat-
teries in an unheated area over the
winter is a good idea. Even freezing
will not affect them if they are al-
lowed to return to room tempera-
ture before being put to use. Tech-
niques that help to prolong life
are: storing close to the floor, stor-
ing in an unheated attic or cool dry
basement, and storing against an
outside wall.
(In addition to the data provided by
NEDA, material from the following
manufacturers was used in prepar-
ing this article: Burgess, Et'eready-
National Carbon, Olin -Winchester,
Philco, Ray -O -Vac acid RCA_)
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service
businees.To build a heal y1 growing

NEW WALSCO CLEAN-O-MATIC

Covers contacts on "Standard Coil" tuners and
keeps them clean, silent, oxidation -free. Very
easy to install. Tube of "Tunerlub" and crocus
cloth included.
Cat. No. 1200 $1.50 net

NEW WALSCO REEL -EASY

Portable wire reel holder. Light, durable, com-
pact - weighs only 11/2 lbs. Handy to carry, easy
to dispense lead-in wires. Eliminates tangled
cables.
Cat. No. 503 $3.60 net

NEW WALSCO VIEW BINS

Keeps small parts handy, sorted, visible and
dust -free. Sturdy, tilt -type, spill -proof drawers
reveal contents. No hidden corners. Silver ham-
mertone finish. Welded steel.
Cat. No. 1010-6 bin
Cat. No. 1010-12 bin
Cat. No. 1010-24 bin

$4.95 net
9.50 net

16.95 net

NEW WALSCO TOOLS

New I.F. alignment tool for all UHF RCA, Zenith
and other sets.
Cat. No. 2527 $0.42 net

"Slug Saver" front end alignment tool for all
"Standard Coil" tuners. Impossible to lose slugs
with this patented tool.
Cat. No. 2528 $0.63 net

Solder -ease tool. Bristles of brush and prongs of
stainless steel. Solder will not stick.
Cat. No. 2529 $0.99 net

YOU NEED THESE 6 NEW

SERVICE ITEMS

-
69+

NEW WALSCO FEED-THRU BUSHING

Bring antenna cables into the house the profes-
sional way. This bushing fits all lead-in and rota-
to- cables. Terminate "open line" outside...
br ng flat line through bushing to set. Fits walls
up to 16". Requires 3/4" hole.
Cal No. 1551 $1.17 net

NEW WALSCO GUY-TITE

Tighten guy wires faster and better wi'.h this
new Walsco tool. Does the lob of a turnbuckle at
a fraction of its cost.
Cat. No. 1568 Box of 100
Cat. No. 1566 Tool and 18 titer

3602 Crenshaw Blvd. Los Argeks 16, Ulf.

3aradian Factory Distributor: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd , 560 Kirg St. Nest, Torcnto 2-8.
Jvcrseas Distributor: Ad Auriema, Inc., 89 Broad St., New Yal, 4, N.'.



SERVICE MEN LIKE TO USE
TUNG-SOL TUBES

Tung-Scl business practices are on the same
high level with Tung -Sol Tube quality-and
service men have allways profited from both.
It pays to use Tung -Sol Tubes.

11M6VOI

TUNS-soy
dependable

PICTURE TUBES
58011ffnei

rMR;

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J.
Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Columbus,
Culver City (Los Angeles), Dallas, Denver,
Detroit, Newark, Seattle.

Service Tips
Most of the following service butts, while intended

to refer to specific chassis made by th.e manufacturer,
have a broad general application as well.

"Flutter" Correction in Magnavox Phonos
If certain frequencies have a tremolo or fluttering

sound while records are played on our current record -
changer, you can probably correct this by increasing
the vertical friction of the pickup arm.

Lift the pickup arm to a 45 -degree angle and with
a pair of long -nosed pliers bend the left side of the
hinge assembly as shown in the accompanying sketch.
Bend outward or in the direction that will increase
the friction between the pickup arm hinge and its
mounting assembly.

Don't bend too far, or the pickup will not track
properly-in other words, the needle will not move
up and down as necessary to ride the full area of the
record grooves. If you increase this vertical friction
beyond the required amount, bend back slightly and
check your adjustment with a record to determine if
the flutter is eliminated.

If in some cases, the flutter cannot be eliminated by
the adjustment described, the record -changer motor
way be at fault and should be replaced.

Packard -Bell: Elimination of Fuse Failure
Some complaints have arisen (with respect to chassis

2040) due to fuse failure caused by flash -over or arcing
in the 6AX4 damper tube. No damage to the 6AX4
occurs during this flash -over but the fast -blow 1/4

ampere fuse will fail, causing unwanted service calls.
Effective February 1, 1954 all 2040 chassis will in-

corporate a 3i s ampere slow -blow fuse. This fuse will
not fail unless subjected to a prolonged arc or short.
Warning: Do not use any fuse larger than '}is ampere
slow -blow or damage to other components will result
should a short occur.

Service Information from Stromberg-Carlson
High -Voltage Fuse Failures in Models 624, 625, 624RP

TV Receivers. Some cases of excessive high -voltage
fuse failure have been traced to pulse current surge. It
is recommended when failure occurs that the 1/4 -amp
fuse be replaced with a .2 amp slow -blow type (Strom -
berg -Carlson part no. 128010).

Streaking of Picture Due to Ignition Noise Inter-
ference in Models 621A, 622, 624, 625. Due to resistor
tolerances in the age delay network, some receivers
have a tendency to produce a long streak of ignition
noise, instead of small dots. This effect can be corrected
either by adjusting the agc potentiometer slightly, or in
extreme cases, by connecting an r -f choke between the
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from Mfrs.
input terminal and the agc terminal on the printed
i-f strip. A 2.2 microhenry choke (Stromberg-Carlson
part no. 114693) should be used.

Low UHF Tuner Sensitivity in Models 622 and 625.
In many cases, low sensitivity in UHF tuners can be
traced to loose or dirty contacts in the crystal holder.
It is suggested that the contacts be cleaned and tight-
ened, in addition to replacement of the 6AF4 or 6T4
oscillator tube.

Cautions from DuMont
In recent months an increasing number of TV re-

ceiver attachments have been placed on the market
(crt brighteners, voltage -boosters, etc.). Several of
these attachments have been found to cause excessive
component breakdown in the receiver with which they
are used.

Unauthorized use of such devices constitutes im-
proper operation of a receiver and automatically voids
DuMont's Teleset Warranty.

Service organizations are cautioned against recom-
mending or installing attachments which may cause
premature failure of receiver components.

When troubleshooting a receiver exhibiting insuffi-
cient horizontal and/or vertical size, measure the high
voltage.

This is particularly important if a universal crt bench
set-up is being used. The additional capacitance intro-
duced in the yoke circuit due to the test cable can
cause a reduction of as much as 2 to 3 kv. As a result
the picture will increase in size, failing to exhibit the
symptoms observed in the customer's home.

Zenith Service Data on "L" Models
Picture Smeared on Channel 2. Some all -channel

antennas are too short electrically to offer a good
impedance match on Channel 2. If the resulting mis-
match is too great, a smeary picture usually results.
To correct this condition, remove the Channel 2 antenna
strip and connect a 820 -ohm 1/2 -watt carbon resistor
across the antenna coil (see sketch).

Fuse Failure, 22L20 Chassis. In some of these models
the fuse blows for no apparent reason. To correct this
condition, replace with a 300 ma SloBlo fuse, Zenith
part No. 136-30.

Improving Picture Register Control Action. The
action of the picture register control can be improved
by shunting the control with a 68 -ohm 1/2 -watt resistor.
In the 21L21 chassis, the resistor can be conveniently
connected to the picture register control plug-in ter-
minals on top of the chassis.

CUSTOMERS LIKE SERVICE MEN
WHO USE TUNG-SOL TUBES

Tung -Sol hi -performance tube quality is a de-
pendable safeguard against call-backs that
cut into service work profits. Keep that in mind
and remember-it pays to use Tung -Sol
Tubes.

TUNG-SOL®
dependable

TUBES -DIAL LAMPS
TUNG-SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam
Lamps, Miniature Lamps, Signal Flashers,
Picture Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Pur-
pose Electron Tubes and Semiconductor
Products.
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STOP TV TUNER NOISE...
QUICKLY-SAFELY! with

SARA-Kari/
Pressure -Applied CLEANER -LUBRICANT

WRITE TODAY for your
free copy of the big
new G -C Catalog 156.

A NEW MUST FOR
EVERY SERVICEMAN

 No Harmful Ingredients
 Exclusive X-79 Formula
 Reaches Everywhere - No Need To

Pull a TV Chassis!

G -C's new SPRA-KLEEN Electrical
Contact Cleaner and Lubricant is just
what you need for fast, easy, safe
servicing of TV tuners and other parts
like relays, switches and controls. No
need to pull that chassis; just "poof"
and SPRA-KLEEN's directional nozzle
reaches any remote corner. See your
favorite jobber today!

GENERAL CEMENT MANUFACTURING CO.

DEALER'S NET $1.00

UST $1.67 (6 full ounces)

902 Taylor Avenue Rockford, Illinois

new Bogen UHF Design
traditional Bogen efficiency
NEW
`UCT-1' UHF
CONVERTER

better than competitive
converters by a 6 db sig-
nal-to-noise ratio
6 db reduction in noise
level means correspond-
ing 6 db increase in sig-
nal level from antenna-
clearer viewing

 maximum performance
in all signal areas-often
permits simpler antenna

 connects to any VHF set
 single -knob tuning runs

entire UHF range, chan-
nels 14 to 83 inclusive

 complete with tubes, 4'
of 300 -ohm twin lead,
instruction sheet ... list
$42.50

"G -Line," UHF Trans-
mission line, list $43.75
(kit includes: 2 launch-
ers, 150 feet of special
insulated wire, 2 stand-
off brackets)

"UHB,"

UHF

Booster,

list $41.00

Bogen
Sec yell r distributor (n. write

DAVID BmIEN co.,
SV Ninth .-kNonue, N,.,w York 11, N. Y.

Automatic Record -Changer

(Continued from page 32)

can have the same troubles as the
trip link.

6. Broken trip pawl stop.
7. Drive gear or cycle drive control

has stripped teeth.

Changer Continues to Cycle
1. Trip link is jammed; it may

need lubrication or cleaning.
2. Spring on trip link is too loose.
3. Trip lever is jammed; it may

need lubrication or cleaning.
4. Trip pawl is jammed; it may

need lubrication or cleaning.

Changer Starts Cycle too Early
1. Clutch adjustment is set too

tight; trip finger jams.
2. Trip finger is jammed; it may

need lubrication or cleaning.
3. Hole in record is too large: rec-

ord wobbles.
It is worth noting that the pressure

applied to the trip finger brings about
the same problems as in the case of
the oscillating trip: the velocity trip
mechanism is, however, not quite as
critical.

UHF Service Notes

(Continued from page 26)

UHF. Replacing the UHF strips did
not help. The trouble was finally
traced to vibration between the
metal plate "A" and the fine tuning
control (see sketch). This vibration
caused considerable oscillator shift
on UHF, resulting in picture flicker.
Bending the metal plate in corrected
the trouble.

Re -designing Antenna Switch
Some current -production UHF -

VHF receivers have the two tuners
mounted side by side. The manufac-
turers of these sets suggest that both
the VHF and UHF lead-in pairs be
connected to the single antenna
hoard provided; antenna switching is
accomplished by a compact switch
ganged to the tuners, as shown at
(A) in the accompanying drawing.

Because of the compactness of the
switch, fairly high (signal -shunt-
ing) capacitances are present. UHF
reception was quite poor in one such
unit I was working on until the lead
from the UHF tuner was discon-
nected and run to a separate an-
tenna terminal strip, to which the

(Continued on page 60)
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It pays to ask fur

ETHER RED"
the new product -line color for

Federal
MINIATURE

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
FKalittni.-the original miniature-has said goodbye to gray. The

new bloom is "Rectifier Red"... a striking color that instantly
tells servicemen they're getting the rectifier efficiency and long

life that created tens of millions of profit opportunities for radio -TV
servicing ... tells them they're getting the quality that keeps
Federal miniatures the best-seller in America's vast and growing

rectifier replacement market !

Look for "Rectifier Red"... get the performance that
clicks . . . the replacement profit that sticks! See your

Federal Distributor for Federal miniatures in handy
8 -unit kits . . . in quantity lots . . . or in individual
packages sold through Federal's self-service rectifier

dispenser... on hundreds of counters! See your "FTW'
Distributor now, or write to Dept. F -754A

"America's first and largest manufacturer of selenium rectifiers"

Federal
Nephatle as Radio Catripatg

100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, N.J.
In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P 0
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad sr., N. Y.
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HIGH VOLTAGE CERAMICONS®

MIMI OSP.

THE REPLACEMENT
for high voltage

TV filter applications
The ERIE 413 High Voltage Ceramicon is an in-
novation in capacitor design and has had wide
acceptance by servicemen everywhere.

Now, for even greater convenience, each body
is individually packaged with 7 terminals in 5
different styles. With a minimum stock the serv-
iceman is now able to supply the correct replace-
ment terminals for practically any receiver rated
at 20 KV or lower. Inventory is reduced, service
time is reduced, profits are increased. The illus-
trations on the left tell the story.

ERIE components are stocked by leading
electronic distributors everywhere.

ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION

ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION
ERIE PA.

ERIE. PA  LONDON. ENGLAND  TORONTO CANADA

You can see the

difference

Yes, you'll notice
the difference the
moment a Golden
Wand antenna is
attached to your set.
Immediately, you receive
a clear, distinct picture -
eliminating the many
annoying factors that appear
on your television screen. This
VHF and FM antenna has a
heavyweight, felted, gold finish
base. Admiralty brass dipoles
finished in sparkling gold.
3 -section, velvet smooth
telescopic action. Solid Brass
will not rust.

For further information call BElmont 5-9883

LIST

PEERLESS PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES
816 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 51, Illinois

UHF Service Notes

(Continued from page 58)

UHF antenna lead was connected
(see sketch). Reception then became
satisfactory.

OAF
TUNER

DPOT
SW

VHF
TUNER

ORIGINAL
- ANTENNA

TERMINAL
BOARD

DPDT SWITCH
GANGED TO
TUNERS FOR

-AUTOMATIC
ANTENNA
SWITCHING

UHF LEAD-IN

ADDED ANTENNA
TERMINAL BOARD
FOR UHF LEAD-IN

VHF LEAD-IN

VHF
-UNER

-1
DPDT SWITCH
GANGED TO
TUNER FOR
AUTOMATIC
ANTENNA
SWITCHING

ORIGINAL ANTENNA
TERMINAL BOARD

VHF LEAD-IN

A-Original antenna feed on combination
UHF -VHF receiver. Loading through dpdt
switch capacitance reduces UHF gain. 0-
Change to prevent UHF losses. Capacitative
loading through the dpdt switch is eliminated.

Credits: Premature 6AF4 Failure,
Improving Strip Performance and
Microphonic UHF Tuner were con-
tributed by F. S. Mattioli, Madison,
Wisconsin. Re -designing Antenna
Switch was submitted by B. 0. Riis,
Miami, Florida. Removing Snivets is
from a Magnovox Service News
Letter.

BEG PARDON

The make and model number of the
"Tractor Radio" described in the March
issue of TECHNICIAN was inadvert-
ently omitted from this article. The re-
ceiver is an Airline Tractor Radio,
model 61-12601 (Montgomery Ward).

In Fig. 1, p. 26, of the March TECH-
NICIAN, the signal output of the "I"
Phase Splitter and Amplifier Block is
indicated as + I and + I, instead of
+ I and - I. On p. 36 of the same issue,
the eighth line from the bottom, last
column, refers to red and green wires,
instead of red and blue wires.
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630 Volt -Ohm -Mil -Ammeter

"speaks" for itself in any company

TRIPLETT 630 Volt - Ohm - Mil - Am-
meter has many significant advantages
and features :hat make it stand dis-
tinctly apart from similar instruments

in its price class. Actually in components, in
engineering, in minutely accurate perform-
ance, Triplett 630 closely approaches lab-
oratory standards.

Since the scales of any VOM comprise the
means by which it makes its multiple serv-
ices most valuable, the legibility and easy -
read -ability are of prime importance. Triplett
engineers have created in Triplett 630 the
longest scales available in this size tester.
(The upper arc by actual measurement is
four and three -eighth inches.)

6000

300

60

12

X 10

X 1000
x 100 000

This long -scale factor accounts for the
ease with which precise readings are easily
made. Further legibility is gained by use of
black and red scale markings. D.C. and D.B.
are black and white. A.C. and Ohm mark-
ings are red on white. Ohms from one
hundred million to one -tenth ohm mark the
range of this amazing scale. Ott low ohms,
center scale reading is 4.5 ohms.

The Single Switch
Futher indication of the practical skill and

engineering "know-how" behind Triplett
630 is the Single Switch. Its simplicity of
operation assures no burn -outs thru momen-
tary memory lapses. There is instant switch-

ing to desired circuit thru a single 2 ' knob
flush with the face panel. The molded switch
itself embodies the most advanced engineer-
ing practices. Fully enclosed, the silvered
contacts are kept permanently clean. Its
rugged construction means stronger per-
formance and longer life.

These two factors are but samples of the
many ways in which on-the-job needs have
been anticipated and provided for in a
beautiful streamlined tester. It provides
A.D-D.C. Volts, D.C. Micro -amperes, Milli-
amperes, Amperes, Ohms, Megohms, Deci-
bel and Out Put readings in a no -short
design embodying interior construction with
all direct connections; no harness cabling.
Its fool -proof unit switch construction
houses precision resistors in insulated re-
cesses in direct connection with switch
contacts.

Study the following Ranges and descrip-
tions and compare them point by point
with any similar instrument for conclusive
proof that Triplett 630 "speaks" for itself
in any company.

Ranges
D.C. Volts: 0-3-12-60-300-1200-at 20,000 Ohms/Volt
(For Greater Accurocy on TV and other High Re-
sistance Circuits.)
A.C. Volts: 0-3-12-60.300-1200-6000-at 5,000
Ohms/Volt
(For Greater Accuracy in Audio and other High
Impedance A.C. Circuits.)
Decibels: -30, +4, +16, +30, +44, +56, +70.
(For Direct Reading of Output Levels.)
D.C. Microamperes: 0-60-at 250 Millivolts.
D.C. Milliamperes: 0-1-2-12-120-at 250 Millivolts.
D.C. Amperes: 0-12-at 250 Millivolts.
*Ohms: 0-1,000-10,000-(4,4-44 at center scale).
*Megohms: 0-1-100-(4.400-440,000 center sca e).
Output: Condenser in series with A.C. Volt ranges.

*Resistance ranges are compensated for
greatest accuracy over wide battery voltage varia-
lions . Series Ohmmeter circuits for all ranges
to eliminate possibility of battery drain when
leaving switch in Ohms position.

Get a Triplett 630 into your
own hands at your distributor.

U.S.A. Dealer Net $3950

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY

BLUFFTON, OHIO
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KESTER
Since the most important
single step in Radio -
Television Servicing is
soldering ... it's just plain
good sense to use the best
-KESTER SOLDER ...
Key Name in Solder
for More Than 50 Years.

KESTER

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY
4264 Wrightwood Avenue  Chicago 39, Illinois

Newark 5, New Jersey  Brantford, Canada

I
You have never ordered by mail be-
cause you did not want to buy any-
thing "sight unseen" or-
You have ordered by mail but with
disappointing results or-
You have never purchased anything
on time payments because of exces-
sive finance charges, then-

HEREis your opportunity to examine
what you want under our "Seller

not Buyer, takes all the risk" plan. We invite
you to order this instrument and examine it
in the privacy of your own home. If you de-
cide to keep it, you can then pay the balance
in easy monthly payments with no interest or
finance charges added. Otherwise, you may
return the merchandise for prompt refund of
your down -payment.

THE NEW MODEL TV -40

C.R.T. TUBE TESTER
A complete picture tube tester for little more than
the price of a "make -shift" adapterlll

 Tests all magnetically deflected tubes . . . in the
set . .. out of the set ... in the carton!!

SPECIFICATIONS:
Tests all magnetically deflected picture tubes from 7

Inch to 30 inch types Tests for quality by the well
established emission method. All readings on "Good -Bad"
scale.  Tests for inter -element shorts and leakages up to
5 megohms Tests for open elements.

Model TV -40 C.R.T. Tube et 5 85Tester comes absolutely com- 41
plete-nothing else to buy.'
Housed in round cornered
molded bakelite case.

EASY TO USE:
Simply insert line cord into any 110 volt A.C. outlet,
then attach tester socket to tube base Hon trap need
not be on tube). Throw switch up for quality test
. . . read direct on Good -Bad scale. Throw switch
down for all leakage tests.

SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS'
AT THE NET CASH PRICE

NO INTEREST

OR CARRYING

CHARGES ADDED!

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO.
Dept. B-101, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N.Y.
Please rush one Model P/-40. I am enclosing down payment
of 53.85 and agree to pay balance 54.00 monthly for 3
months.
Name
Address
City Zone State

U -

Bradley Wayne, Snyder Rep.
Dick Morris, sales manager of the

Snyder Manufacturing Co. of Phila-
delphia, has announced the appoint-
ment of Bradley Wayne and Asso-
ciates, of Dallas, Texas, to represent
Snyder in the states of Texas, Louisi-
ana, Arkansas and Oklahoma.
Address of the Bradley Wayne or-
ganization is 4515 Prentice St.,
Dallas.

TACO Antenna Policy

Officials of Technical Appliance
Corp. (TACO), Sherburne, N.Y.
proclaim a policy that will be wel-
comed by technicians who have been
"stung" by exaggerated antenna
claims. Tore Lundahl, TACO sales
manager, says, "Our policy of thor-
oughly field-testing every new an-
tenna design before announcing it to
the trade has paid dividends in a
continuance of top sales volume . . .

the service technician is the fellow
we have to please. We must provide
him with the product that will per-
form up to specifications and at the
same time incorporate the depend-
ability upon which he can stake his
reputation."

Microwave Community TV
Microwave facilities, used in a

closed-circuit community system,
bring TV to Casper, Wyoming from
Denver, Colorado, nearly 250 miles
away. Citizens of Casper pay $150,
initial fee, plus $7.50 monthly to get
in on the community network. The
set-up was engineered and installed
by the Jerrold Electronics Corp.

ARRL Sponsors TVI Meets

Causes and cures for TVI will be
demonstrated by the American Ra-
dio Relay League at meetings for
service technicians and amateur
operators in 14 western cities during
April and May.

The League is undertaking the
tour to correct the erroneous prac-
tice of identifying all interference
with "probably some amateur."
Local affiliates of the ARRL will
sponsor the lectures in each city.
The itinerary is as follows:

April 6, Salt Lake City, Utah;
April 8, Denver, Colo.; April 12,
Billings, Mont.; April 14, Spokane,
Wash.; April 16, Seattle, Wash.

April 19, Portland, Ore.; April
22-23, San Francisco area; April
26-27, Los Angeles area; April 29,
San Diego, Calif.

May 3, Alburquerque, N. M.; May
5, El Paso, Tex.; May 7, Dallas, Tex.
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Selenium Rectifiers

i( ,ed from page 36)
3 -in. plate resulted in a better form
factor in regard to chassis layout.

The rectifier stacks in this color
TV series are designed to deliver
600, 700 and 750 milliamperes into a
capacitive load. They are available
for input voltage ratings of 130, 174
and 195 volts rms.

(Data for this article has been
supplied by the Seleniu?n-Intelin
Dept., Federal Telephone and Ra-
dio Co.; Sarkes Tarzian Ivy Radio
Receptor Co., Inc.; an f:I Tonal
Rectifier Corp.)

Focus Circuit Problems

(Continued from page 24)
adjust the ion magnet for maximum
brightness. There will be a small
range of trap adjustment where the
brightness stays the same, but the
focus improves. Set it for optimum
focus in this narrow range.

The ion magnet on electrostatic
crt's, incidentally, is often weaker
than it is in the case of a comparable
EM type of crt because there is no
focus magnet or coil with whose
magnetic field it can interact.

Quite often a set will come in on
which the focus magnet is off to one
side, instead of being directly in line
with the axis of the tube. In some
cases, no amount of adjustment will
permit maximum brightness, sharp-
ness and lack of shadow to be ob-
tained when the magnet is moved
into (axial) line with the crt axis.
In most cases, however, if the mag-
net is first lined up, and the other
adjustments are then made in the
proper order, the sharpness of focus
will be improved, the neck shadow
will be gone and the brightness will
be increased. Since centering mag-
nets (when present) are so close to
the focus magnet, they have a slight
effect on focus. Moving any 'focus
magnet will change the centering,
because of the changein magnetic
field distribution. This will then re-
quire a slight repositioning of the
centering units, after which the fo-
cus will have to be slightly reset
again.

When adjusting focus with no test
pattern on the air, set the control so
that best definition occurs on narrow
vertical objects near the center of
the picture. Because the sharpness
of the scanning lines does not de-,.,

pond on the frequency response of
the receiver, but mainly upon the
size of the scanning spot; an optional
method of adjusting focus consists of
turning to an off -channel and setting
the control for maximum sharpness
of line structure. This method elimi-
nates any error which might arise if
the receiver is improperly aligned,
and has an inadequate high -fre-
quency response.

Improper alignment can promote
an error in focus adjustment in this
way: A deficiency of "highs" would
cause lack of detail on small objects

in the picture. It becomes a little
more difficult to set the focus ac-
curately if this condition exists, since
the focus setting may be shifted
around while the serviceman is try-
ing to find the best -looking picture.
The final setting may or may not be
the correct one. Inasmuch as the loss
of highs due to misalignment (or
other troubles) does not affect the
sharpness of the horizontal scanning
lines, the correct focus setting can
be obtained by adjusting these scan-
ning lines for maximum clarity over
the center area of the raster.

there is
a correct

CORNELL-DUBILIER
REPLACEMENT*

VIBRATOR
for every

original equipment
vibrator made

all you need is C -D

*ask your distributor for your "C -D VIBRATOR GUIDE"

CONSISTENTLY DEPENDABLE

CORNELL-DUBILIER
SOUTH PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY

ROTORS CAPACITORS VIBRATORS  ANTENNAS CONVERTERS
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a bear for punishment

C -D does it again

with its new Cub
Outperforms any other

molded tubular

* A better -looking tubular with
* A better humidity seal.
Get more for your money by in-
sisting on C -D's new "CUB -KIT".
For your nearest C -D authorized
jobber see the Yellow Pages of
your Classified Phone Book. Write
for Catalog to: Dept. RT44 Cornell-
Dubilier Electric Corporation,
South Plainfield, New Jersey

CONSISTENTLY DEPENDABLE

CORNELL-
DUBILIER
CAPACITORS

There are more
C -D capacitors in
use today than any
other make.

PLANTS IN SO. PLAINFIELD. M. J.; SEW BEDFORD. WORCESTER
AND CAMBRIDGE. MASS.; PROVIDENCE AMP MOPE VALLEY.
R. I.; INGIANAPOLIS, INO.; SANFORD AND MOAT SPRINGS.

M. C. SUBSIDIARY; RAOIART CORP.. . OMIO

SERVICE ASSN REPORTS
RTA Elects Officers

In the recent election of the Long
Beach Chapter of the Radio Tech-
nicians Association, P. 0. Box 4085,
Long Beach 4, Calif., the following
officers were installed in their new
posts: Lee Johnson, pres.; Merlyn
Cochems, technical vice pres.; L. E.
Peterson, dealer vice pres.; Harold
Freeman, treas.; Clarence Spencer,
asst. treas.; Bob Bergman, secretary;
Joe Martin, technical advisor; Fred
Abrams, asst. public relations; Elwyn
Ley. trade consultant; Harry E.
Ward, general chairman public rela-
tions. RTA now covers the greater
portion of Southern California, with
the largest technical group on the
West Coast.

LIRTG Honors Former President
At the last general meeting of the

Long Island Television and Radio
Technicians Guild, P. 0. Box 87,
Bethpage, New York, a plaque for
distinguished service was presented
by Henry Wawryck, pres to former
pres. Jack Wheaton.

The Guild has now established a
permanent meeting place for the
year-the Irish -American Hall, Wil-
lis Ave., Mineola, New York.

CRTSA Elects Officers
The Council of Radio & Television

Service Associations, 1530 Lewis
Tower Bldg., Philadelphia 2, Penna.
elected Albert Haas, of the Tele-
vision Contractors Association, as
president.

Mr. Haas succeeds Samuel Bren-
ner, president of the Philadelphia
Radio Servicemen's Association, the
group's temporary president.

Other officers elected to serve one
year terms were: vice-president,
Ray Cherrill, of the Northeast Tele-
vision Service Dealers Association;
secretary, William Wile, Jr., of the
Television Service Dealers Associa-
tion of Philadelphia; treasurer,
Louis J. Smith, of the Television
Service Dealers Association.

Report from Buffalo RTSA
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

In an Association letter dated No-
vember 14, 1953, addressed to all radio
and television wholesale parts jobbers,
we expressed concern over the in-
creased number of retail customers re-
ceiving wholesale price courtesies usu-
ally reserved to members of our trade.

For many years this practice has pre-
vailed, but since the introduction of
UHF, the situation became worse. As
independent service shop owners, we
have suffered a loss of revenue be-
cause of the ability of retail consumers
to purchase at the wholesale level, UHF
converters and antenna equipment. In
addition to the competition we were
receiving from a few part jobbers, we
were also concerned about what might
happen to UHF as a result of conver-
sion equipment being put into the
hands of the unskilled.

Our association approached the prob-
lem in an objective manner. An invita-
tion was extended to the independent
parts jobbers to meet with our execu-
tive committee. At this meeting, we
presented the problem to them and
asked for suggestions as to methods that
would bring about corrections.

A spirit of general co-operation be-
tween parts jobbers and service in-
terests prevailed. We were asked by
the wholesalers as to our suggestion.
The majority of the members of our
executive committee made the sugges-
tion to offer wholesale discounts only
to those individuals and organizations
that have an Erie County sales tax
exemption number. The exception were
amateur radio operators.

At the writing of this letter, 23 parts
wholesalers have signified their inten-
tion to co-operate. There has never
been any doubt in my mind as to joint
co-operation in this matter. The parts
jobber is as important to us as we are
to them. With so much at stake in the
interest of good business relations, it is
important to both groups to assist each
other.

Your magazine has made a hit be-
cause of its technical coverage, plus
business assistance. Keep up the good
work and get the color rolling.

R.T.S.A.
F. J. LYNN
President

WILL YOU HELP US?

. . . By giving us the
name of the technical
association to which

you belong? We'd like
this information as part
of an editorial survey
which we're conducting.

Service Association:

Address

Manager or Recording
Secretary's Name:

Phone:

Your Name:

Your Address:

Mall to: Associations Editor, TECHNICIAN,
480 Lexington Avenue, N.Y.C. 17, N.Y.
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MFRS' Catalogs &

Bulletins

LANSING SPEAKER -HORN BROCHURE: In-
struction folder, 4 pp., gives formula
and construction data for rear -loaded
folded corner speaker horn. Eight steps,
from raw material to finished enclo-
sure, are illustrated. Booklet No. 34 is
available free. James B. Lansing Sound.
Inc., 2439 Fletcher Drive. Los Angeles
26, Calif.

SIMPSON METER BROCHURE: Descriptive
data on Simpson meter, model 269, and
4 other Simpson meters is presented in
Form A-4 RCS, 4 pp. Obtain through
jobbers on request, or write: Simpson
Electric Co., 5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago
44, III.

AMPEREX TRANSISTOR BOOKLET: Operating
theory, characteristics and basic cir-
cuits for type 0050 and 0051 point -
contact transistors are provided. 30 pp.
Write for free booklet to: Myron Smol-
ler, Sales Engineering Div., Amperex
Electronic Corp., 230 Duffy Ave., Hicks-
ville, L. I., New York.

WESTINGHOUSE UHF CONVERSION BOOKLET:
Written for the service technician, this
illustrated booklet covers UHF recep-
tion problems in 34 pp. Some of the
subjects dealt with include: transmis-
sion characteristics, interference, an-
tennas, transmission lines, installation
problems, and data from 25 set manu-
facturers re conversion of VHF receiv-
ers. Booklet EB-108 is available through
Westinghouse tube distributors, or send
$1.00 to Westinghouse Electronic Tube
Division, Dept. T-567, Box 284, Elmira,
N. Y.

NSL TRANSISTOR DATA: National Scientific
Labs. publishes the bi-monthly Tran-
sistor Research Bulletin, covering new
developments in transistors, crystal
diodes and other solid-state devices.
National Scientific Laboratories, 2010
Massachusetts Ave., N. W., Washington
6, D. C. $5.00 per year.

TRIAD XFORMER CATALOGS: Complete line
of Triad transformers, including TV
replacements, is covered in Catalog TR-
54. TV Replacement Guide, Catalog
TV -54, is available separately. Triad
Transformer Corp., 4055 Redwood Ave.,
Venice, Calif.

THORDARSON-MEISSNER CATALOG: Coils
covering all service needs are listed
with schematics and cross-references to
coils of other manufacturers in Catalog
54-A. Also listed: complete line of Hi-
Fi components and kits. Available free.
Dept. C, Thordarson-Meissner, Mt.
Carmel, Ill.

GE TUBE MANUAL SUPPLEMENT: Receiving
Tube Manual Supplement No. 24 con-
sists of loose-leaf pages covering one
new tube and revised data on 15 others,
for insertion in large manual. Tube
Division, Electronics Dept., General
Electric, Schenectady, New York.

IN CONSTRUCTION
Rohn Towers are built of heavy duty
tubular steel electrically welded
throughout by skilled workmen exact-
ly to specifications. Proof of Rohn con-
struction lies in the (act that thousands
of towers have been sold in the past
several years and have successfully
withstood the rigors of cline in all
climates and under the severest of
conditions!

IN PERFORMANCE
Rohn Towers assure you of trouble
free performance and once installed
give unquestioned satisfaction year in
and year out! You are free of com-
plaints because over the years Rohn
Towers have proved themselves from
the serviceman. dealer and customer
point of view!

IN SALES
Sales acceptance has been phenomenal
- thousands have been sold coast -to -
coast - and the design has been one
which has withstood every test
known! Why "experiment" with an
unprovedinc,tower design when you can

So we ask you, "Why take chances
with an untried tower.' Be sure - sell
Rohn - the only tower of its kind to
withstand every test!

_ . -r
Rohn Fold -Over Tower
only one of its kind
exclus.ve with
Rohn -
patent
pending. Rohn Telescoping

Mast complete
line in a proven
structural
design in 20'
- 30' -40'-
50' models.

3 Self Supporting Rohn Towers
To Fit Your Every Need
The No. S - The self-supporting tower for
use up to 40', or guyed to 80'. An economical,
vet sturdy, permanent tower!
The No. 10 - The standard 12' design that
is self-supporting to W' and can be installed
to 120' when guyed!

duty Rohn Tower.
ideal for communication and where great
height is required - self-supporting to 60'.
or guyed to 1501
All Rohn Towers are in 10' sections - easily
erected, transported and stored!

A COMPLETE LINE OF TOWER
ACCESSORIES AND HARDWARE
A full line of Superior Design Tower ACCeS
sories is available including guying brackets,
house brackets, wall mounts for towers and
masts, special tower bases such as peak and
flat roof mounts, etc.

Contact your Rohn authorized rep-
resentative or your distributor for
FREE CATALOG or write . . .

MANUFACTURING CO.
DEPT. T 116 LIMESTONE BELLEVUE

PEORIA, ILL.

FOR TECHNICIANS BY A TECHNICIAN

a frequency conscious impedance bridge

FLYBACK and YOKE TESTER

-not merely a shorted turns indicator-but will
indicate a single turn short.

-to be used with your equipment-
an audio generator or videometer is

necessary.

$9.95+COD or send check for postpaid.

SIMCO PRODUCTS

622 Main St. Santa Paula, Calif.
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MFRS' Catalogs &
Bulletins

ROGERS TV REPLACEMENT INFO: TV de-
flection components, available as re-
placements, are described in this 16 -
page catalog. TV set models are listed,
followed by data on replacement de-
flection yokes and flybacks, diagrams
and other service information. Free on
request. Rogers Electronic Corp., 43-
49 Bleecker St., New York City.

ASTRON CAPACITOR BULLETIN: Technical
data on Hy -Met metallized paper ca-
pacitors is available in Bulletin No.
AB -19. Sizes, ratings, mountings and
specifications are covered. Astron Corp.,
255 Grant Ave., East Newark, N. J.

DU MONT SCOPE BULLETIN: Type 323 wide -
band oscillograph is described in a bul-
letin, 12 pp., which gives specifications,
illustrations and circuit diagrams. Tech-
nical Sales Dept., Allen B. Du Mont
Laboratories, Inc., 760 Bloomfield Ave.,
Clifton, N. J.

ALPHA AUDIO WIRE CATALOG: Cutaway
views illustrate the make-up of wires
and cables listed in Catalog 153-S. 8 pp.,
devoted exclusively to wires used in
audio and sound applications. Free copy
on mail request: Alpha Wire Corp.,
430 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

DIALCO SOCKET PAMPHLET: Sockets and
mounting brackets for all types of small
lamps are illustrated, with dimensions
and other data, in Catalog L-154, 24 pp.
Available on request at no charge. R.
E. Greene, Dialight Corp., 58 Stewart
Ave., Brooklyn 37, N. Y.

CLAROSTAT CONTROL & RESISTOR LISTING:
Standard controls and resistors for
radio, TV and other electronic applica-
tions are featured with illustrations,
dimensional drawings and prices in
Catalog No. 54. Available from distrib-
utors or by mail request. Clarostat Mfg.
Co., Inc., Dover, New Hampshire.

HEXACON SOLDER IRON FOLDER: Complete
listing of the manufacturer's 40 solder-
ing iron models, including 13 new units,
is featured in Catalog No. 106. 4 pp.
Illustrations and prices included. No
charge. Hexacon Electric Co., 180 W.
Clay Ave., Roselle Park, N. J.

UTAH AUTO -SPEAKER LIST: Said to list cor-
rect replacements for more than 95
percent of auto -radio speakers in cur-
rent use, Catalog AR100 is indexed by
make of auto, make of radio, receiver
model and speaker part number. Avail-
able from Utah Radio Products Co.,
Inc., 1123 E. Franklin St., Huntington,
Ind.

CLUM PARTS BULLETIN: Radio and TV
coils, chokes, TVI traps and terminal
strips are listed, with specifications and
prices, in Electronics Parts, 1954. 7 pp.
Free on request. Clum Mfg. Co., Elec-
tronics Div., 601 W. National Ave., Mil-
waukee 4, Wisc.

SPEAKER BAFFLE KIT

Available as a complete kit, with
or without speaker. In chrome or
standard colors.

7eareete4
 Custom quality -smartly styled -all metal.

Finishes to harmonize with any car Interior.
Standard colors Include grey, light blue or
light bronze. Chrome at slight additional
cost.

Perforated metal grille protects speaker
cone from damage, is fade -proof, tamper-
proof.

Kit includes easy to mount 3 -position switch
to permit use of car radio speaker alone,
rear speaker alone or both speakers simul-
taneously. All hardware and 15' cable
furnished.

Highest quality 6" x 9" oval speaker with
2.15 oz. magnet for finest reproduction of
speech and music.

Write for Illustrated folder which
gives complete details.

IN CANADA: Atlas Radio Corporation,
Ltd., 560 King St., West, Toronto

All the way around, LOWELL ex-
tension auto speaker baffle kits
offer you smarter styling, higher
quality, improved fidelity and
easier installation.
A LOWELL installation is equally
"at home" in the old jallopy or
the new "Cad". You can see the
difference; hear the difference, yet
LOWELL costs you no more.

"HEARD EVERYWHERE"

MANUFACTURING CO.
3030 LACLEDE STATION RD., ST. LOUIS 17, MO.

WE BOUGHT

SET MANUFACTURERS'

SURPLUS

T II B E
ALL RADIO

AND TV

TYPES

Standard Brand Warranty  BRANDED  Bulk or Individually Boxed

0A4G $ .50 6AC7 .68 6CB6 .42 6U8 .59 19T8 .61
0Z4 .49 6AG5 .... .46 6CD6G ... 1.08 6V6GT .38 25AV5GT . 1.05
1B3GT ... .65 6A116 .... .88 6B5 .76 6W4GT .41 25BQ6GT . .75
11324 4.95 6AK5 .... .75 6F6GT ... .45 6W6GT .41 25L6GT .. .40
1L4 .47 6AL5 .34 6H6 .49 6X4 .35 25Z6GT .. .37
IRS .46 6AQ5 .37 6H6GT .49 6X5GT .35 33 .29
1S4 .40 6AQ6 .36 6J4 .99 7R7 .59 34 .29
1S5 .38 6AS5 .62 6J5GT .34 12A6 .39 35B5 .38
1T4 .46 6AT6 .36 6J6 .50 12AT6 .31 35C5 .38
1U4 .46 6AQ6 .36 6J7G .49 12AT7 .57 35L6GT .. .42
1U5 .38 6AV5GT .79 6K6GT .36 12AU6 .34 35W4 .32
1X2A .. .65 6AV6 .36 6K7G .49 12AU7 .52 35Z5GT .. .49
2E22 1.45 6BA6 .33 6L6GA .99 I2AV7 .60 50B5 .41
2X2A .33 6BA7 .57 6SA7 .59 12AY7 .72 5005 .41
3A8 .33 6BC5 .46 6SA7GT .61 12BA6 .40 50L6GT . .593B24W ... 2.95 6BE6 .37 6SC7 .81 12BE6 .41 11723 .393D6
3B26

.25
1.95

6BF5
6BG6G

.69
1.16

6SF5
6SC7

.58

.59
12B117
12116

.53
.49

....
801A .19

3Q4 .48 6BH6 .45 6SH7 .65 12J7 .29 803 2.95
3Q5GT .48 6BJ6 .46 6SJ7 .54 I2SA7GT .58 814 2.95
3S4 .46 6BL7 .65 6SK7 .69 12SG7 .61 832A 7.95
4C35 24.95 6BN6 .72 6SK7GT .39 12SH7 .49 836 2.95
5FP14
5U4G
5Y3G
6A6

9.95
.49
.36
.35

6BQ6
6BQ7
6C4
6C5
6C5GT

.70
.76
.31
.41
.41

6SL7GT
6SN7GT
6SQ7GT

6T8
6SR7

.49
.46
.37
.49
.57

I2SK7GT
12SN7GT
12SQ7GT
12SR7 ..
12Z3

.49

.46

.49

.49

.39

866A
5670
5718
6101CT

1.49
1.45
4.95
4.95

6AB7 .69 6C6 .49 6U7 .49 19BG6G . 1.15 9003 1.10

More than 400 types in stock -Include all your needs when ordering.

MINIMUM ORDER: $10.00. Terms: 25% with order, balance C.O.D. Please include postage.
All prices subject to change without notice. F.O.B. New York City, mall order division.

ele Y ision Materials Corp.
120 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK 6, N.Y.  COrtlandt 7-4307
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TV Voltage Trouble?

WRITE FOR

THIS HELPFUL

TeleVolt BULLETIN

°PIRATING Cod
iiRVICI MANUAL

Tao VA
Constant Voltage
Trent(miner for

Television RetaiOFS

The Sola TeleVolt Bulletin can
save you many hours and make you
many dollars. It shows how you can
automatically correct bad line volt-
age . . . high, low, and fluctuating
voltage. The TeleVolt automatically
maintains proper voltage levels for
proper performance and protects
costly TV components against dam-
aging high voltage surges.
The Sola TeleVolt, Constant Volt-
age Transformer, is not a voltage
booster . it is a patented voltage
regulator that automatically stabi-
lizes voltage to within ±3% of
nominal value, regardless of line
voltage variations as great as
-4-15(T.

Write today for Bulletin 8D -CV -175
or see your electronic distributor

SOLA

TelleiVata
Automatic Constant Voltage

TRANSFORMERS

SOLA ELECTRIC CO.
4633 W. 16th St. Chicago 50, III.

NEW BOOKS

RECEIVING TUBE SUBSTITU-
TION GUIDE BOOK, SECOND
SUPPLEMENT. By H. A. Middle-
ton. Published by John F. Rider
Publisher, Inc., 480 Canal Street,
New York 13, N. Y. 48 pages; $0.99,
paper bound.

The third in a series, this supple-
ment describes tube substitutions
and associated circuit changes in-
volving many tube types that have
become available since the appear-
ance of the last supplement about 2
years ago. Most of the tubes con-
sidered are types used in TV cir-
cuits. A special section, devoted to
picture -tube substitutions, is pref-
aced by a short article on general
considerations for replacing one crt
with another. This discussion covers
external conductive coatings, tube
dimensions, replacement or elimina-
tion of ion magnets, electrostatic and
automatic -focus tubes vs. magnetic
types, and other replacement con-
siderations. A cumulative index lists
all changes, by volume and page,
appearing in the original guide and
both supplements.

1TVRA
kSERVICE LIBRARY

our HERE IS LATE INFORMATION IN A
HANDY FORM FOR RADIO AND TELEVISION
REPAIRMEN, SERVICEMEN AND STUDENTS

2 VOLS.% IMO.

AUDELS T.V.-RADIO
SERVICE LIBRARY-
Highly Endorsed -1001
Facts-Over 1552 Pages -
6'25 Illustrations, Diagrams
of Parts. Presents Impor-
tant Subjects of Modern
Radio, Television, Indus-
trial Electronics, F.M., Pub-
lic Aii,lress Systems, Auto,
Marine & Aircraft Radio,
Phonograph Pick -Ups, etc.

IT PAYS TO KNOW I
The Basic Principles -
Construction-Installation- Operation - Repairs -
Trouble Shooting. Shows
How to get Sharp, Clear
T.V. Pictures. Install Aeri-
al, -How to Test. Explains
Color Systems, Methods of
Conversion, Terms, et... In -
el tides Ultra High Fre-
quency (U.H.F.)- Valu-
able for Quick Ready Ref-

erence & Home Study. Tells How to Solve T.V.
& Radio Troubles-Answers Your Questions.

Get this Information for Yourself.
7 DAY TEST-ASK TO SEE IT!

ter MAIL ORDER
AUDEL, Publishers, 49 W. 23 St., N.Y. 10, N.Y
Mail AUDELS T. V. RADIO SERVICE LIBRAR 2 Vols. $6 on 7
days free trial. 110. K. 1 will remit SI In 7 days and SI monthly
until $6 is paid. Otherwise I will return them.

Name

Address

Occupation

Employed by TC

TELEVISION SERVICING, 2nd
Edition. By Walter H. Buchsbaum.
Published by Prentice -Hall, Inc.,
70 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.
367 pages; $5.95, hard cover.

The first of three main sections
covers general television theory.
Alignment and installation are
treated in the second part, while the
final section, organized on the basis
of symptoms of faulty operation, is
devoted to troubleshooting. The new
edition has been revised to include
a consideration of color TNT; treat-
ment of late -model antenna types;
coverage of UHF reception, together
with a discussion of VHF -UHF re-
ceivers, tuners, converters and
boosters; and discussion of the more
recent large -screen picture tubes,
together with crt design changes,
such as automatic focus.

TV TROUBLESHOOTING AND
REPAIR GUIDE BOOK, VOL. II.
By Robert G. Middleton. Published
by John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.,
480 Canal Street, New York 13,
N. Y. 160 pages; $3.30, paper bound.

Practical techniques, hints, set-ups
and other service information in-
cluded in this book complement
rather than duplicate the material
presented in the first volume. Front-
end troubleshooting, for example,
which leads off the new volume, was
not covered in the first book. Other
topics covered: servicing the video
i-f strip (alignment and component
caults), video -amplifier defects,
trouble analysis and practical point-
ers in TV sound circuits, and trou-
bles in horizontal circuits. The more
than 200 illustrations consist mostly
of scope patterns, test set-ups and
partial schematics. Each chapter con-
cludes with a troubleshooting chart.

RADIO TROUBLESHOOTING
GUIDEBOOK, VOL. I. By John F.
Rider and J. Richard Johnson.
Published by John F. Rider Pub-
lisher, Inc., 480 Canal Street, New
York 13, N. Y. 150 pages; $2.40,
paper bound.

Planned as a reference text for
radio repair technicians, the book
begins (Part I) with a description of
AM and FM receivers, their opera-
tion, section -by -section, and a de-
scription of common circuit varia-
tions. Part II considers the different
methods of troubleshooting, when
and where they are used, and the
equipment needed. The concluding
portion of the book (about 60 pages)
is devoted to symptoms of faulty
operation, probable causes and
remedies.
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Complete Index of

ALL "CIRCUIT DIGESTS" TO DATE
Including Current Issue. CIRCUIT DIGEST NOS. 121 to 125 will be found in this issue of TECHNICIAN

All Units Are TV Reveivers
Unless Otherwise Noted

ADMIRAL Circuit Digest No.
Chassis 2242: Models 520M15, 520M16, 520M17.
Chassis 22A2A: Models 520M11, 520M12. Chas-
sis 22M1: Models 121M10, 121M11A, 121M12A,
121M11, 121M12, 121K15A, 121K16A, 121K17A,
121K15, 121K16, 121K17, 221K45A, 221K46A,
221K47A, 221K45, 221K46, 221K47. Chassis
nYl: Models 321M25A, 321M26A, 321M27A,
321n25, 321M26, 321M27, 421/115A, 421M16A,
421M15, 421M16, 421M35, 421M36, 421M37,
521M15A, 621M16A, 6211117A, 521M15, 621M16,
521M17

1

Chassis 19B1: Model 17DX10, 17DX11. Chas-
sis 19C1: Model 121DX12, 121DX16, 221DX15,
221DX16, 221DX17, 221DX26, 221DX38. Chassis
19F1A: Model 121DX11. Chassis 19H1: Model
222DX15 15
Chassis 22A3, 22A3Z: Models 122DX12, 222DX-
158, 222DX16B, 222DX17B, 222UDX15, 222U-
DX16, 222UDX17, 222DX27B, 322DX16A, 322-
UDX16 101
Chassis 20A2, 20A2Z, 20D2 1 1 1

ANDREA
Chassis VM21 : Models T-vrai, C-VM21, 2C-
VM21, CO-VM21 44

ARVIN
Chassis TE331: Models 6175TM, 6179TM 13
Chassis 837-341: Models 7210, 7212, 7214, 7216,
7218, 7219 45
Tv Dual Tuner, used in Chassis TE 330, 332,
340, 341 75
Chassis TE 359: 9200 series 100

BENDIX
Chassis T14: Models 21K3, 21KD, 21T3, 21X3,
OAKS 20
Chassis T17: Models KS21C, TS21C, Chassis
T17-1: Model TS17C 50
Chassis T14-3: Models FM27C, HB27C. Chassis
T14-10: Models TM24DS, TB24DS. Chassis
T14-11: Models TM24DU, TB24DU 116

CAPEHART
Chassis CX-36, RF-IF chassis coded R-3, De-
flection chassis coded D-4: Models 1T172M,
2C172M, 3C212M, 32212B, 4H212M, B, 5F212M,
6F212M, B, 7F212M, 8F212B, 9F212M, 12F272M,
10W212M, 11W212M 17
Chassis CX-37: Models 1T172MA, 1T172BA,
3C212MA, 3C212MG, 3C212BA, 4H212MA,
4H212BA, 6F212MA, 6F213B, 7F212MA, 8F212 -
BA, 9F212MA, 11W212MA, 1C213M, 2F213F.
3C213M, 4T213M, 4T218B, 5H213M, 8F213B 37

CBS -COLUMBIA
Chassis 817: Model 17T18, 17M18, 17C18.
Chassis 820: Model 20T18, 20M18, 20M28 14
Chassis 1027: Models 27C11, 27C21 77
Chassis 750-3: Models 17M06, 22C06,
22C38 95

COLUMBIA RECORDS
360 Phono Amplifier 43

CROSLEY
Chassis 880: Models EU17COM, EU-17TOB,
EU-117TOM. Chassis 381: Models EU-21CDB,
EU-21CDM, EU-21CDN, EU-21C0Ba, EU-21-
COMa 2
VHF Chassis 392: Models EU-COMUa,
21COBUa, 21CDMU, 21CDBU, 21CDNU
(Chassis 392 is very similar to the 380 -refer
to Circuit Digest No. 2)
Chassis 388: Models EU-3000MU, 3000BU

33
Chassis 393: Models EU-21TOLU, EU-21-
TOLBU. Chassis 394: Models EU-21COLU,
EU-21COLBU 46
Chassis 402: Models F-17TOLH, F-17TOLBH;
Chassis 403: Models F-21TOLH, F-21TOLBH;
Chassis 404: Models F-21COLH, F-21COLBH,
F-21CDLH, F-21CDLB11; Chassis 402-1: Mod-
els F-17TOLU, F-17TOLBU: Chassis 403-1:
Models F-21TOLU, F-21TOLBU: Chassis 404-1:
Models F-21COLU, F-21COLBU, F-21CDLU,
F-21CDLBU 82
Chassis 411: Models F-24COLH, F-24COLBH;
Chassis 411-1: Models F-24COLU,
F-24COLBU 96

Circuit Digest No.
Chassis 412: Models F-24CDMH, F-24CDBIL
Chassis 412-1: Models F-24CDMU, F-24CDBU,
Chassis 416: Models F-27COMH, F-27COBH,
Chassis 416-1: Models F-27COMU, F-27COBU

106

DE WALD
Models ET -140R, DT -163R, DT -163A, ET -170,
ET -171, ET -172, ET -191, DT -190D 69

DU MONT
Chassis RA -164: Model Clinton. Chassis RA -
165: Models Beverly, Ridgewood, Shelburne,
Milford, Wakefield 3
Chassis RA -166/167, 170/171: Models 17T350,
21T327, 21T328, 21T329, 21T359, 21T366,
21T376, 21T377, 21T378 51
Chassis RA -306, 307: Models Summit RA -306A1
& RA -307A1, Warren RA -306A2 & RA -307A2,
Hampton RA -306A3 & RA307A3, Bristol RA -
306A4 & RA307A4. Newport RA -306A5 & RA -
307A5, Rutland RA -306A6 & RA -307A6, Hart-
ford RA -306A7 & RA307A7, Sheffield RA -306A8
& RA -307A8, Westbrook RA -306A9 & RA -
307A9, Windsor RA -306A10 & RA -307A10,
Bradford RA -306A11 & RA -307A11, Warwick
RA-306Al2 & RA307Al2 107
Chassis RA -301, 302: Models RA -301-A1, RA -
301 -A2, RA301-A3. RA -302-A1, RA -302-A2,
RA -302-A3 120

EMERSON
Chassis 120166-D: Models 721D, 728D 10
Chassis 120168-D: Models 716F, 717F, 719F,
727D. Chassis 120169-B: Models 711F, 712F,
720D, 732B, 734B 31
Chassis 120174-B: Models 762A, 765A, 784A;
Chassis 120198-D: Models 763F, 785C, 785E 91
Chassis 120182-D: Models 741F, 757D, 758F.
Chassis 120196-B: Model 781A. Chassis
120206-D: Models 792D, 781E. Chassis 120197-B:
Models 784E, 784K. Chassis 120197-D: Model
784G. Chassis 120195-D: Models 785K, 759C.
Chassis 120211-D: Model 784M 1 2 1

ESPEY
613-C AM -FM Tuner 70

HOW TO FIND MONTH
in which any

CIRCUIT DIGEST APPEARED
Circuit Digest Numbers

1- 8 Sept. 1952
9- 16 Oct. 1952

17- 24 Nov. 1952
25- 30 Dec. 1952
31- 36 Jan. 1953
37- 43 Feb. 1953
44- 49 Mar. 1953
50- 58 Apr. 1953
59- 64 May 1953
65- 70 June 1953
71- 76 July 1953
77- 81 Aug. 1953
82- 88 Sept. 1953
89- 94 Oct. 1953
95-100 Nov. 1953

101-105 Dec. 1953
106-110 Jan. 1954
111-115 Feb. 1954
116-120 Mar. 1954
121-125 Apr. 1954
Note: Months prior to September, 1953, refer to
issues of Television Retailing (predecessor of
TECHNICIAN)

FADA
The "Imperial" Series:
17C2, 17C4
Models U2100C, U2150C,
UH21T

Models 17T6, 17T9,
25

U2100T, UDL2100T,
83

GENERAL ELECTRIC
"Stratopower" chassis: Models 17C125, 20C107,
21T1, 21C208, 21C204, 21C201, 21C202, 21C214,
21C206 4

Circuit Digest No.
UHF -TUNER Model UHF -103 52
"F" Chassis: Models 17C127, 21T14, 21C115,
21C116, 21C117, 21C119, 21C120, 21C121, 17T15,
21T10, 21T12, 21T4 84
UHF Tuner, Model S -UHF -80 104
Chassis "EE": Models 21T7, 21T8, 21T20,
21T21, 21C226, 21C226, 21C227, 21C228, 21C229,
21C230, 21C231, 21C232, 21C233 113

GRANCO
UHF Converter Model CTU 74

HALLICRAFTERS
Chassis A1200D, K1200D or W1200D: Models
1010P, 1012P. Chassis D1200D, L1200D or
X1200D: Models 1021P, 1026P. Chassis F12061):
Model 1013C. Chassis G1200D: Models 1022C,
1027C. Chassis U1200D: Model 1056C. Chassis
T1200D: Models 1051P, 1065C, 1056C, 1060C,
1061C. Chassis P12008: Model 1052P. Chassis
R1200D: Models 1053P, 1054P. Chassis P1200D:
Models 1057C, 1062C, 1063C. Chassis Z1200D:
Model 1057U 21

Chassis A1300D: Model 1075 38
Model TW-1000 World -Wide 8 -Band Portable
Radio 49
Chassis A1400D: Models 21K201B, 21K211M,
21K221B, 21K231M 102

HOFFMAN
Chassis 213: Models 21M903, 21B904, 21P905 32
Chassis 403-24: Models 24M725, 24B726, 24P727

92

JACKSON
Chassis 317A, 320A. 821A, 824A: Models 277,
217, 221-T, 321-C, 217-T, 317-C, 221-C, 621 64

MAGNAVOX
Model 3, K-105 Series: CT331, 332, 333,
335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 840, 341, 342, 343,
345, 346, 347, 348, 349
UHF Converter Tuner Model 700859
107 Series: Chassis CT 358
UHF Converter Tuner 595461 (700359
vised)

834,
344,

23
53
65

Re -
80

Chassis 108A series: Models CT, CU & CMU
401A ; CT, CU & CMU 402A ; CT, CU & CMU
403A; CT, CU & CMU 404A 112

MAJESTIC
Chassis Series 110-111: Models 21T20, 21T21,
21C30, 21C31, 21D50, 21D51, 21P60, 21P61,
21P62, 21P63, 21P70, 21P71 26
Chassis 112: Models 17T38, 17T40, 17T41,
17C42, 17C43; Chassis 113: Models 21T40,
21T41, 21C42, 21C43 76

MALLORY
TV -101 UHF Converter 58

MOTOROLA
Chassis TS -292: Models 21C1, 21C1B, 21F2,
21F2B, 21F3, 21F3B, 21K4, 21K4A, 21K4B,
21K4W, 21K5, 21K5B, 21K6, 21K7. Chassis
TS -324: Models 21T4A, 21T4EA, 21T5A,
21T5BA 9
Models TC-101, TC-101B UHF Converters 59
Auto Radio Mopar Models 610T 72

MUNTZ
Chassis
2055-A,
Chassis
Chassis
2162-A

17111 or 17B2: Models 2053A,
2056-A. Chassis 17B2: Model
17B3 or 1784: Models 2457-A,
17B5 or 17B6: Models 2158-A,

(Continued on page 70)

2054-A,
2055-B.
2461-A.
2159-A,

39
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Circuit Digest Index

(Continued from page 69)
Circuit Digest No.

OLYMPIC
Chassis TK: Models 17T40, 17T48,
17K41, 17K42, 17K50. Chassis TL:
20T46. 20T47. 20C45, 20062, 20053,
20K43, 20K51
Chassis TMTN: Models 17T56, 17C57,
21T58. 21T69, 21T70, 21T74, 21065,
21C72, 21C73, 21D60, 21D64, 21K61,
21K63

PACIFIC MERCURY
Chassis 201 Series

17C44,
Models
20D49,

30
17K55,
21068,
21E62,

68

Circuit Digest No.
17 -T -301U, 17-T-302, 17 -T -302U, 17-T-310,
17 -T -310U 48
UHF Selector Model U2: Chassis KC579 55
Chassis KCS81: Models 21-D-305, 21-D-317.
21-D-326, 21-D-327, 21-D-328, 21-D-329, 21-D-
330; Chassis KCS81B: Models 21 -D -305U, 21 -D -
3171J, 21 -D -326U, 21 -D -327U, 21 -D -328U, 21 -D -
329U. 21 -D -380U 67
Chassis KCS83C: Models 21-5-854, 21-S-862:
Chassis KCS83D: Models 21 -S -364U, 21 -S -362U

90
Chassis KCS77D, KCS77H: Models 27 -D -382U,
27 -D -383U, 27 -D -384U 103
Chassis KCS84C: Models 24-T-420, 24-T-435
Chassis KCS84E: Models 24 -T -420U, 24 -T -436U

REGENCY
124 UHF Converter Model RC -600

PACKARD-BELL
Chassis 2720: Models 2721, 2722. Chassis 2710:
Models 2728, 2724 60
Chassis 2740: Models 2742, 2743, 2744, 2842,
2843, 2844 117

PHILCO
RF Chassis 91, Deflection chassis J-1 used in
1953 Code 126: Models 2269, 2270, 2271, 2273,
1853, 1853L, 2127, 2266, 2268, 2286, 2286, 2287

5
RF Chassis 81, Deflection Chassis H-1:
Models 1824, 1825, 1826, 1852, 1862L, 2126,
2125L, 2162, 2152L, 2226. 2227, 2262, 2272,
2272L 22
R -F chassis 97, Deflection chassis J-7: Model
2750 47
All -Speed Record Changer: Model M-24 29
11-F Chassis R-201, Deflection Chassis D-201:
Models 4308, 4110, 4108, 8104, 4008 89
R -F Chassis R-191, Deflection Chassis D-191,
Code 140: Models 3002, 4002, 4004, 4102, 4106,
4109, 4150, 4302, 4304, 4306, 4307, 4005, 4007,
4107, 4112 1 18

RADIO CRAFTSMEN
AM -FM Tuner C-800

RAYTHEON

119

73

SENTINEL
Chassis 118: Models 464, 1U-464, 466, 1U-456,
466, 1U-456, 457, 1U-457 18
Models 1U-632, 1U-652, 1U-564 85
Models: 1U-681, 1U-582, 1U-584, 11.1-585 108

SHERATON
Chassis 250XL: Models T1760, T2150, T1755.
T2120, T2156, C2125 81

SPARTON
Chassis 25D213: Models 5342, 5343,
5384, 6386, 5390, 5491
Chassis 27D213: Models 5342A, 5343A,
5386A, 6882A, 5383A. 10352. 10853
Chassis 29U213: Models 22312, 22313,
23323
Kingston UHF Converter

STANDARD COIL
Tuner Models TV -1532, TV -2232

STEWART-WARNER
28 Chassis 9210: Models

21C -9210C
Models: 24C -9370A, 24C-9370AB

Chassis 17T1: Model 111733A, C1735A, C1786A.
Chassis 17T2: Model M -1734A. Chassis 21T1:
Model M -2107A, C -2108A, C -2110A, C -2111A.
Chassis 21T2: Model C -2109A 16
UHF Tuner 54
Chassis 21T8: Models UM -2133, UM -2134, UM -
2135, UM -2136, UM -2139, UM -2141. UM -2142,
UM -2144, UM -2146 94
Chassis 21T11: Models M -2131A, C -2187A and
C -2138A 114

Chassis 24T3: Models C -2401A, C -2402A

RCA VICTOR
Chassis KCS72: Models 17T200, 17T201, 17T202,
17T211, 17T220 6
UHF Selector Chassis KCS70: Model U70 42
Chassis KCS78 or KCS78B: Models 17-T-801,

125

5382, 6383,
24

5384A,
40

23322,
71

105

86

9210-C, 21T -9210A,
34

109

STROMBERG-CARLSON
Chassis 421 series: Models 421 TX, 421 CM,
421 CDM 19
521 Series: Models 621T, 521T0, 521CM.
521CDM, 52105M, 521050, 621C5Dee 66
Chassis 621A series 110

SYLVANIA
Chassis 1-508-1, 1-508-2: Models 172K, KU,

& MU; 175B, BU, L, LU, M & MU; 176B,
BU,L LU, M & MU; 17713. 131.1. M & MU;
178B, 21U, M & MU 12
Chassis 1-504-1, 1-504-2: Models 105B, 105BU.
105M, 105MU. Chassis 1-510-1, 1-510-2: Models
120B. 120BU, 120M, 120MU, 126B, 126BU,
1264 126LU, 126M. 126MU 35

Circuit Digest No.
Chassis 1-509-1, 1-509-2: Models 187B, BU,
M, MU 41
UHF Converter Models C31M, C32M, C33M 87
Chassis 1-618-1, -2, -3: Models 175-18, 872,
373, 376, 376, 377 97

TRAV-LER
Chassis 36A2: Models 217-32, 217-33, 220-36,
221-36 27

TRUETONE
Model 2D1344A
Chassis 21T2A: Model 2D1326A

MONTGOMERY WARD
Manual 4107A: Model 25WG-3056A
Auto Radio, Model 35BR-6,96A

WEBSTER-CHICAGO
Webcor Model 210 Tape Recorder

WELLS-GARDNER
Models: 321MS31-35A6-386-1, 2321MS31-35A6-
388-1 123

61

98

36
93

62

WESTINGHOUSE
Chassis V-2207-1: Model H -706T16. Chbssis
V-2220-1: Model H -708T20 11
Model H-803 all channel UHF Tuner 56
Chassis V -2208-I: Model H -716T17 63
Chassis Assembly V-2233-4; Models H -746K21,
H -747K21 78
Chassis V-2243-1: Models H -770T21, H -771T21,
H -772K21. H-7731{21, H -774K21, H -776K21,
H -776T21 99
Chassis Assembly V-2260-1: Models H -815T24
and H -817K24 115

ZENITH
Chassis 19K22: Models K1812E, K1812R. Chas-
sis 191{20: Models K1815E, K1815R, K1820E,
K1820R, K1846E, K1846R, K1850E, K1850R,
K 1880R. Chassis 192(23: Models K2229R,
K2258R, K2286R, K2288E. Chassis 21K20:
Models K2230E, K2230R, K2240R, K2240E,
K2260R, K2263E, K2266, K2266R, K2267E,
K2268R, K2270H, K2270R. K2287R, K2290R,
K2291E 7
VHF -UHF Turret Tuner 57
Portable Radio Chassis 5L42: Model L507 79
Chassis 22L20: Models L2571R, L2672R,
L2573E, L2574R, L2575E, L2592R, L2593H,
L2876E, L2876R, L2878R, L2879E, L2894HU 88

Chassis 19L26: Models L1820E or R; L1812E
or R. Chassis 19L28: Models L1846E or R;
L2229E or R; L2235E or R; L2236E or 12;
L2237E or R ; L2250E or R ; L2258E or 12;
L2262C ; L2262R; L2281 or E; L2281R;
L2285 R. Chassis 19L30: Models L2237EU or
RU. Chassis 19L33: Models L2228R. Chassis
19L34: Models L1800R 122

BASIC ALIGNMENT DATA 8

Copyright 1954 by Caldwell -Clements, Inc.

A New Exclusive Service for Television Technicians -

SINGLE SCHEMATICS, 25si Each
The publishers of TECHNICIAN are receiv-
ing so many requests for reprints or addi-
tional copies of its Circuit Digests that it
is now making single schematics available
at 25¢ each, post paid and the complete
group, as published in any issue, for 500
post paid. For overnight service, air mail

special delivery, add 250. Schematics for
all receivers indexed on these pages are
in stock. This offer covers only schematics
which have been published in Circuit Di-
gests. Be sure to order by Circuit Digest
number and give brand name and chassis
number to prevent error.

Address Reader Service Dept., TECHNICIAN, 480 Lexington Ave., New York 17
Currency or postage must accompany order.
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%40

4, 410,

VHF
SWEEP GENERATOR
 Fundamental output on all

frequencies.
 All Electronic sweep.

.5 volt fundamental output.
 Triple shielding prevents

leakage.
 Continuously variable

tuning.
 Write for technical

details ...

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO

10523 Dupont Ave., Cleveland 8, Ohio

**NEWS**

EAVE MOUNT Model

ONE PIECE CONSTRUCTION

EM -48

of heavy -

gauge, embossed steel, galvanized to

prevent corrosion. Special lower bracket
r gives extra strength and rigidity. Ex-

tended lip supports mast during installa- 1

Hon. Generous spacing between brackets
for good mechanical support. 3" em- 1

bossed steel upper bracket features U

/ bolt and clamp for Spintite fastening.
Also available with 60" spread: EM -60

Write for Catalog
IN CAN.: A.T.R. Armstroog Ltd., Toronto

SOUTH RIVER METAL
PRODUCTS CO., INC.

SOUTH RIVER, N. J.
PIONEER AND OUTSTANDING PRODUCF R
OF FINEST LINE OF ANTENNA MOUNTS

ADVERTISERS INDEX

APRIL, 1954

American Phenolic Corp. 12
Astatic Corp. 13
Audel, Publishers 68

Bogen Co., Inc., David 58

CBS-Hytron Div., Columbia Broadcast-
ing System, Inc.

Caldwell -Clements, Inc.
Channel Master Corp.
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp. 63,
Crosley Div., Avco Manufacturing

Corp.

10

51

14

64

6

Davis Electronics 49

Erie Resistor Corp. 60

Federal Telephone & Radio Co. 59

General Cement Manufacturing Co. . 58
General Industries Co 54

Hickok Electrical Instrument Co. 71

International Rectifier Corp. 71

International Resistance Co. Cover 2

Jensen Industries

Kester Solder Co.

Lowell Manufacturing Co.

11

62

67

Mallory & Co., Inc., P.R. 37
Moss E ectronic Distributing Co. 62

National Carbon Co. 41

Peerless Products Industries 60
Philco Corp. 72
Precision Apparatus Co., Inc. 53

Pyramid Electric Ca. 43

RCA Institutes, Inc. 5

Radiart Corp. 4
Radio Corp. of America Cover 4
Raytheon Manufacturing Co. 7

Rider Publisher, Inc. John F. 2, 3
Rohn Manufacturing Co. 65

Simco Products 65
South River Metal Products Co., Inc. 71

Solo Electric Co. 68
Sprague Products Co. Cover 3
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 45

Technical Appliance Corp. 47
Television Materials Corp. 67
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co. 61

Tung -Sol Electric Inc. 56, 57

Walsco Electronics Corp. 55
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 8, 9

INTERNATIONAL
RECTIFIER

CoOPORATION

RADIO TV
TYPE

SELENIUM

RECTIFIERS

NOVI

11111,11111

AT

101111

FAYORITE

JOBBER

Widest Range
in the Industry

Ask for Bulletin JRP-2

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER
CORPOR AT ION
1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo, Calif  Phone- ORegon 8-6281
CHICAGO: 205 W. Wacker Drive  Phone: Franklin 2-31389
NEW YORK: 501 Madison Avenue Phone: Plaza 5-0665
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Vow Own Potable
"Service Bench" for

IF-RF Alignment!

PH I LCO,%)

VISUAL ALIGNMENT GENERATOR

Oscilloscope, Sweep and Marker Generator

gee 4w, a/

NEW! PHILCO
FIELD STRENGTH METER
Here's more than an antenna signal checker.
The new Philco Field Strength Meter pro-
vides direct readings of :IF signal level...
has built-in electronic sensitivity control.
Signal levels abo-e 100 microvolts are read
directly on the calibrated dial. Read 10 to 100
microvolt lea tit on the high sensitivity meter.
High pain low noise TV tuner provides
excepo ynal wide range of sensitivity. Now,
measure botE strong and weak signals with
the Ph.lco reference calibration method ...
it's the same type found :n expensive labo-
ratory aquipesent. MODEL M-8 104.

OFFER
ENDS

MAY 29

The Philco Model 7008 Visual Alignment Generator is a
completely self-contained "service bench" for all alignment
and trouble shooting problems in the field. It is specifically
designed to permit rapid servicing of the IF amplifier and
front end of TV and FM receivers. The sweep section
furnishes a high output signal with uniform sweep level
throughout the FM and television bands, as well as the
intermediate frequencies used. The marker system, with
its associated crystal calibrator, has an accuracy of .005%.
The built-in oscilloscope greatly simplifies test set-up.
Furnished complete with high frequency detector probe,
output and input cables and AC cord.

Look at these PHI LCO features:
1. Only two external cable con-
nections necessary...minimizes
regeneration and feed -back.

2. Shielded multiplier atten-
uator provides accurate control

of RF output from a few micro-
volts up to .1 volt.

3. RF output increase_ with
frequency to offset the off
in gain which normally occurs
on the higher frequencies.

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR

ON A NEW SPECIAL PAYMENT PLAN

Take advantage of the great

SHARE and PROFIT Program
on Philco Receiving Tubes

Parts and Accessories
NOW AT YOUR PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR

72 (92 Total Pages In Thls Issue, Including Circuit Digest Suction) TECHNICIAN AprII, 1934



capacitor
replacements

EMERSON CHASSIS 120182-D, 120195-D,
120196-B, 120197-B, -D, 120206-D,

120211-D

Symbol Rating
No. MF @ WVDC

Emerson Sprague
Part No. Replacement

C53 Also contains C21, C32, C65
80 4- 40 @ 300/10 @ 250/100 @ 50 925243 R-1523

C54 Also contains C55, C56, C66
10 @ 450/80 rt 300/40 +40 @ 250 925242 R-1522

C67 50 MMF @ 2000 928097
* Use Sprague CK-1 Yoke Capacitor Replacement Kit to serect

proper value.

WELLS GARDNER MODEL 321MS31-35A6-386-1

Symbol Rating
No. MF @ WVDC

C30
C35
C41
C51
C70
C71
C79
C80
C31, R46
C57, R75

Parallel two 40 MF sections.

W. G. Sprague
Part No. Replacement

20+10 @ 400/40 @ 50
80 @ 400/100 @ 50

4 @ 100
5 @ 25

30 @ 400
5 @ 25

80 60 @ 400
30 @ 400

45 x 392 TVL-3682
45 x 391 'TVL-3764
45 x 361 TVA -1402
45 x 378 TVA -1203
45 x 393 TVA -1711
45 x 378 TVA -1203
45 x 390 R-1341
45 x 393 TVA -1711
76 x 7 V-1 1101C11
76 x 5 T-1 1102C11

PACIFIC MERCURY CHASSIS 201 SERIES

Symbol
No.

Rating P. M. Sprague
MF @ WVDC Part No. Replacemert

C28 1 @ 50
C35 80 @ 450/10 @ 400
C38 1 @ 12
C40 40 @ 450/50 @ 350/50 @ 300
C52 100 @ 50
C67 10 @ 450
Ni Audio Coupling Plate
N2 Integrator Plate

PMA-42002 TVA -1300
PMA-42000 TVL-2776
PMA-42027 TVA -1300
PMA-42001 R-1297
PMA-42005 TVA -1310
PMA-42016 TVA -1705
PMA-95001 1-31104C41
PMA-95000 V-1 1101C1 I

Sprague makes more capacitors ... in
more types . . . in more ratings . . .

than any other capacitor manufac-
turer. Send 10c for 48 -page TV
Replacement Capacitor Manual to
Sprague Products Co., 65 Marshall
St., North Adams, Mass., or get it
FREE from your Sprague distributor.

DON'T VE VAGUE...INSIST

FOR SETS OF THE MONTH
RAYTHEON CHASSIS 24T3

Symbol Rating Raytheon
No. MF WVDC Part No.

C401 60+30+10 @ 300/60 @ 50 8C-22536
C419 20 @ 300/10 @ 75/10 @ 25 8C-22524
C426 5 @ 50 8C-20557
C436 20 @ 450 8C-22550
C439 200±30 P150 8C-22730
C440 150 @ 150 8C-22463
C441 150 @ 150 8C-22464
C502 20 @ 150 8C-19546
C438 47 or 82 MF

Parallel 120 MF and 80 MF sections.
Use Sprague CK-1 Yoke Capacitor Replacement
proper value.

- -
Sprague

Replacement

TVL-4573
R-1487
TVA -1303
TVA -1709

'TVL-3448
TVL-1430
TVL-I 430
TVA -1410

Kit to select

ZENITH CHASSIS 19L26, 28, 30, 33, 34
Symbol Rating Zenith Sprague

No. MF WVDC Part No. Replacement
C28 10 @ 475/40 C.) 400/4 @ 350/

100 OP 50 22-2479 TVL-4805
C73 80 40+30 @ 400/40 25 22-2358 TVL-4670

FIND THE RIGHT

TV Yoke Capacitor
IN A JIFFY!

All Distributors
EVERYWHERE.V.SA.

Just try the different ceramics in
this Sprague TV Yoke Capacitor
Replacement Kit until you get a
good picture. That's all there is to
it! 36 famous Sprague Cera-Mite
Capacitors, in eight different values
selected and proportioned on the
basis of actual need, providing com-
plete coverage of fractional values
between 33 mmf and 82 mmf. The
tiny ceramic discs fit any yoke assem-
bly ... stand up under the toughest
service . . . arc excellent replace-
ments for any 20(10 volt capacitor
which may appear in original equip-
ment. Complete instructions are on
the face of the tough, paper -hoard
card, conveniently punched for hang-
ing over the service bench. Get
yours now! Ask your distributor for
Sprague Kit CK-1. Only $12.6D List!

(Distributors' gue Electric



RCA PIONEERED AND DEVELOPED COMPATIBLE COLOR TELEVISION

RCA-15GP22 Tricolor Kinescope
Heart of Compatible Color TV

You're ready forCOLOR
...because R CA is ready for you

RCA-pioneer in the development of
compatible color television-is ready
ifoo to supply you with the replace-
ment receiving tubes and kinescopes
you will need when color TV comes
to your town.

Engineered for color by RCA, these
tubes are designed to work together
for superior performance.

RCA announces with pride the

new 15GP22 Tricolor Kinescope . . .

heart of compatible color television.
To supplement its other receiving
tubes applicable to color television,
including the RCA 6BY6 Pentagrid
Amplifier and the RCA 6AI:4-GT
Damper Diode, RCA has developed
three new types specifically for color
circuits: RC A-6BD4 Sharp -Cutoff
Beam Triode for regulation of high -

voltage de power supply; RCA -3A3
Half- ave u u m Rectifier for pulsed
rectifier scanning service; and R('A-
6A.V8 Medium -Mu Triode Sharp -
Cutoff Pentode for general-purpose use.

To restore the original performance
of color TV sets, play safe . . . use
genuine RCA tubes for color TV.

Be posted on Color TV . . . keep in
touch with your RCA Distributor.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
B ELECTRON TUBES HARRISON, N.J.


